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ABSTRACT

This monograph argues that the contribution of air power to
the defence of Australia can best be made through three air campaigns,
and that there is a theoretical basis, experiential evidence, and
doctrinal precedent for accepting such a premise. The air campaigns
are: Control of the Air as the prime campaign; Air Bombardment as the
separate campaign; and Air Co-operation as the force multiplier
campaign.

Discussion of each air campaign starts with an explanation of
its subsidiary roles, before examining specific examples from history
which have relevance to Australia today. In an effort to focus higher
level conceptual thinking, broad strategic issues are presented on each
campaign. Finally, to orient that strategic thought to more practical
issues, the operational implications for the RAAF are articulated.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of the air as a dimension for employing combat power
really began in World War I, where it was initially used in an airborne
observation role. In this respect air power was seen more as an
extension of land or sea power than as a different form of military
power. By the end of the war, however, its ability to shock the enemy
through air bombardment had been well recognised. The period
immediately before World War II gave rise to the notion of using air
power primarily for strategic bombing. Moreover, because strategic
bombing had little direct connection to tactical land and sea battles, it
had to be conducted by an independent force. So it was that
independent air forces were formed by some nations, initially the
United Kingdom and Australia, to best exploit the air environment.

Not all the results expected from strategic bombing were
achieved during World War II, and the air power proponents were
forced to recognise that air power alone was unlikely to defeat an
enemy. The most important principle of air power to emerge from this
war was that control of the air had to be gained before any form of
combat power could be exercised free of enemy air harassment.
World War II was very important for the development of air power
thinking, as other principles also emerged. First, the use of tactical air
power was important in contributing to the surface battle, and second,
the best use of air power in war was through offensive operations.
Only through offensive operations could an enemy be surprised and
shocked to the extent that decisive results could be achieved.
Furthermore, to gain control of the air, to conduct offensive strategic
bombing operations, and to contribute to the tactical surface battles,
often all at the same time, air power had to be applied as a unified and
balanced force, with its command being independent of the surface
battles of the moment.

After World War II, the air forces of most nations were
developed with the thought of global conflict in mind. The
superpowers and some medium power nations also focused their
development around nuclear weapons. It was not until after the
Korean and Vietnam wars that air forces once again became structured
for limited, conventional warfare. In more recent experiences, the use
of pre-emptive attacks on aircraft on the ground and the exploitation
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of the electromagnetic spectrum have further influenced the

development of aii Power. Furthermore, as the world has moved

firmly into the technological age, the effect on air power has been quite

dramatic. Technological developments in terms of airframes, engines,

avionics and weapons systems have exerted considerable influence on
war in the air.

In Australia, air power development and experience have

been in accord with those of the western world. some authors have

suggestd that Aushalia, both historically and culturally, has

paiiUeUea the Western world in air Poyer development and

ixperience.t Whilst Australia has benefited from the obvious broad
parallels, it has suffered from a failure specifically to address air
po*et in a uniquely Australian context. Australia was one of the first
iountries to estiblish and retain an independent air force, yet it took 69

years for that air force to be provided with its own uniquely

Australian air doctrine.

With its great distances, the inaccessibility of many areas,

paucity of transportation and communications infrastructure, and
ielatively sparsely populated areas separating the major cities,

Australii wis peculiarly suited to the development of aviation. In

times of war, AusEalian air power has had to conhibute to that of its

allies on many occasions, and has even been called upon for air
defence of the nation.

Australia's current strategy of defence in depth implies an

ADF structured to meet a wide range of responsibilities. Air power

provides the capability to meet many of those responsibilities by
illowing multi-role assets to be switched, as appropriate, to the tlpe of
defencJrequired. It can, through the advantages of speed and
mobility, complement the naval quality of sustained Presence, and can

provide airlifi and offensive fire and logistics support for Sround
lorces in an area of operations. It can also be applied in forward
reconnaissance, suryeillance and identification roles, and is quite
capable of stopping a hostile enemy in transit in Australia's

P.I. Criss and DJ. Schubert, The Imding Edge: Ait Power in
Australia's lJnique Enaironment, C-anberra Papers on Strategy and
Defence No.62, (Strategic and Defence Studies Cenhe, Australian
National University, Canberra, 1990), p.61.
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approaches, at home, or in forward operating areas. Professor
Desmond Ball, of the Australian National Universit5/s Strategic and
Defence Studies Centre, daims that

... air power was accorded the preeminent role in the
defence of Australia because of our geostsategic
circumstances.2

A generally acrepted military obiective of air power in
Australia is to gain 'maximum military effectiveness from the use of
the air'.3 In gaining maximum military effectiveness from the use of
the air, Australia would need to implement a series of aerial strategies.
These strategies should take cognizance of classical theories of air
war{are, modified by experience, and should be based around
Australia's unique circumstances. Then they must be articulated in
Australia's air power doctring and be presented in such a form that
they can also be discussed in the broader academic community.

This monograph begins by arguing the importance of classical
theory, discussing the derivation of aerial strategie for Australia, and
accepting RAAF doctrine when it refers to these strategies as air
campaigns.a A useful definition of the term'air campaign' is:

a co-ordinated series of air operations designed to
achieve a military strategic objective.s

The three air campaigns are identified as C-ontrol of the Air, Air
Bombardment, and Air C-o-operation. The monograph presents these
air campaigns in terms of their constituent elemenb, discusses the
historical relevance of each, examines each in relation to current

Desmond Ball, 'The Future of Air Power in the Defence of
Australia', in Desmond Ball (ed), Air Poutq: Global Danelopments

anil Australian P*sputioa, (Pergamon Brassey's Defence
Publishers, Sydney, 1988), p.620.
Air Power Srudies Centre, AAP 1000, Royal Australian Air Foru
Air Pwa Mannal, (RAAF Base Fairbairn, C-anberra,l990),p.32.
ibid.
A. Vallance (Gp Capt, RAD in an address given to the Federal
Councillor and Head of the Swiss Deparbnent of Defence on 2
April 199Q p.8 of the tsanrript.

4
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defence policy and broad strategy for the defence of Australla and

states the implications for the development and effective employment
of air power in Australia.



CHAPTER 1

DERIVATION OF THE AIR CAMPAIGNS

This chapter shows that thmry, evidence from general
warfare, and doctrinal precedent have established that air power is
applied through the conduct of three air campaigns.

The body of theory is based largely on what has been termed
the dassical theories of air power. Whilst such theories should not be
regarded as laws with universal relevance, it would be folly for any
nation to disregard them out of hand. As times change, so too does the
degree of relevance of the theories, such that some aspects which may
be disregarded today may well regain importance in the future.

Over the years, the experience gained from centuries of
general warfare has been distilled and is able to provide broad
antecedents for these air campaigns. Furthermore, as strategies for the
use of air power have been addressed at the doctrinal level of certain
Western nations, notably the United States of America (US), the United
Kingdom (UK) and Australia, brief comment on the implications of
this doctrinal precedent is considered wananted.

THE CLASSICAL AIR POWER THEORISTS

The theories of Giulio Douhet, Hugh Trenchard and Billy
Mitchell, as three of the leading classical theorists, should provide the
conceptual foundation from which the basic factors of air power are
drawn. As argued by Brian Kavanagh and David Schubert, the
fundamental principles for the employment of air power which tend to
be enduring are derived from experience.l However, that experience
initially had to be based on the relevance of air power theory to the

Group Captain B.L. Kavanagh and Group Captain D.f. Schubert,
'The RAAI] Writes its Doctrine', in Gary Waters (ed.), RAAF Air
Power Doctrine A Collation of Contanporary Essays, Canberra
Papers on Shategy and Defence No.71, (Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre, Australian National University, Canberra, 1990),
p.4.
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realities of aerial combat. It was not until air power had been used in
subsequent conflicts that theory gave way to aerial strategies and air
doctrines for the most effective employment of air Power.

As times change and employment doctrines are revised,

nations will need to reexamine the early theories and doctrine that
prevailed in the past. In so doing, those nations must bear in mind the
time and context in which the theorists postulated their ideas, and the
particular circumstances which existed at the time that subsequent
doctrine was written.

As Samuel Huntington argues, understanding can only come

from simplification and the ordering of reality. Theory through its
necessary abstractiory is one Proven way of simplifying the real world
such that man may derive a broad framework for applying that
understanding in his contemporary world.2

It is probably because air power has had such a rapid rate of
development forced upon it by technologl, and because the eye-

catching exploits of the practitioners of air power have so captured the
imagination of others, that the importance of classical air power theory
has been somewhat obscured. AdditionallY, the sPectrum of uses of
air power is quite diverse - from totally independent organisation and
action, to co-operation with surface combat forces where the

organisation of air power assets rnay be subsumed within those of the

surface forces.

Whilst they are important, the classical theorists are of limited
value because they were more concerned with developing theories
specific to their respective nations, and not one of them produced a

universal theory based uPon commonly accepted principles.
Therefore, each theorist should be studied in his own right, so a
complete picture of air power theo.y can be developed.

Douhet (1869-1930), Trenchard (1873-1950, and Mitchell
(1879-1930 all held the conviction that a nation's will and capacity to
wage war could best be subjugated through the application of

Samuel P. Huntington, The Soldia anil the Stnte The Thary anil
Politics of Cioil-Military Relations, (Harvard Universitlr Press,

Cambridge, Mass., 7957), p.7.
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offensive air power. They also believed that the requisite level of air
power could only be applied by an independent air force.

That each was driven by his own national view of history,
geography, economics, politics, science, technology, psychology,
society and military affairs explains why these three did not always
agree, particularly on the military obiectives of air attack. However, at
the time (just after World War I), they brought a new perspective to
military strategy and the organisation of a nationls defence force and
provided the catalyst for nations to develop their own doctrines for
exploiting the air.

Eugene Emme succinctly stated the relevance of the classical
theories thus:

The classical theories of air warfare appear of
particular usefulness as intellectual touchstones for
appreciating the nature and conduct of warfare in the
Present daY.3

An appreciation of these theories will provide air commanders with
the avenue for questioning their own logic and decision making
during planning and actual aerial combat. Whilst such an appreciation
of air power theory will provide a better understanding of war in the
air, mastering the art of aerial warfare still requires a depth of
knowledge far beyond mere theory. This is where doctrine, which also
embraces innovationl comes to the fore.

Douhet's theories, based on the need for Italy to use a small
ground force to defend her northern frontier and an air force to
conduct bomber offensives, were predicated on a belief that the will of
a nation could be destroyed if its population and production centres
were attacked. He believed that cities could be destroyed easily, that
bombers would always get through, and that future wars would be
shorter and would result in fewer casualties than was evidenced in
World War I.

Eugene M. Emme (ed.), The lmpact of Air Power: National Security
and World Politics, (D. Van Nostrand, Princeton, New fersey,
1959), pp.158-159.
Kavanagh and Schubert,'The RrqJUr Writes its Doctrine', p.4.
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Douhet recognised the potential of using the air and deduced
that long-range bombers offered both the best deterrence to war, and
the quickest way to win a war onc€ one had started. Above all else, he
emphasised the need to gain'command of the air'.

Most notably, Douhet did not foresee that developments in air
defences would proceed apace with developments in bomber aircraft.
He also over-estimated the impact that bombing would have on
national morale and incorrectly assessed the degree of vulnerability of
cities to strategic bombing.

Trenchard believed that the best way to win a war was to
break down an enemy's resistance. The use of air power offered a
most successful means of doing so - by attacking cenhes of production,
transportation and communication. He too believed that an air force
would first need to gain'air superiori$/. Unlike Douhet, Trenchard
believed that indiscriminate trombing of cities was improper, but
attacks on legitimate military targeb seemed ProPer, even if such
attacks caused incidental loss of civilian life and destruction of civilian
property.

Trenchard's theories for generating a state of panic in a

population in a comparatively humane and legally acceptable manner
were not proved in World War II, because the precision bombing he

hoped for could not be achieved. Instead, the RAF, because of enemy
air defences, was forced to adopt a strategy of night area bombing,
which in essence appeared to be the indirriminate bombing of cities
rejected by Trenchard.

Mitchell differed somewhat from Douhet and Trenchard, in
that he believed air power could be used to destroy enemy surface
combat forces. He also believed in the importance of strategic
bombing, but saw a separate need for pursuit aircraft to gain control of
the air. Mitchell believed that a bomber formation should aftack
selected industrial centres only to destroy an enemy's methods of war
production and pursuit aircraft should attack enemy aircraft as they
launched to intercept the bomber formation.

Mitchell, too, failed to conceive the effectiveness that Anti-
Aircraft Artillery (AAA) and Surfaceto-Air Missile (SAM) systems
were to achieve. More significantly, his belief in air-to-air combat was
found wanting in practice because such combat ultimately became a
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war of attrition. Air forces found it rnore effective to attack enemy
aircraft on the ground.

Despite the many, yet subtle, differences between the three
theorists, the similarities are quite striking. All emphasised the
importance of sbategic bombing, of the need to avoid the 'trench
warfare' so characteristic of World War I, of the need for an
independent air force, and of the overriding importance of the
offensive use of air power. Douhet argued for broad urban attacks to
destroy national morale, whereas Trenchard argued for aftacks only on
the enemy's strategic war effort, and to avoid involvement with navies
and armies. Mitchell also argued for selective sbategic targeting, but
saw the need for the tactical application of air power in surface battles.

Most assuredly, no nation has readily accepted any one of
these three air power theorists' views, although most nations did
recognise the need to create an independent air force capable of
performing unique missions that could not be achieved by surface
combat forces. Additionally, most nations used these early theories as
the foundation for their doctrine about air warfare, until experience
was able to provide embellishments as necessary, even to the extent of
replacing concepts that were found wanting. The experiences of
World War II (1939451, Korea (195G'53), Malaya ('1948-ffi), Vietnam
(1965-73), the India-Pakistan war in 1965, the Arab-Israeli wars of 1967
and '1,973, the Falklands war of 7982,Israel's attack on Syria in 1982,
and the American raid on Libya in 1986 have all added to the body of
theory about how air power should be employed in conllict.

There is most definitely a place for the classical air power
theorists, just as there is for subsequent theorists, in the determination
of an appropriate set of aerial warfare strategies for the defence of
Australia. However, before these strategies can be properly
articulated, any evidence of their antecedents from general warfare
must be examined. A warning note is sounded at the outset: air
strategies should not be developed in isolation from continental or
maritime strategies - a theme which is mentioned several times
throughout this monograph.
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ANTECEDENTS FROM GENERAL WAITI'AIIE

The government of Aushalia maintains armed forces to
support national security policy. Those armed forces must always be

t*dy to apply combat Power through the conduct of military
campaigns in which actual force may be used, or threatened to be

used. The threat of the use of force is intended as deterrence: to
discourage hostile action by arousing fear in a potential enemy of
effective-counter-action based on credible military capability and the

nationls willingness to use it.

Historically, there have been three methods by which combat
power has been applied; namely bombardment, blockade and
invasion. Bombardment is the localised aftack of the enemy's armed
forces or other targets of national significance through the use of heavy

guns, bmbs or missiles. Blockade or siege is the denial of resources

ind other support required by an enemy for national sustenance or for
waging war. Invasion is the comprehensive engage_ment of the
enehy's armed forces and the occupation of his territory.s

Whilst land power and sea Power have had centuries of
experience to develop their particular forms of warfare, air power has

had just over 80 years. Experience had to be gained r1P{!ly and,

through trial and error, a series of air operations developed. These air
operaiions have been in accord with the notions of applying combat
power that existed before the advent of air power.

The evolution of air Power has seen it used as an instrument
for applyng combat Power through the three methods of

bombardment, blockade and invasion. For example, the conduct of an

Air Bombardment campaign may be one means of achieving the
shategic aim of bombardment. The intention of blockade or siege is to
isolate the enemy and deny him freedom of movement - in air terms,
this could be achieved through a Control of the Air campaign. The

engagement of an enemy's armed forces, one aspect of invasion,

would normally involve air power acting in cooperation with one or
both of the other forms of combat Power. In this resPect, the use of air
power would constitute part of an Air C-o0peration campaign.

These definitions were used in an RAAF study: I. Westmore, The

Essence of Air Powa Doctrine, (Department of Defence - Air Force

Offi ce, Canberra, 1989), p.7.
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An important distinction must be made at the outset. The
term'air campaign' does not equate exactly with the more generally
held notion of a military campaign. The two-dimensional concept of
warfare, held for centuries, depicted a rnilitary campaign in terms of a
geographical area or a timeframe. However, the advent of air power
has inhoduced a new dimension to the conduct of warfare, and a more
liberal interpretation of 'campaignl has become necessary - one that
cenhes on a series of operations intended to meet a strategic aim.

Hence, this monograph argues that three air campaigns can
indeed be derived from the broader application of combat power
which has been witnessed throughout history. Conhol of the Air is
seen as the 'prime' campaign; Air Bombardment as the 'separate'
campaign; and Air Co-operation as the'force multiplie/ campaign, in
which elements of air power co{perate with other elements of combat
power in the three environments of sea, land and air. These air
campaigns are analysed in detail throughout the subsequent chapters.

One of the real strengths of air power is that its flexibility
affords it the capability to conduct all three campaigns concurrently if
necessary. Lord Tedder believed this flexibility to be well
demonstrated in the Middle East during 1942 when he was Air Officer
Commanding-in{hief Middle East:

Aircraft could be switched rapidly from one task to
another as the situation demanded. They could be
summoned from bases and theatres widely separated.
The bombers operated by day and night against
Benghazi and Tobruk. Aircraft from Egypt and Malta
made carefully co-ordinated attacks against Rommel's
seaborne supplies from Europe. Beaufighters blasted
trains and transport beyond the range of normal
fighters. Torpedo Swordfish loaded with flares
ranged the Desert, seeking out targets, and calling up
the Wellingtons to deal with them. Fighters covered
barges and coastal shipping so that our seaborne
supplies should keep pace with the advance.6

Marshal of the Royal Air Force The Lord Tedder, With Prjudice
The War Memoirs of Marslnl of the Royal Air Force, Loril Teilils,
G.C.B., (Cassell, Londory 7966), p.361.
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AIR POWER DOCTRINE

In the defence of Australia, priority is given to the ability of the

Australian Defence Force to mount and sustain operations which are

capable of defeating enemy forces in Australia's area of direct military
inierest. This region comprises some ten per cent of the earth's surface
and includes

Australia, its territories and proximate ocean areas,

lndonesia, Papua New Guinea, New Zealand and

other nearby countries of the South-West Pacific.T

For the RAAF, emphasis is placed on surveillance of the air and sea

approaches to Australia, on air defence, and on maritime air
ofrations. The RAAF, in conducting these and other operations such

ai independent strategic land strike and air transport, relies 
-on 

the

accumuiation of techniial and tactical skills at the working level which
have been refined over nutny Years.

Whilst the working-level skills of the RAAF have been Proven
time and time agarn, both in war and peacetime, the conceptual skills

have been found somewhat wanting, in that a philosophical basis for

the RAAF has never been formally articulated. Australia, like many

other nations, has wrestled with the problem during ib existence of
formulating a comprehensive philosophy or doctrine for the

employment of air power. That it has finally developed an air doctrine

specifitaly oriented toward Australia is testimony to the foresight of
the RAAFs leaders of the late 1980s. In developing its air doctrine, the

RAAF had to address such basic features as the primacy of control of
the air, the overriding importance of the unity of air power, the cmcial
balance between offence and defence, and the use of air power as a
deterrent, all couched within the Australian governmenfs
requirements for defence self-reliance.

Importantly, the RAAF has recognised that at the tactical and

operational levels (or the working level) a series of techniques,

procedures and instructions has existed and has been proven effective,
tott in peace and conflict. However, at the conceptual level, the

7 DeparEnent of Defence, The D$ow of Australin 1987, (Australian

Govemment Publishing Service, Canberra, 7987), p.2.
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underlying philosophy or doctrine on which those techniques,
procedures and instructions have been based has rarely been recorded.
Accordingly, it was to this underlying philosophical level that the
RAAF turned its attention during 1989 and 199O to produce the Air
PowerManual.

The RAF is also developing its own'Basic Air Power Doctrine,
Manual which is likely to cover similar philosophical concepts to those
of the RAr{Ir. However, the RAF Manual is likely to adopt a slightly
different interpretation of just what constitutes doctrine and may not
necessarily limit itself to fundamental philosophical issues.

The USAF has re'written its AFM 7-1, Basic Aerospace Doctrine
of the United Stata Air Force. Yolume I outlines the basic doctrine and
is meant to be used as a quick reference guide. Volume II expands on
the points raised in the first volume by providing evidence in the form
of essays. The USAF Manual also tends to stray outside fundamental
philosophical issues, and the new rrranual has yet to receive official
endorsement.

Essentially, all three manuals address the nature of warfare
and the nature of air power before examining specific operations and
roles of the respective air forces. Despite differences in definitions, the
air forces of Australia, tIK and USA have developed a similar
philosophical basis for understanding and describing the prerequisites
for effective employment of air power.

It is not the intention of this monograph to examine the
development of air doctrine in any further detail. It has been
mentioned already that there exists sound precedent for discussing the
application of air power in Australia as three air campaigns, based on
classical theory, the historical application of military power, and the
recent development of air power doctrine in Aushalia, UK and US.

Although this monograph places great emphasis on air power,
it does not suggest that air strategies should be developed in isolation
of continental or maritime strategies. It has been made quite clear
fromTheDefenceof Australial987 thatthe ADF must devise and adhere
to an integrated strategy. In meeting the dictates of that joint ADF
military sbategy, the RAr{Ir must have a clear indication of the types
of air campaigns it rnay be required to conduct.
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As stated earlier, those three campaigns are: Control of the Air,
Air Bombardncnt and Air Cooperation. These campaigns will be

examined in detail, and at different times considerable emphasis will
be placed on one specific air campaign. The prudent reader should

view such discussion in the context suggested by |ohn Terraine:

Modern warfare resembles a spider/s web: ever5zthing
connects, longitudinally or laterally, to everything
else; there are no 'independent strategies', no

watertight compartmenb, nor can there be.E

AUSTRALIA'S DEFENCE STRATE GY

In developing the three air campaigns, subsequent chapters

will examine how air Power might best be used; what significance

historical experience holds; and what that means for the defence of

Australia and the involvement of the RAAF - today and in the

immediate future. Furthermore, the use of air power must accord with
Australia's non-nuclear and non-aggressive national security posture,
which is itself predicated upon deterrence9 and self-reliancelo and is
expressed as:

r maintaining and developing capabilities for the

independent defence of Australia and its interests;

o promoting strategic stability and security in our
region; and

. as a member of the Western strategic community
working for a reduction in the level of tension between
the supeqpowers and limiting the spread of influences
in our region inimical to Western interests.ll

Australia's strategy of defence in depth provides for
intelligence gathering and surveillance capabilities to detect and track
hostile intruders at the outer margin of the defensive umbrella.

8 fohn Terraine, The Right of the Unq (Hodder and Stoughtory
Londory 1985), p.400.

9 Departrnent of Defenc e, The Defance of Australia '1.987 , p.l'l'.
10 ibid.,p.l.
11 iW.,p.70.
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Should hostile intruders enter Australia's air-sea approaches, the
strategy provides for a strike capability which could also be extended
to enemy rear lines of supply and even his home bases. Finally, in the
coastal areas and on the continent is a ioint force capable of rapid
resPonse.

Within the confines of this strategy, the Australian
government provides the necessary capabilities in the force.in-being at
levels sufficient to handle immediate low-level confrontation. The
ability to provide an expansion base to meet higher levels of threat also
exists. From this strategy, one can deduce an overriding priority to
deny an enemy effective use of the air-sea gap.12 Denial will best be
achieved by decisive exploitation of the air environment to afford the
requisite level of control over that air-sea gap.

The Defarce of Aushalia 1987 recognises that there may be a
need for military action to be taken as a counter to an enemy's use of
military force. It is quite likely that any such use of force by an enemy
would be in unpredicted ways, and in most cases air power would
represent the most readily available form of military power which
could be used. Moreover, use of air power would place fewer
Australians at risk through commitment to conllict than would the use
of land or sea power. Whichever form of military power is deemed
necessary, air power is likely to be involved, either as the pre-eminent
form, or in co-operation with one or both of the surface forms.

It is quite likely that ADF elements would have to be used in
short, sharp operations, where they move into an area quickly, hit
hard, and get out quickly. In this, air power would be decisive.
Moreover, air power when used in this way must be characterised by
adequate range. Range has taken on new meaning since Australia has
withdrawn from a policy of forward defence, yet emphasised the
requirement for strategic regional reach to enable it to respond rapidly
to fastdeveloping conllict anywhere within the region.

Should the ADF be involved in conflict outside mainland
Australia, its ability to mobilise, concentrate and reinforce rapidly will
be critical. Australia would do well to remain abreast of NATO
thinking in this regard. For certainly, as force levels are reduced in

72 ibid.,p.27.
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Europe, NATCXs ability to mobilise, concentrate and reinforce in the
event of hostilities will take on new meaning in the years to come.

In the defence of Australia, the further out the defensive
umbrella is positioned, the more difficult it becomes for an enemy to
penetrate, and therefore the easier it becomes for Aushalia to protect
its internal lines of communication. fhs RAAF's commitrnent is to
contribute with naval forces in controlling the sea and air approaches
to Australia; to be capable of conducting counter-force operations
against enemy forces in bansit to Australia or at source; and to
contibute with land forces to destroy or capture enemy forces that

land on the continent.

Three levels of conflict have been identified as constituting the
most likely contingencies for Australia.r3 At the bottom end of the
spectrum is Low-Level Conflict (LLC), which would involve dispersed
and unpredictable harassment activities. Next is Escalated Low-Level
Conflict (ELLC), which would indude air and naval attacks probably
against remote targets. At the uPPer end is more substantial conflict,
which would involve an expanded ADB and perhaps assistance from
allies.

An important point about LLC that must be remembered is the
variation in extrenres. At one exbeme, the conflict could be

characterised by low-intensity, small-scale operations, confined to a
local area and of short duration. At the other exherne, the conflict
could be more widespread and protracted. Moreover, high-intensity
operations for relatively short periods could be a characteristic of LLC.
Perhaps the term Civil Defence Emergency is more apposite to
contingencies at the lower end of the LLC spectrurn Then there would
be no doubt that, at the higher end of the LLC spectrum, the ADF
could find itself involved in high-intensity operations.

Australia must contend with a low force'to-space ratio.l4
Current defence strategy tacitly recognises that as force'to+pace ratios
decrease (that is, there are fewer forces to cover a Sreater area), the
need for mobility on the part of the defender increases. In this respect,

13 ibid.,pp.24-27.
74 The author is indebted to Group Captain A. Vallance, MBE, RAF,

who so willingly discussed his views on force'to-space ratios
during a visit to Canberra in May 1990.
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the utility of fixed defences becomes less of a factor. In likely Areas of
Operations (AOs) for the ADF - AOs which will be characterised by
remoteness and low forceto-space ratios - the need for aircraft
becomes more critical. Furthermore, the use of offensive air power is
more likely to succeed where low force-to-space ratios prevail.

In meeting this commitment to the defence of Australia, and in
making best use of low force-to-space ratios, the RAAF must view
control of the air as its prime air campaign and allocate priorities
accordingly.



CHAPTER 2

CONTROL OF THE AIR.
THE PRIME CAMPAIGN

INTRODUCTION

The classic way for air power to win a war is to gain

air superiority, then to use heavy bombing power to

break enemy industrial capacity, communications
systems and morale, and to follow up with helpingin
the transportation of ground forces to occupy the
enemy territory. All this must suPPose that enemy air
defences can be defeated and kept in continuous

subjection.I

The cry for gaining air superiority, or conhol of the air, is not
new. [t is quite tik+ that the first recorded use was in 1893, when a

conference of military experts at Chicago's World Columbian
Exposition discussed the proposition that gaining 'command of the ai/
would be necessary before further sea and land warfare would be

possible. The man who proposed the idea was MlFr f.D. Fullerton,

britist Army Royal Engineers. He spoke of a'revolution in the art of
war/ that would profoundly affect armies and navies and argued that:

the arrival of the aerial fleet over the enemy's capital
will probably condude the campaign.2

Evidence from World War II showed that Fullerton's

predictions had overstated the effect of air power. However, Lord
tedder, who experienced the greater part of the war either as Air
Officer Commanding-in{hief (AOC-in€) Middle East or as Deputy
Supreme Commander to General Eisenhower, observed in more

moderate terms:

1

2

Asher Ler, Air Powa, (Gerald Duckworth, london, 1955), p.17.
D. Maclsaac, 'Voices From the Central Blue: The Air Power
Theorists', in Peter Paret (ed.), Makers of Modun Strategy: From

Machiavelli to the Nuclur Age, (Princeton University Press,

Princeton, 1985), p.627.
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the outstanding lesson of the late war was that air
superiority is the pre.requisite to all war-winning
operations, whether at sea, on land, or in the air.3

Control of the air is most certainly a campaign in the full sense
of the term as described in Chapter 1, and should be waged as one.
That is, it is not a single battle and there is no absolute finality to it as
long as enemy aircraft are able to operate. Control rnay be exercised to
cover one specific missiory or it may be more widespread. It may even
have to be sustained, iust as it was during World War II over Europe.
The extent of the campaign needed to be waged by Australia would
certainly depend on the nature of the enemy and the level of conflict;
but iust as certainly, the extent would necessarily increase as the level
of conflict escalated.

Some may argue that the US, by giving priority in March 1946
to the Strategic Air Command over the Air Defense Command and the
Tactical Air Comrnand, saw massive deterrent capabilities as more
important than control of the air. However, one could argue further,
that having the ability to conduct a massive pre-emptive strategic
strike on an enemy's aircraft on the ground meant that the US would
not have to devote as much effort to air-to-air fighting in order to
achieve the requisite degree of control over the airspace needed to
prosecute subsequent air operations.

This perception of the overriding importance of conhol of the
air becomes even more plausible when one looks at Britain,s
experience in World War II. Because ib fighters were preoccupied as
interceptors with home defence and had insufficient range, Britain was
unable to provide any fighter escorts for the daylight bomber raids on
Germany. After suffering heavy bomber casualties from raids on Kiel
and Wilhelmshaven, the RAF, because it could not attain local air
superiority, was forced to bomb at night.

If Western military practitioners have argued the case for
control of the air, the Soviets have gone even further - for them it is an
integral element in combined arms operations. As such, its offensive
nature is much more higNy regarded and not conceptually limited to

Marshal of the Royal Air Force The Lord Tedder, G.C.B., Air
Power in War, (Hodder and Stoughton, London, 7948),p.32.
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the protection of national airspace, which so predominates Western
thinking.

There is no argument in the Soviet Union about the
need for air superiority, and no discussion about how
many resources to allocate to its achievement.4

The battle for air superiority cannot be lost. Loss of
aviation in modern warfare would be an unacceptable
condition, nothing can compensate.S

The precedent has been etablished for Aushalia to consider

contol of the air as its prime campaign. Moreover, experience has

shown that gaining control of the air over enemy territory is far
preferable to having to fight over one's own countIlr. This provides
the basis for arguing the maintenance of offensive air forces, even as

part of a predominantly defensive Posture.

Despite the many successes of air Power in World War II,
purely strategic successes are hard to find. The bombing of Germany
developed its full effectiveness too late to be clearly decisive and the
bombing of Japan occurred at a time when fapan had already been
extended by other forms of warfare. Additionally, the war against

Germany was seen by many, fundarnentally, as a land war supported

as necessary by air Power, while the war against |apan was seery again
by many, fundamentally, as a naval war, supported by air Power.
However, for the various successes in both the European and Pacific
theatres, and for the successes and failures of strategic bombing, one
must look to who controlled the air.

Any stsategy for Australia's use of air Porver should be

underpinned by an observation of Lord Teddey's, based on experience

and endowed virfually with universal acceptance, that control of the

R.A. Mason, 'The Soviet Alternative: Air Supremacy, Aerial
Preparation and Air Accompanimenf, in R.A. Mason (d),War in
the Thiril Dimasion: Esvlp in Contmtpormy Air Powu, (Brasse/s
Defence Publishers, london, lg8f.), p.1@.
Group Captain A.G.B. Vallance (ed.), Air Powq: Collecteil Es*ys on

Doctrtne, (Her Majest/s Stationely Office, Iondory 190), p.111.

A.dy Vallance, in discussing Soviet Air Power Doctrine, quotes
Academician Busheyev.
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air provides 'the state in which the exercise of air power becomes
possible'.5

The old conventions associated with the exercise of combat
power by surface forces have done much to obscure the importance of
air power. It was Smuts in early 1942 who observed: 'the air, the
architect of icton/7 (from which this monograph takes its title). Yet
despite Smuts' belief in the efficacy of air power, expressed in 1918 as:
'air supremacy may in the long run become as important a factor in the
defence of the Empire as sea supremag/,8 the active pursuit of
inlluence by armies and navies to protect vested interests has tended
to go on unimpeded. In fact, this active pursuit of influence, within
defence bureaucracies the world over, has often been at odds with
broader defence organisational imperatives and even at odds with
sound military planning.

This chapter will offer a series of definitions for conhol of the
air terminology to ensure a conunon baseline exists. It will discuss the
two principal roles of this air campaign - Offensive and Defensive
Counter Air - before outlining the importance and achievability of
gaining control of the air. The relevance of historical experience to this
air campaign will be investigated in detail, starting from World War I
through to the Falklands war. Using the definitions and historical
examination as a foundation, the chapter will then poshrlate strategic
considerations for Australia before identifying operational
implications for the RAAF.

6

7
Tedder, Air Powq in War,p53.
Tedder, Air Poutq in War, p.353. Field Marshal ]an Christian
Smub of South Africa was Chairman of the Commiftee which
was formed n7977 to investigate methods of countering air raids
such as those conducted by German Gothas on London. The
Committee's report recommended the formation of a separate
and autonomous air service which later was to become the Royal
Air Force.
Emme (d.), The lmprct of Air Pwa, p37.
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DEFINTTIONS

The most important principle of air Power to emerge from
World War II was the need for control of the air. This supported much
of what the air power advocates had been saying both before and
during the war. However, on the negative side for these advocates of
air power, some of the arguments that air power could do anything
and everything, that it alone could bring an enemy to its knees, and

that the bomber would always get through, were dispelled.

Control of the air as a conc€Pt is a logical extension of Mahan's
principle of control of the sea. It means gaining a favourable air
sihration, thus allowing friendly forces to use the air for their own
purposes, whilst denyng an enemy the use of that air. As the enemy
is denied the use of the air, his sea, land and air operations will be

impeded, iust as our friendly sea, land and air operations could be

impeded if the enemy gained control of the air. Maintaining control of
the air so that lines of communication may remain unimpeded means
little unless those lines are being used in meeting national obpctives,
whether they be military, economic or diplomatic.

Gaining control of the air is not limited to defeating or
nullifying an enemy in the air, but also contributes towards that
enemy's defeat on land and at sea. The aim is to seize quickly the
requisite degree of control over that airspace which is directly related
to ihe strategic aim of the conflict. To fight over airspace which does

not need to be used for the furtherance of the strategic aim is wasteful

of scarce assets; assets which could be re'roled to make a decisive

contribution to a land or naval engagement or to the success of an

offensive air operation.

Gaining control of the air will not, of itself, guarantee success

on land, at sea, or in other air operations against an aggressor.

However, absence of the requisite control will probably spell failure,
because it will mean that the enemy has control over the airspace and
will therefore be in a position to wage aggressive war and dictate the
place, timing, tempo and even the sustainability of the ensuing
conflict. Ttris of course presuPPoses that both sides are capable of
exploiting the air environment. Control is best attained by a mix of
defensive and offensive actions, and a force should be balanced

accordingly. The Defensive Counter Air (DCA) and Offensive Counter
Air (OCA) roles are not mutually exclusive, and certain aircraft rr,ay be
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used for either, for example the F/A-18 Hornet in the air-to-air role
(DC$ or in the air-toground role (OCA).

Advocating that Counter Air Operations receive doctrinal
priority, as argued in this rnonograpt; does not imply that they should
always be prosecuted as a dogrnatic necessity. For example, during
theYom Kippur war in 1973, priorities meant that the Israeli Air Force
(IAF) could not wage a Control of the Air campaign in the first
instance, but had to concentrate on close support for the army, because
the enemy held the initiative. So, despite doctrinal imperatives for the
use of air power, operational priorities, within the strategic aim,
should still be permitted to take precedence. However, diversions
from doctrine should be made only in response to operational
emergencies and should not be a basis for routine planning.

As stated earlier, a comprehensive Control of the Air
campaign should involve offensive and defensive operations. Any
imbalance in offence and defence will waste scnrce resources in time of
conflict. For example, for an air force to concentrate solely on air
defence tactics to the exclusion of ground attack tactics would leave
that air force tactically incapable of conducting an OCA campaign,
should the initiative need to be won or regained. There can also be a
tendency for small air forces to rely on the presence of multi-role
aircraft to solve any possible imbalance. Multi-role assets do offer a
tremendous advantage in balancing air forces at a more affordable
cost. However, training must still continue in all aspects of offence
and defence, where there is little likelihood of any cost savings.

Because any discussion on control of the air brings with it a
number of different terms, some of the rnore commonly used terms
need to be explained here. Air superiority, air supremacy, command
of the air, air neutrality, favourable air situation and defensive air
superiority all need to be defined before the OCA and DCA roles can
be examined in more detail.

Air suryiori{ is the ability to exercise sufficient control, over a
particular area of airspace at a particular time, to permit friendly sea,
land and air forces to carry out operations effectively with little or no
enemy interference while, at the same time, denying the opportunity
to an enemy of using airspace for his various operations. Quite likely,
superiority would only need to be maintained for as long as the
particular surface engagement or air mission continued. That is, it
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may apply over a specific area of the battlefield for a specific period. It
may aiso apply to particular air missions which depend on local air
superiority for their suctess.

Air suqanucy indicates a broader and longer degree of control
of airspace and would tend to be associated with a campaign or Area

of Operations (A0) rather than a single or limited engagement.

Comnunil of the air is the absolute control of airspace in a

specific Ao as opposd to the more limited concepts of air superiority
ahd air supremacy. It implies total dominance of a vast area of
airspace.

Air neutralify would occur where neither side has won
sufficient control of the air for its forces to operate without danger.
The Iran-Iraq war of 198G1988 is a case in point.

A fuoourable air situation would exist where friendly armed
forces - sea,land and air - were able to operate unimpeded by enemy

air. This may mean an absence of enemy air or it rnay mean that the

enemy's air effort was insufficient to impede friendly operations.

Defmsioe air supuioifur is also referred to by many writers. It
would exist in Australia, for instance, where enemy air was unable to
operate over part of Australia's territory or territory being protected by
Australian forces. In the sarne veiIr, the RAAF and the air forces of
allies would be equally unable to operate against the enemy over his

territory.

THEROLES

The Offensive Counter Air (QQ4) role involves, primarily,
attacks on enemy-occupied airfields; with aircraft on the glound,
runways, airfields, and fuel and rnaintenance facilities being preferred
targets. It also involves the conduct of fighter sweeps9 and provision

Fighter sweep essentially involves fighter aircraft being
positioned above enemy airfields so that they can attack enemy
aircraft as they becorre airborne. Use of fighter sweeP
necessitates enticing enemy aircraft into the air.
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of fighter escorb.IO To conduct the OCA role successfully, the RAAF
must possess an offensive capability as well as long range and
endurance. The ability of OCA squadrons to redeploy readily, and the
provision of good intelligence of potential threats are prerequisites for
effective conduct of the role.

The Defensive Counter Air (DCA) role involves active and
passive measures. Active measures include Surface'to-Air Missiles
(SAM), Anti-Aircraft Artillery (AAA), and air defence fighters; passive
measures include camouflage, dispersal, concealment and hardening.

Because Australia is non-aggressive, DCA would be one of the
first roles perforned in defending the nation and, as such, provides a
cornerstone for the defence'indepth strategy. The RAAF cannot hope
to gain unlimited control of the air; however its ability to perform the
DCA role would depend on a capability to derive wide.area coverage
forearly warning, and a mobile capability to maintain high degrees of
control over selected areas, such as airfields, ports, and population
centres, to name but a few.

ACI'IIEVABILITY OF CONTROL OF THE AIR

Lord Kitchener, as Britain's War Minister in 1914, argued that
the nation that attained control of the air would win the war.ll
Historical precedent for gaining control of the air abounds, and
examples will be presented subsequently in this chapter, but what of
the cost? Control of the air is expensive. The strategic emphasis in the
past may well have been shown to be somewhat faulty through
various strategic bombing campaigns which did not of themselves win
a war. However, capable air defence has been shown to prevent
defeat. In this respect, the Battle of Britain, the defence of Malt4 and
the battle for Kursk are all good examples.l2

10 Fighter escort involves the use of fighter aircraft to accompany
other aircraft, such as strike aircraft, and engage any enemy
aircraft that threaten the primary mission.

11 Sir Philip |oubert de la Fert6, The Third Suoice: The Story Behind
theRoyal Air Force, (Thames and Hudson, London, 79551,p.27.

72 Elaboration of all three may be found in Christopher Shores, Duel

for the SIqy, (Guild Publishing, Londory 1985).
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Control may be obtained simply by default, where the enemy
does not possess air assets and perhaps only limited numbers of anti-
aircraft weaporui. This is well illustrated in the Soviet intervention
against Afghan rebels fuom 7979 to 1989. In the Falklands war, the
British also gained local control through what might be termed default,
because the Argentinian Air Force did not contest control over
particular areas.

It is also possible for two similarly rnatched air forces to
pursue other air campaigns and neither attempt to achieve control of

lhe air. This happened in the Iran-Iraq war; however, use of the air
tended to be for political purposes, not military. This could also be an
indication of a reluctance to risk a war of attrition which, if lost, could
bring about assured defeat.

The only way to be confident of gaining any form of control of
the air is by having the ability to conduct OCA and DCA operations.

With the advent of the aircraft, warfare has come to rely more and
more on air power. Strategic and tactical air mobility have become a

way of life, and are vital to a nation's defence, especially a nation the
siz,e of Australia. The ability to conduct surveillance and
reconnaissance missions away from national frontiers is also vital. In
Australia's case these frontiers have been defined as the air-sea

approaches to the nation. For'rmlnerable'air assets to operate in their
tiansport and intelligencegathering roles, a degree of control over the
airspace they wish to use is mandatory'

The sophistication of aircraft and weapons has led to a

considerable increase in the effectiveness of air power, to the extent

that acquisition of such aircraft and weapons could give a rninor air
force quite a significant capability. The relevance to Australia and its
position in the region should not be missed. Therefore, Australia does
need to remain at the forefront of technology and must develop its
target detectiory identification and engagement systems. This may

mean using the latest systems on old airframes, such as Pavetack on
the F-111C, as a cost-achievable option. SPeed of response with
minimal workload on aircrew is the way of the future.
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I{ISTORICAT PERSPECTTVES

Pre-World WarII

Whilst earlier conllicts had illustrated the importance of
conhol of the air, even if gained by default, it was from World War I
that certain basic principles emerged. In the first place, control of the
air had to be fought for: it could be attained no other way and
consequently it required a specific campaign to be waged. Even in a
hostile environment, a locally favourable air situation and local air
superiority could be achieved, to make possible the conduct of other
activities. Ground forces were rnarkedly more effective when
supported by air power; however, air forces could not provide that
support effectively if they had not first achieved control of the air.13

The Sino-fapanese war, which started in 7937, was
characterised by the fapanese achieving a sufficient degree of control
of the air to allow them to launch strategic attacks on major Chinese
targets. An appreciation of the value of the fighter escort, employed
probably for the first time by the fapanese in this war, has endured.

World War II

In 1939, the Blitzkrieg on Poland saw the Luftr,r,affe gain air
superiority and then provide reconnaissance, fighter and bomber
support for its A*y. Control of the air and use of tactical air power
were characteristics of the Luftwaffe at this time - the Allies were not
to realise the importance of either for some months. Once the Allies
did recognise the value of air superiority and the importance of
achieving it first, before applpng tactical air power, success came to
them at El Alamein. Rommel summed up the Allies' success:

British air superiority threw to the winds all our
operational and tactical rules, which hitherto had been
followed with such succEss.l4

13 P. Gover, 'Air Supremacy - the Enduring Principle', in Mason
(&.), War in the Thir il Amension, p.6'1,.

14 Desmond Young, Rommel, (Collins, Londory 1955), p.258.
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The North Africa campaign probably tyPified the nature of
modern warfare, in that it involved sea, land and air. However, the

key to that campaign was control of the air. By moving their aircraft
out of North Africa, the Luftwaffe essentially surrendered control of
the air.

Romrnel observed that, through air supremacy, the Allies in
late 1942 were able to conduct valuable reconnaissance from the air
which enabled them to operate more freely and boldly on the ground.

The air force would delay Rommel's forces until Allied ground forces

were in a position of strength to dictate the timing and temPo of the

ensuing ground battle. Moreover, with air cover and without
harassment from enemy air, allied ground force movements could be
sPeeded uP.ts

Germany was unable to duplicate the success it had achieved

in Poland and at Crete during the battle for Malta. Malta provided the

Allies with a central base from which to launch offensive operations
against enemy supply lines. Germany recognised the significance of
Malta and launched three offensives throughout 1941 and 1942. Each

time the Germans failed, because they could not obtain the necessary

degree of conhol of the air.

The value of conhol of the air was clear in the Normandy
invasion as well. Karl Von Rundstedt, the German commander in
France at the time said:'The Allied Air Force paralysed all movement
by day, and made it very difficult even by night'.t5 The l\oyqndy
invasion also highlighted the futility of fighting for control of the air
simply for the sake of controlling airspace. There are repeated

examples of General Eisenhower and Lord Tedder both realising
during this invasion that air superiority was not to be gained for the
sake of winning air-to-air duels, but that it was a Precursor to allow air
power to be exercised to the full.l7

The Allies' advance across Europe, made possible by the

invasion of Normandy in )une 7944, was probably more aftributable to
air force action in gaining air superiority, than to any specific ground

ibid.,p.351.
|ohn A. Warden III, The Air Campaign: Planning for Combat,
(National Defense University Press, Washington DC, 1988), p.15.

17 Tedder, Air Pwa in War;and Tedder,With kQudice.
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action. In fact, Operation OVERLORD showed that an inferiorground
force could triumph if its air forces first achieved air superiority. In
this case, air supremacy was attained and on 5 June 1944 over 10,000
sorties were flown without a single loss due to Luftwaffe action.
Furthermore, the Wehrmacht was unable to move its troopg quickly
enough - it could not use air for transport nor reconnaissance, nor
subsequently for fire support.lS This operation showed that an air
force operating in large numbers from secure bases located near target
airfields could gain complete air superiority, provided it retained the
initiative. Germany found that by late 19,14 it could no longer regain
the initiative it had held in the early days of World War II, and much
of its effort tended to be dissipated on defensive activities.

The RAF saw that the most effective way of gaining control of
the air in the Western Desert, where the strengths of the opposing air
forces were approximately equal, was through offensive air
operations. Tedder cites the use of attacks on airfields, fighter sweeps,
interdiction of supplies, especially fuel, and attacks on repair bases as
the means of taking the offensive. Standing defensive patrols were
used minimally as a deterrent but were viewed as exceedingly
expensive in effort and bad for morale and efficiency of pilots.lg

The Americans were quick to realise the operational
importance of gaining control of the air. In July 1943, the US War
Deparfrnent published its FM10G20, The Command and Employment of
Air Powu, in which the gaining of air superiority was given primacy.
From this time ory the US through its 8th and 9th Air Forces devoted
aircraft to the gaining of air superiority by attacking all elements of
enemy air power. That is, they conducted offensive air sweeps,
destroyed airfields, and destroyed anti-aircraft installations. Thus the
Americans were able to win air superiority. If much of that initial air
effort had been diverted to other tasks, then losses both in the air and
on the ground would have been considerabl/ higher.2O

At sea, history has shown that the air threat has had to be
contained before naval 1rcwer could be usefully employed. The

18 Lep-, Air Poarcr.
19 Tedder, Air Powq in War.
20 William W. Momyer, Airpowa in Thre Wars, (Arno Press, New

York, 1980), p.111.
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examples of the battles at Coral Sea, Midway, Guadalcanal and l-eyte
Gulf show the need to gain control of the air before attaining victoqy at

sea.

Doring World War II, Britain held control of the sea in the
Balkans and Eastern Mediteraneary but was unable to provide the
necessary air forces and air bases to secure control of the air. Thus, the
Luftwaffe gained control of the air and had, of its own accord, also
seized conirol of the sea in the Aegean. The lessons for Australia
should be quite obvious; that ships, without approPriate control of the

air being gained above them, are at the ncrcy of enemy air power.

The study of air operations during World War II highlights as

militarily unsound any strategy which places garrison forces or surface
ships outside effective range of friendly fighter forces, and within easy

reach of enemy shore-based aircraft. This is surely a compelling

reason for adequate numbers of fighters and a strong Air-to-Air
Refuelling (AAR) capability for Aushalia.

While history shows many land and sea battles depending on
the gaining of control of the air, there have also been instances of air
battles being fought quite independently of any surface battles. The

prime example of such an air battle would be the Battle of Briain - a
Lattle for aii superiority, fought independently of any ground or sea

battle.

Interestingly enough, C'erman air strategy throughout the war
had seen the Luftr,vaffe gaining absolute control of the air by
destroying opposing air forces on the ground and in the factories. This

shategy woiiea *e[ in the conquests of Poland, Norway and

Holland. However, when the Luftr,r'affe aftacked Britain, they failed to
follow this strategy and diverted aftention to the bombing of London.
Thus, British fighters were not destroyed on the ground, and German
bombers subsequently Paid a heavy price.

As a final note on the relevance of control of the air during
World War II, this extract from the noted historian Paul Kennedy is
illuminative:

... everyone could see that without command of the air
it was impossible for armies and navies to operate

effectively; with command of the air, one could not
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only achieve campaign victories, but also deal heavy
blows at the foe's wartime economv.2l

Korea

During the Korean war, the US 5th Air Force had as its priority
mission the achievement of air superiority. It was probably more
important in Korea than in World War II, because of the overwhelming
numerical superiority of Chinese ground forces over United Nations
ground forces. Despite intervention by the Chinese, air superiority
was still attained and only then did tactical air power come into play.

Korea highlighted the importance of the tactical use of air
power and showed a reluctance on the part of politicians to engage
unreservedly in strategic bombing. Political dictates allowed the
enemy sanctuary in Chinese airspace and on Chinese airfields. If
contingencies in Australia escalated to the level of air-to-air combat,
the RAAF could expect similar problems.

Tactics used in Korea, such as offensive fighter sweeps
whereby enemy fighters were enticed into the air, and fighter escorts
of bomber aircraft (also known as fighter screens), proved effective in
gaining control of the air. Similar tactics may have to be adopted by
Australia in any future conflict to gain that level of control of the air
necessary to conduct other combat operations, whilst still remaining
within political guidelines. The Korean war attested to the need to
aftack an enemy air force on the ground and in the air and to maintain
those attacks, 24 hours a day if necessary, so that the enemy is unable
to recover.

Allied air superiority was such that the ratio of kills between
the MiGs and the Sabres was of the proportion of 12:1 in favour of the

21 Paul Kennedy, The Rise anil Fall of the Grat Powers: Economb
Change anil Military Conflict from 7500 to 2000, (Unwin Hyman,
londory 1988), p.353. Kenned/s reference to comrnand of the air
should not be viewed in terms of the definition used in this
monograph, but more in terms of the less-absolute definition for
control of the air.
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Sabres.22 Moreover, air supremacy over the ground battlefield was

such that the army did not have to contend with, nor even consider,
the effects of enemy air action.

The Korean war was quite different from other wars the
Americans had experienced. Because the US did not need to wage a
specific @mpaign to gain control of the air over the battlefield, the
focus of air effort tended to be more on Close Air Support (CAIRS).

For this reason,

the largely independent air effort of the US Air Forct,
Navy and Marines was not as effective as it should
have been. The principle of centralisation of air power
had been forgotten or overlooked through inter-
service rivalries.23

This tendency to forget the lessons of past combat and to show
reluctance in embracing the innovation that air power had brought to
the conduct of war continued through subsequent conflicts. Australia
must guard against this propensity for inter-Service rivalries to detract
from the combat power it exPecb of its defence force.

The Colonial Wals

A series of conflicts occuned not long after World War II in
wNch air power was used most effectively. These tolonial wars'
included the Philippines (194&54), French Indo{rina (194Gil),
Malaya (1943-60) and Algeria (o95/.42). Air power was used in what
has been termed its support roles such as reconnaissance, transport,
and provision of mobility. In Chapter 4, an alternative term to support
roles is proposed - co-operation roles. The important point to note on
the use of air power in these cooperation roles during the post-World
War II colonial wars, was that the side that wanted to conduct them
had to first be assured of a requisite degree of control of the air.

22 Gover,'AirSupremacy- theEnduring Principle',p.8.
23 ifid.
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Viebram

In Vietnam, one lesson that emerged was that air superiority
cannot be achieved iust once - it must be fought for and won
continually. The political desire not to escalate the conflict rings true
for contingencies with which the ADF could be confronted. In early
1965, the North Viebramese air defence system was still in its infancy.
Political direction not to attack this system allowed an integrated
system eventually to be developed and it posed a considerable threat
later in the war.

In fact North Vietnamese aircraft had to be cleared for attack
from the ground and could be ordered out of the area if the
engagement appeared unfavourable - such was the usefulness of the
air defence system. This has direct relevance to the RAA4 both in
terms of political restraint on offensive operations and in terms of the
advantages that can accrue to a defender possessing an adequate air
defence system; in particular, a system that includes the possibility for
such close conhol. That is not to say that close control should replace
individual pilot initiative, but that it could be used to provide pilots.
with a better idea of the complete air picture. This point will be
expanded later in the chapter, specifically with reference to Ground
Conhol Intercept (GCI) and Airborne Early Warning and Conbol
(AEW&C).

The war in Vietnam introduced a new dimension to the battle
for control of the air. Despite the US gaining control of the air, US
forces found they could not operate as effectively as they had in the
past hcause of the advent of Surfaceto-Air Missiles (SAMs) and early
warning systems. Thus, part of the Conhol of the Air campaign now
meant suppression of enemy early warning systems and SAM sites.
Air-to-ground operations would now play a larger part in the gaining
of control than ever before. As well as OCA operations, attacks on
early warning and SAM facilities had to be prosecuted to ensure
conhol of the air through offensive action.

Another tactic used in Vietnam, which has applicability to
Australia, is in relation to avoidance of SAM sites. Because the SAM
equipment could be moved by North Vietnamese personnel, aerial
reconnaissance activity proved of little use in identifying the sites.
Instead, special flights were sent ahead of main force elements to cause
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the sAM radars to be activated. once alerted to the position of sAMs,

the main force could then take evasive action.

The USAF also noticed that the firing rate at SAM sites

decreased dramatically after intensive usAF air operations. whilst
concentrating effort over the same area for a sustained Period may fly
in the face of established principles of surprising an enemy by varying
flight routes, it could be effective in causing that enemy to.use his

scit e SAMs, especially if evasive tactics were successful and undue

attrition rates could be avoided.

The use of US Navy surface ships to attack fuL{ and SAM
sites along coastal areas of North vietnam emphasises an important
point whiih will be made again in this chapter, ttgt figl{ng_fgrcontrol
of the air by Australian forces is not the sole purview of the RAAF.

Arab-Israeli Wars

The sixday Arablsraeli war in lune 7967 was a resounding

success for the Israeli Defence Force (IDF), whose first priority of the

baftle was to attain air superiority. In four hours, aided by a Pre-
emptive strike, the Israeli Air Force (IAF) had attained air supremacy

over the whole of the intended battle area. Egypt subsequently

realised the need for a closely integrated sAM, AAA and fighter

aircraft air defence system, the dramatic effects of which were

evidenced in the Yom KiPPut war in October 1973.

The initial effectiveness of Egypfs air defence in 7973 severely

inhibited Israeli operations. It required considerable improvisation on

the part of the lAr to ultimately conduct defence slPpr-ession and

co.tnter air operations. Meanwhile in the Golan Heighb, the IDF was

so hard-pressed in countering the Spian advance that its air effort had

to be dedicated to supporting Israeli ground forces. The Syrian Air
Force did not take the initiative and wage a qounter air campaigrL so

the IAF was free to continue its support of the land baftle. This was a

classic case where control of the air could have been fought for by the

Syrians and, if won, would probably have changed the outcome of the

baftle.
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Falklands War

In similar fashion to the Syrians, the Argentinians did not aim
to establish any degree of air superiority during the Falklands war.
This is difficult to understand, considering the overwhelming
numerical superiority of Argentinian aircraft, which saw the
traditional air-to-air war of atbition being well-stacked in their favour.
Granted, Argentinian aircraft did have a significant AO to cover and
had to operate at the extremes of their range capabilities.

STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR AUSTRALIA

Lr Australia, movement by air has taken on a significance not
so noticeable in other countries. A tradition of air transport has
developed, for movement around a large continent which has areas
inaccessible by land or sea, inadequate road and rail networks, and
limitd port facilities for coastal shipping, both in terms of berthing
and cargo handling. Moreover these factors, when coupled with the
distance to remote island territories and the considerable distances that
separate probable operating areas from support bases, have tended to
cause a total dependence on the unfettered use of the air.

The nation has developed a considerable number of airfields,
used in the main for civilian day-today business, which it has been
claimed could be used for military purposes in time of conflict.
However, such airfields would have to be protected, and it is doubtful
that even then many could sustain military air operations over an
extended period.

The dependence of Australia's population on the use of
aircraft and airfields has figured prominently in the development of
the nation's air strategy, and there should be little doubt that
Australia's population has high expectations of that air strategy. Air
strategy must always be related to national strategy,24 and Australia

24 National strategy is the art and science of developing and using
the political, economic, and psychological powers of a nation,
together with its armed forces, during peace and war, to secure
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has had to decide in the first instance whether it can afford to use air
po\ /er. This decision, as Mahan said of sea Power, depends on the
geo-political factors, economic resources, national will and technical
skill of the population. Having committed itself to air power,
Australia should not settle for a partial capability, but rather look to
exploit the use of the air to the full, for certainly there are economies of
scale to be had once the support base for an air force becomes
sufficiently large. In the same vein, those economies of scale would be

dissipated should the nation spread its ability to wage war in the air
across too many organisations.

Air power is only one element of Australia's military power
and the priority it is afforded will always depend on the government's
strategic outlook, threat perceptions and consequent force structure.
The curent outlook places priority on defence of the sea and air
approaches to the nation. It recognises that Australia's livelihood

d-epends primarily on sea routes, supplemented by air routes, and that
the nation cannot afford to allow civil shipping and aircraft to remain
unprotected in time of conllict. In protecting Australia's lines of
communication, neither RAN nor RAAF assets would be able to
operate if control of the air were lost.

Australia must enshrine in doctrine the importance of control

of the air. The German successes with blitzkrieg during World War II
occurred because a doctrine and appropriate equipment had been put
in place first. The use of aircraft carriers by the ]apanese and
.Americans, also during World War II, was effective because their
doctrines argued the primacy of carriers as weaPons in their own right,
and not merely as adiuncts to the main fleet. Such should be the case

for Aushalia and its air power doctrine, specifically its docbine for the
prime campaign - Control of the Air.

From a military viewpoint, control of the air provides the ADF
with the ability to take the initiative in any combat environment. As
well, it provides the tactical advantage sought in all battles throughout
history - the high ground. Conhol of the air, as a priority, does not
mean control is the most important military campaign; rather, it

national objectives. This definition is contained in theJSP(AS)101,

Ioint Smtica Staff Manual - Glosnry, (Departnent of Defence,

Canberra, 1970), p.1-153.
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should be regarded as a means towards achieving military objectives,
whether they be at sea, in the air or on land. Moreover, control of the
air would be necessary at any level of conflict.

The Zeppelin and Gotha raids of World War I should have
highlighted to the British the need for adequate air defence at night.
Yet world war II saw the British slow in building up their nighiair
defence. The fighter aeroplane has proven to be the greatest threat to
the night raider. SAMs and AAA will always make a valuable
contribution, but it is to the air superiority fighter, capable of
daylnight operations, prepared for deployment anywherb in the
continent within hours, and able to sustain 24-hour-aday operations if
necessary, that Australia must look.

Moreover Australia, having been provided with such a fighter,
must guard against that asset being wasted through ineffective use.
Air chief Marshal sir Hugh Dowding's refusal to 'waste the resources
of Fighter command' in 1940 in what he believed would be a futile
attempt to prop up the French Ar-y was to become one of the most
correct and vital decisions of world war II. subsequently, the RAF
found that during the Battle of Britairy because fightei asseis had been
conserved, it was able to wage a continuing battle for conhol of the air.
Lord rrenchard was to claim in 1945 that an enduring principle of air
power on war was: 'Toobtain mastery of the air, and to keepit, which
means continuously fighting for it'.25

Australia's priorities for its strategy of defence in depth are
remarkably akin to the reality that faced Britain at the outbieak of
World War II. Dowding, as Commander-in-Chief Fighter Command,
argu$ that if a country was shong in fighters it might never be
attacked in force; however, a countrlr only moderately strong could
expect to be attacked, but eventually it should be able to siop the
attacks, mainly through winning the war of aftrition. However,
shou]{ a cgur]try be weak in fighter shength then enemy attacks
would not be halted and the countrS/s production capacity would be
destroyed, thus bringing the economy to a standstill.26

Marshal of the Royal Air Force, The Viscount Trenchard, The
Principles of Air Power on Way', Mimeograph, May 7945,p.6.
Terraine, The Right of the Line, p.76.
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For Australia, control of the air at sea is a most likely precursor

to defence of the nation. Whilst RAN shiPs have a measurle of self-

defence and air defence capability, they do not have the expansive air
defence protective zone that carrier grouPs l*-"'. - -Indeed, 

the

vulnerabiiity of surface ships to air attack means the RAN would need

RAAF protection in anything more than a low-level contingency.
Therefoie, the RAN will not be able to oPerate without the requisite
degree of control of the air first being attained by the RAAIr' The level

of"fighting for control of the air will of course depend on the

capaSititiei and priorities adopted by an enemy on the day'

The operations of the RN in the Aegean and Ionian seas

during mid-1941, where they were in the centre of a ring of hostile air
Uases,"trigruighted the danger of operating without sufficient air cover-

These.tt-d "ili"t experiences in 1939 at Scapa and Kiel and in- 1940 in
Norway led Lord Tedder to the conclusion that sea Power couid never

again be exercised independently of air pwet.T Air cover does rely

oi s""rr." air bases within range of the operatinS area. The limitations

of air power must be recognised and surface force actiory if it is to
depend on air cover, must take cognizance of those limitations at the

operational planning stage.

Local control of the air would normally be easier to attain over

a naval task force than over a land force. RAIII operations could be

affected in terms of hours or at worst one or two days. However, the

task of maintaining sufficient control to allow anny oPerations to

proceed may well extend beyond days into weeks or even months.

therefore, l[ is in Australia's interest to place priority on control of
airspace over the sea, to stop the enemy before he can effect a

lodgement on the Australian mainland.

Many military leaders during World War II, especially General

Eisenhower ind Field Marshal Viscount Montgomery, came to realise

that armies and navies could not operate without prohibitive casualties

and interference if an enemy conholled the air above the battleground.

Other noted leaders such as lord Tedder, General Auchinleck and Air
Vice'Marshal Coningham had important comments to offer also'

The fact that control of the air had to be won before success

could be achieved at El Alameiry Tunisia, sicily and ltaly, and in the

27 Tedder, With Prejudice,p.lM.
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Atlantic, the Mediterranean and the Bay of Biscay, had a profound
effect on Lord Trenchard. In October 1943, he was moved to write of
the effect of air power on wars of the future:

The air will dictate strategy and therefore dominate all
wars because of ib overall inlluence.28

In the Middle East campaign, General Auchinleck as
Commander-in{hief Middle East opined that the main role of the
arrny was to secure forward air heads, so the RAF could attack enemy
air bases and interdict enemy lines of communication. Also, the RAF
had to deny the enemy use of air bases that were within range of the
Allies' bases.29 Ausbalia should anticipate having to operate in
forward areas in assisting regional friends, and look to the efficacy of
air power and the role of an arrny in supporting that air power as a
first option.

General Auchinleck, in planning his major land offensive in
the Middle East during 1941 said '... the first requisite for success was
the establishment of reasonable air superioriqy'.30 Auchinleck had a
good understanding of the use of air power, for he is also quoted as
saying, in reference to general war:

... air superiority ... can be achieved only by wearing
down the enemy's air forces
perid prior to the launching

over a
of the

considerable
main land

offensive.3l

In limited wars since World War II, where pre-emptive strikes
have destroyed most of an enemy's aircraft on the ground, such has
not been the case. However, the essence of AuchinlecKs comments is
that having contested and won control of the air, an air force must then
be prepared to fight continually for it. Moreover, experience during
the Middle East campaign showed that the:

Marshal of the Royal Air Force, The Viscount Trenchard, The
Effect of the Rise of Air Power on Way', Mimeograph, October
1943,p.74.
Tedder, With kejudice, p.163.
iM.,p.772.
fohn Connell, Auchinlak A Biography of Field Marshal Sir Claude
Auchinleck, (C-assell, londory 1959), p.310.

29

30

31
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Army requirement is the freedom from air
interference which can only be given by air
superiority. Complete immunity from air [is]
impossible until enemy air [has been] knocked out.32

As Coningham (AOC Western Desert) remarked to Tedder
(AOC-in{ Middle East) inJune 1942:

The virtual control of the Mediterranean is passing to
air forces, and these early decisions will probably
govern the future. There is a lot at stake.33

The early decisions were conurulnd and control ones. The parallels
with Australia today are quite obvious. Control of Australia's air and
sea approaches will rest essentially with the RAAF. Accordingly,
command and control decisons taken now in peacetime will govern
the effectiveness with which air assets will be used in the future,
especially should the nation be forced into conflict. The need for one
man - an airman (in Australia's case the Air Commander Australia) -
to command the nation's air forces, induding civil assets,3a in time of
open conflict should not have to be restated continually.

To reinforce this need for unity and independence of air
power, it is appropriate to examine the Allied invasion of French
North Africa in early 1943. During Operation TORCH, the Allies were
singularly unsuccessful in the air against inferior numbers of enemy
aircraft. Tedder blamed ineffective lines of operational control which
saw army commanders penny-packeting fighters to give close cover,
and bombers with fighter escorts being frittered away attacking minor
targets.35

The invasion of Sicily, in |uly 1943, accompanied by continual
air attacks on the enemy's airfields, his dispersal areas and his satellite
air strips, forced his aircraft back to Italy. Then those aircraft had to
operate at increased ranges over Sicily, thereby causing a progressive

Tedder, With Prejudice, p.178.
ibid.,p.228.
In this case, civil assets are not limited to iust aircraft, but may
include airfields, facilities, certain supporting infrastructure and
so on.
Tedder, With Prejudice, p.403.
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weakening of their ability to provide opposition in the air. The enemy
was never again in this theatre able to crcncentrate his air decisively
and, by September, Italy had surrendered. Air superiority was
achieved by attacking enemy air power on the ground, provoking
enemy aircraft into the air and engagrng in combat of the Allies,
choosing, and contesting control of the air with an enemy forced to
operate at the extremities of his aircrafb' ranges. Once again, the
lessons for Australia are obvious and should not need to be repeated.

Control of the air must be the first task of the RAAF, unless a
more pressing campaign has to be waged, such as the IAF campaign
on the Golan Heights. Implicit in deciding which campaign has
priority must be the notion of 'priority of acceptable losses'. That is,
the loss of valuable air assets would have to be seen as more
acceptable than, for example, loss of glound.36 Moreover, waging a
Control of the Air campaign is not just the responsibility of the RAAF.
The Australian Army and RAN forces also have parts to play in
gaining control of the air. It nury even be necessary for a Joint Force
Commander to withdraw his land forces from an AO to permit control
to be won before the land battle can be prosecuted effectively. Control
of the air confers on ADF surface force commanders a certain freedom
of action and tactical flexibility to pursue their missions. Loss of that
conhol would necessitate those same commanders diverting much of
their effort to their own defence - thus they would lose the initiative
and find themselves constrained in their operations.

The British used commandos to attack a Luftwaffe bomber
unit on Crete that had deshoyed an inordinate amount of shipping.
MacArthur and Kenney both used ground force to seize airfields. In
1973 and again in the 1983 Lebanon war, the IDF used naval and
ground forces to attack enemy air defence systems. For Australia, use
of RAN ships and army units might not feature in an OCA operation,
but could play an important part in DCA operations, especially where
an airfield was located such that enemy aircraft had to fly within range
of RAN and army weapons systems.

% The author is indebted to Group Captain David Schubert, who
coined the term 'priority of acceptable losses' and explained it so
sucrinctly.
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OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS FOR T}TE RAAI'

The RAAF exists to fight in the air and to provide air
support to the RAN and Australian Army - it cannot
deliver the latter unless it can do the former.37

One reason for doctrinal principles existing for control of the
air, or for any other use of air power for that rnatter, has been the
different paths nations have taken to develop an air capability. Often,
a nation has taken the capabilities of the aircraft on offer and
integrated them into its sea,land and independent air operations in a
nunner that, whilst being aligned with national objectives, has been in
the main dictated by what was affordable. In such cases it can be

relatively easy to ignore potential and accept a reduced capability as

the norm. This is certainly not the way ahead for Australia, a nation
which must do more with less.

Because of Aushalia's non-aggressive defensive Posture,
initial political desires in any conllict would probably be to deescalate,
or at least limit the possibility for further escalation of, the conflict.
Therefore, the RAAF could expect to be engaged in DCA operations
first, before OCA. Such DCA operations may in themselves be limited
to providing a presence over Australia and the air-sea gap, and

avoiding engagement with enemy aircraft. The adoption of such a
political posture does not mean that a goverrunent which saw de-

escalation as improbable would not react quickly and order the ADF
on to the offensive. In such a case, one of the first priorities would be

to conduct an OCA campaign.

Offensive Counter Atu (OCA)

The conduct of OCA has become increasingly difficult because

shelters for aircraft and operational support elements of fuel, weaPons,
spares and Command and Control (Cz) facilities can now all be
hardened. As well, rapid runway repair can be effected. It is vital,
therefore, that the RAAF is provided with the right weapons (a surfeit

37 Paraphrased from Air Marshal J.W. Newham,'Air Power in the
Defence of Australia', in Desmond Ball (ed.), .Afr Pwsq: Global
Dweloqnents anil Australian P uspecthns, p.146.
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of iron bombs is zof the answer) and sufficient aircraft to deliver the
weaPons.

Since World War I, air forces have had to contend with
suppressing enemy air defences so that OCA could be conducted.
During World War I, the extent of supprmsing enemy air defences was
limitd to strafing and bombing anti-aircraft gun batteries. Today, the
RAAF must be capable of countering SAM and early warning systems
and, to that end, sorne form of dedicated aircraft rnay be necessary. It
may be possible for such an aircraft to be role-switched - for example,
from OCA operations or air-to-air operations to Suppression of Enemy
AirDefences (SEAD).

Experience has shown that the effectiveness of OCA is greatly
enhanced if it is supported by escort fighters. The RAAF would do
well to remember the lessons of history and include the practising of
fighter escort tactics as part of its peacetime training.

An important point in OCA operations is that total destruction
does not have to be the obiective. Delaying aircraft taking off by as

little as 15-30 minutes could prevent a well-planned coordinated
air/land or air,/sea offensive from being prosecuted by the enemy.

In obtaining control of the air, the RAAF would first need to
identify the enemy's centre of gravity36 and then determine the best
means for attacking it. This may not necessarily involve OCA and
DCA missions, and in fact may not involve aircraft at all. On the other
side of the coin, it must be expected that a potentially hostile nation
would recognise the importance of Australia's air power and engage in
OCA operations at the outset. The RAAF can only hope to wrest
conhol of the air from such an enemy if it has sufficient and suitable

38 Centre of gravity is that vital elenent of a nation that provides its
strength and balance. There are key points and bottlenecks
which, once verified, located and destroyed, can produce a
disproportionate result to the small effort used. The identification
of such key points depends on current informatiory and such
targets should not be regarded as 'panacea' targets, to use
'Bombey' F{arris' terminology. The effect hoped for will only be
achieved if the information on the importance of key points is
correct and current. Then and only then should these key points
form the vital focus of attack in any offensive campaign.
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air assets to counter the threat - this would mean not only an air
defence capability, but also the ability to conduct OCA.

The RAAF could not provide active air defence over all
possible target areas in Australia as it does not have the resources and
would suffer a dilution of what effort it could muster in concentrating
force for decisive effect. Ttrerefore the further away from the nation
that invading aircraft can be stopped the better. The ability, which
only an air force can have, to control particular areas of airspace -
especially in Ausbalia's air-sea gap - implies that the RAAF must be
provided with the means effectively to meet government policy. To
take the argument even further, the ability to control the airspace over
enemy airfields may also be of great importance; therefore, the RAAF
must have an effective OCA capability.

Should an enemy conduct OCA against Australia, the RAAF's
best option would be to apply offensive action even more vigorously
and to do all it could to force the enemy off the offensive and force him
to devote effort to defence. In this way, the RJqu{Ir would compel the
enemy to disperse his forces in a reactive rurnner while the RAAF,
having the initiative, could concentrate force in time and space as it
desired. Without control of the air, history indicates that there would
be virtually no chance for Aushalian success. Undoubtedly, the higher
the level of conflict the more critical would be the early neutralisation
of enemy air assets.

Australia cannot afford an air war of attritiory which a purely
defensive sbategy would surely bring. It does need to retain an
offensive capability within its air force, and since the strengths of air
offensives are all about concentrating firepower quickly, as and when
required, this requirement must underscore all RAAF developments.
With force levels unlikely to increase, the need to retain an offensive
air capability becomes even more apparent. Australia must, through
the RAAE be able to seize the initiative quickly from an aggressor, and
should be capable of doing so anywhere within the region.

Defensive Counter Air (DCA)

The extent of the air-sea gap and national airspace has forced
Australia to develop a national air defence system which comprises a
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control and reporting network, interceptor aircraft, SAM, intelligence,
communications, and concealment and deception measures. Such an
air defence system, like those of other nations, requires a
comprehensive detectiory early warning and reliable identification
system to be effective. In peacetime, it is incumbent on the RAAF to
exercise all those skills necessary for the adequate air defence of
Australia. This includes identifying a potential enemy's most likely
targets within Australia, and building in a high degree of survivability
and redundancy.

In terms of passive DCA measures, other nations throughout
the world are building hardened aircraft shelters, hardened and
filtered personnel shelters and C2 centres, protected fuel supplies,
rapid runway repair capabilities and decoys, and introducing visual
tonedown and measures to reduce infra-red and radar signatures of
parked aircraft, as well as off-base dispersal of aircraft. Australia has
done little in this regard, and whilst passive DCA should not
necessarily receive a high priority, it should at least appear in the
forward budget estimates. Most certainly, development of the'coat
hange/ concept is a step in the right direction. This concept involves
the construction of taxiways such that they can be used as runways
should the main runway suffer damage.

To be able to co-ordinate all the aspects of a national DCA
campaign, Australia needs a highly developed National Air Defence
and Airspace Control System (NADACS) with one National Air
Defence Commander (NADC). Ground-based and shipborne
microwave radars and deployable sector air defence centres coupled
with sufficient Over-The-Horizon Radar (OTHR) stations, AEW&C
aircraft and the tactical fighter force would provide Australia with the
ability to know what is in the air-sea gap and to do something about it
quickly. However, all elements (including pointdefence weapons
such as Rapier and RB$70) associated with air defence should be
under the command and control of the NADC.

The necessity for co-ordination and effective radar as integral
elements of air defence can be borne out by the effectiveness of the US

heavy bomber raids against fapan during World War II. Lack of co-
ordination between fapanese At*y and Navy fighter aircraft, coupled
with poor radar, rendered ineffective fapan's much-heralded fighter
aircraft. In fact, theJapanese
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Navy and Army produced separate radar aids to the
identification of friendly aircraft and were unable to
distinguish each othey's aircraft from those of the
enemY'39

If an enemy should launch mass air aftacks against Australia,
the RAAF would be called on to concentrate its forces against that raid.
An enemy's aim in this case would be to overwhelm Australia's
defences. T?rerefore, Australia's aim must be to inflict the maximum
attrition possible. To this end, the priority military campaign would
be centred on DCA operations, and all ADF air assets and SAMs might
have to be used to ensurc that Australia could bring sufficient weight
of weapons to bear against the enemy. Whilst this achievenrent of
massed firepower would be critical, so too would any increases in
warning time that could be gained and any improvements in
responsiveness.

In circumstances of a malJr air threat, the RAAFs fighter
aircraft would need to be deployed as far forward as Possible on the
enemy's most likely line of approach. This will unfortunately create
zones where fighters are concentrated, and hence increase the value of
those targets. Of course, in LLC or ELLC, it would be folly for
Australia to be lulled into a disproportionate response; hence, it should
not be too eager to move its air asseb forward until absolutely
essential. As has already been said, Australia cannot afford to give
equal protection to a series of threatened points simultaneously.
Therefore, it must determine the main point of attack and provide a
counter. The further forward the RAAF can stop enemy aircraft, the
better - once again the possibility for OCA must be considered, and
once again the capability for OCA must be extant in the force-in-being.

The lethality of modern weapons is such that, should an
enemy be permitted the chance to attack, Australia would run the risk
of suffering significant destruction or, at the very least, severe
degradation of military capability and dislocation of civil enterprise.
This presents a good argument for well-bained crews and
technologically advanced weapons systems to handle the air-to-air
threat. It also reinforces the importance of ensuring an enemy is

3e RJ. Overy, The Air WarL939-7945, (Europa, London, 1980), p.188.
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stopped in the air-sea approaches, at the time and place of our
choosing, not his.

There are conflicting schools of thought as to when enemy
bombers, once airborne, should be destroyed. Firstly:

The prime purpose of a fighter defence is to prevent
the enemy bombers reaching their targets.40

Secondly, as quoted from Air Vice'Marshal Sholto Douglas:

He would rather, he said, shoot down fifty of the
enemy when they had bombed their target than ten
forward of it.41

Whilst there may be some support for the latter view in times
of all-out war, when some leaders may wish to 'play a numbers game',
in likely conflict for Australia none would subscribe to it. Moreover, in
accordance with The Defence of Aushalia 7987, Australia's fighters
would be o<pected to halt raiding enemy bombers in the approaches to
continental Australia. Once agairy the capability and political will to
conduct OCA would be crucial in easing theburden placed on DCA.

An enduring tenet of warfare that has prevailed is that time
favours the defence. In this respect, Australia needs to derive
sufficient time to dislocate an attacker/s forces. To this end, early
waming and rapid response (through operational readiness) become
vital. Moreover, the enemy offensive rnay be of such depth that the
RAAF defensive operations have to be sustained for a period. These
concepts of readiness and sustainability are termed preparedness and
depend to a great extent on the ability that logistics, infrastructure and
Reserve forces have to surge, and to sustain the concomitant increased
rates of effort over prolonged periods.

Robert Wright, Dowding anil the Battle of Bitain, (Macdonald,
london, 7969),p.772.
Basil Collier, The Det'nce of lhe United Kingdom, (Her Majesty's
Stationeqy Office, Iondon, 7957), p.267.
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The OCA/DCA Balance

Alexander de Seversky, an eminent aviator, inventor and
author, believed that:

every important new weapon disturbs the offensive-
defensive equilibrium and soon generates a corrective
in a continuous seesaw.'12

In terms of the RAAF's OCA/DCA balance, developments in weapons
and countermeasures will continue to swing the advantage first from
one then to the other. The RAAF needs to be balanced for both roles,
to remain current with technological developments (which can be
achieved through ties with the US), to be well-informed about regional
capabilities and intentions, and to be ever-cognizant of the fact that a
purely defensive posture, iust as a purely offensive one, is likely to
find Australia unprepared in the event of conflict.

An example of this offence/defence swing has been the
development of air defence, both ground and air, which saw air forces
organised mainly along defensive lines during World War I. By World
War II, the strategy of blitzkrieg, whereby offence received
overwhelming priority, predominated. The primacy of either
offensive or defensive measures has become clouded since World War
II, because just as one offensive weapon has been developed its
defensive counter has been found, andoiceoers.

Multi-Roling

Multi-role capability is most necessary for Australia's small air
force. However, great care must be taken that the very advantage of
multi-roling does not become the RAAFs undoing in time of conflict.
That is, the notion of multi-role capability must not be allowed to
significantly degrade the RAAFs ability to perform specific roles, nor
to obscure the fact that a multi-role aircraft can still only ever perform
one role at a time. In terms of the Conhol of the Air campaign, RAAF

42 Alexander P. de Seversky, Air Poutq: Kq to Surciaal, (Herbert
Jenkins, London, 1952), p.223.
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aircrews musJ be proficient in all aspects of DCA and ocA operations,
and this will have an impact on current training limitations.

Another important point in the use of multi-role aircraft in a
control of the Air campaign was evidenced in viebram. In this case, it
was shown that air-to-air fighting is not the sole prerogative of tactical
fighters. Fighter bombers (F-4s and F-105s) w-ere sent on bombing
missions without fighter escorts. The F-4 pilots were instructed to
iettlson their bombs and gain control of the air if intercepted by enemy
MiGs prior to the bombing raid. whilst this tactic could not be
gmplgfed thro'rghout the entire conflict, it did provide another option
for gaining local air superiority. For the RAAF, rocalised control of the
air may be needed for a strike or interdiction missiory especially when
tactical fighters are in high demand for other roles. Aciordingly, the
possibility of aircraft on strike or interdiction missions having io fight
for control of the air should not be ignored.

Air-to-Air Refu elling (AAR)

AAR will extend the range of the tactical fighter force and
therefore better meet Australia's strategy of defence in depth.
However, all aircraft require an AAR capability and the fighter force
needs more than simply a training capability. Australia cannot
continue t9 rely on the US for AAR support. Apart from the
operational limitations this places on the RAAF, it does not accord
with Australia's self-reliant posture.

In terms of the IUqAIvs offensive capability, AAR would
greatly improve aircraft enduranc€ and therefore reach. The RAF
raids on Port stanley in 1982, the Israeli raids on Tunisia in r9g5, and
the US raid on Libya in 1985 could not have been prosecuted without
AAR.

In terms of defensive capability, because AAR can extend the
range of aircraft and therefore their loiter time, aircraft with sufficient
y1d"g need not be caught on the ground in an enemy-conducted
OCA 

-operation and response times can therefore be improved
considerably.

The need for more extensive AAR capabilities is discussed in
Chapter 4.
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Airborne Early Warning and Contsol 6EW&C)

AEW&C aircraft are vitally important - not iust for early
warning, which contributes to the defence'indePth strategy, but also
for dose control of fighter aircraft. An AEW&C capability also offers
yet another plaform for maritime surveillance which is consistent with
the priorities outlined inTheDefnce of Artstralial.987.

An AEW&C capability would not only extend warning time
but would also allow an air commander to concentrate his defences in
time and space. It would decrease an enemy's chance of surprise
attack and would therefore force him to reconsider iust what weight of
effort would be required for a particular mission or campaign. The
mobility and speed of response afforded by AEW&C aircraft to
respond to OTFIR alerts is both cost-effective and operationally
necessary. It is cost-effective because of the widespread nature of
Australian vital interests that need to be protected, and operationally
necessary because of the possibility of enemy sporadic or dispersed
attacks. Mor@ver, a mobile early waming capability could enable
attrition of aircraft engaged in OCA to be minimised.

Recent conflicts, in particular the Vietnam war, have shown
that air-to-air successes tend to be significantly reduced due to rules of
engagement. The RAAF could expect to operate under similar visual
identification rules in future conllicts to those that pertained during
the Vietnam war. Therefore, some form of close control, either from
GCI or AEW&C, would be necessary to retain the initiative. Only an
AEW&C aircraft could provide the RAAF with such a close conhol
ability well out in the air-sea approaches or over enemy territory.

Suppression of Enemy Air Defences (SEAD)

As shown in the historical examples presented earlier, air
forces have had to contend with suppressing enemy air defences in the
past. Therefore, Australia must be capable of muntering SAM and
early warning systems if it is to conduct OCA operations. Its multi-
role aircraft should provide Australia with the wherewithal to conduct
the most nec€ssary SEAD role.
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Experience in Vietnam showed that a concentration of ECM-
equipped aircraft would adversely affect SAMs but, once that
concentration was broken up, SAMs became most effective. The SEAD
role became prominent in Vietnam, and despite its complicated nature
would be a most effective role for the RAAF. Whilst the number of
SAM sites destroyed by SEAD in Vietnam has never been accurately
determined, the suppression of SAM sites until other air missions had
been completed did attest to the success of the role.

Tedrnology

All-aspect air-to-air weaPons, target acquisition radars, threat
warning systems, high speed and high manoeuwability make the
RAAPs F/A-18 Hornet a most formidable weaPon, representing true
value for money. However, it must be used correctly. The RAAF
cannot afford a classical 'command of the aiI/ war of attrition as

espoused by the early theorists. RAAF pilots must use initiative,
tactics and innovation to avoid attrition. Endurance will be a large
factor, and RAAF crews operating with full or near-full fuel tanks
against enemy aircraft at the extent of their radii of action could well
carry the day.

The sheer size of the continent and the defence strategy of
Australia make range a paramount requirement for all air assets, not
only those needed to gain control of the air. As well, technologically
advanced aircraft in respect of navigation, surveillance, identification
and communication systems must be provided. Moreover, because of
the long lines of logistics support, these systems must be highly
reliable, with a certain level of inbuilt redundancy.

Imaginative tactics and the skilful use of technology have
helped other small air forces cope with attrition. The IAF's use of
remotely piloted vehicles and precision-guided munitions is a

particularly good example. It is incumbent on the RAAF to follow the
dictates of its current Chief of the Air Staff when he says: '... smart
crews and smart weapons used in smart ways must be the way of the
RAAII'.€ A 'smart' weapon rnay be defined as 'a weapon that is

43 Air Marshal R.G. Funnell, 'A Small Air Force and its Air Power',
Transcript of the 1987 Sir Ross and Sir Keith Smith Memorial
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capable of homing on a target by means of radar, laser, infra-red, or
some similar senso/.44

The RAAF, as with all elements of the ADF involved in higher
levels of conflict, would expect to confront superior numbers. To
offset a potential enem/s numerical advantage, technology and
expertise must substitute for size in the RAAPs force structure,
thereby providing a two-pronged qualitative edge. The exploitation of
technology, through which firepower may h maximised with minimal
rranpower consequenc€s, is best exemplified by air power. This
qualitative edge encompasses remaining abreast of technological
developments overseas but also, and more importantly, determining
how the RAAPs current technology can best be used.

Expertise

one asset possessed of an air force that actually
appreciates ... [over time] ... is its people.as

To control the air, the rUAIr needs the right equipment and the right
aircrew. However, because of the more highly technical nature of its
operations today, the RAAF is more dependent than ever on retaining
technically competent, mission-oriented ground crew.

One further point is that experience and leadership are most
important to squadrons tasked with counter air operations. For
example, a long series of defensive patrols, such as over RAN and
merchant shipping, can lead to loss of morale. fust as importantly,
however, the atrophying of experience and leadership skills in air-to.
air and air-to-ground warfare would most definitely lead to reduced
efficiency in counter air operations when it may be most needed,
possibly to prosecute OCA and DCA campaigns concurrently.

Lecture, p.22.
David Evans, A Fatal Rioalry: Australia's Defarce at Rrsk,
(Macmillan, Melbourne, 1990, p.41.
R.A. Masory The Decade of Opportunity: Air Power in the 1990s',
Airpoutr I ournal, Fall 7987, p Jl,4.
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Sustainability

From what has been said so far, it is axiomatic that the support
infrastmcture, the tactical and operational-level command and control
arrangements, the surveillance and reconnaissance sensors, the
wealrcns systems and the tactical data base,as which all contribute to
the RAAFs ability to control the air, must be in place and practised
during peacetime. Moreover, the logistics systems must be capable of
supporting the transition from peac€time operations to sustained
combat operations with liftle notice. To that end, the logistics system,
the command and control system and all other systems should be
realistically and frequently tested to ensure that the transition will
work.

Not only are adequate numbers of aircraft, facilities and
personnel essential for conllict in the air, but so also are weapons. War
reserves must be provided and the computation of stockholdings must
take into consideration one peculiarity associated with warfare which
is rarely discussed. Once a shooting war starts, the firing of missiles
simply as deterrents to attacking enemy aircraft can be a useful tactic.
Therefore, the RAAF should ensure adequate stocks of missiles and
should also be prepared for the possibility of missile failures and
misjudgements made in the heat of battle.

In terms of adequacy of weapons stocks, Air Marshal David
Evans makes the telling observation that current defence policy
endorses the comment in the Dbb Report which essentially means
that:

... we in Australia are to depend on the aggressor
deciding not to confront us militarily so that we do not
run out of ammunitiory missiles, etc.47

The tactical data base presents information about the current air
picture, aircraft alert states, and results of previous engagements.
Evans, A Fatal Riaalry, p.il.
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Security

Secure bases are rnost important for air operations. The ADF
must be capable of providing for security of its own airfields while
retaining the ability to threaten the security of an enemy's airfields.
Moreover, as Australia would depend on the repeated use of scarce
aircraft assets in any prolonged mnflict, protection of these assets
should assume priority.

The provision of hardened shelters, dispersal areas, alternative
runways and other measures already mentioned need to be
considered. The vulnerability of air bases is a critical issue. However,
once a particular base has been secured and made'survivable', it offers
tremendous potential for the sustainability of operations and reduces
the problems of logistics and infrastructure support, especially in
relation to lengthy lines of communication.

Furthermore, the greater the number of airfields that RAAF
aircraft can use, the better. Such airfields would need to be defended,
of course, but the task for the enemy of deciding which airfields to
attack would be made more onerous.

Athition Management

Once conflict in the air has eventuated, there should be little
doubt that attrition will result - and the RAAF must become expert at
managing that aftrition. It simply may not be able to avoid situations
where the risk of attrition is high. Adoption of Battle Damage Repair
(BDR) practices would be one method of managing attrition.aE

The conflicts during Vietnam, Korea and World War II
indicate that the iamming of GCI, fire control and AAA radars can
reduce the attrition rate of aircraft. During World War II, for example,
it was reduced by as much as 25 per cent for the &17s and B-24s.49

BDR may involve effecting repairs that would allow damaged
aircraft to operate, but perhaps with a reshicted capability.
Invariably, the strict serviceability rules which apply in peacetime
may have to be relaxed during conflict.
Momyer, Air Powq inThru Wars,p.126.
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With the advent of laserguided weapons, the size of strike
forces is now much smaller. Each aircraft loss would therefore be
more critical and fighter escorts have become more necessary. The
provision of fighter escorts to assure a RAAF strike force of control of
the air may be critical for success, especially if enemy aircraft have
been successful in finding sanctuary on another counbl/s airfields.
Accordingly, some baining in conioint operations between the RAAF's
strike and fighter aircraft is essential.

During the Viebram war, the North Vietnamese frequently
deployed aircraft to sanctuary bases in China. While this action
reduced aftrition, it also contributed to the gaining of local air
superiority by US forces when required. Similar experiences occurred
during the Korean war. Therefore, should the RAAF possess
overwhelming air superiority in any level of conflict, the likelihood of
enemy aircraft being deployed well away from potential battle areas in
another countrl/s area of sanctuary should not be overlooked. In such
circumstances, the RAAF could find itself engaged in air combat not of
its choosing.

To gain control of the air, the RAAF could use the Maritime
Patrol Group (MI'G) to provide maritime surveillance, the Strike
Reconnaissance Group (SRG) to provide reconnaissance and OCA if
necessary, and the Tactical Fighter group (TFG) to provide air defence
and again, OCA if necessary. The small number of iust over 110

combat aircraft means Aushalia cannot afford to lose many. Tactics
must be developed and practised to minimise attrition. As well as
aircrew employing tactics to minimise atttrition, so too must
groundcrew be ever-vigilant to prevent accidents and to be innovative
in their repair and maintenance practices.

Centre of Gravit5r

The management of attrition and the quick concentration of
firepower can best be obtained through a NADC skilled in the optimal
use of aircraft. He can, if necessary, withhold air power in the short
term to meet a more critical longer term need. However, in so doing
he must be ever mindful of the need to gain the requisite degree of
control of the air, and to do it quickly and decisively. The physical
difficulties confronting an enemy attacking Australia will always mean
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an enemy is in danger of over-extending himself. This may well be the
cenhe of gravity which the RAAF can best exploit.

One other point in relation to centre of gravity is that an ability
to control the air provides Australia with the wherewithal to exploit
the concept of disproportionate respons€. That is, whether used
offensively or defensively, the RAAF should be able to incrementally
increase its firepower so as to exact a disproportionate increase from
an enemy in his response.

CONCLUSION

There exist sound historical precedent and strong
contemporary argument for control of the air to be Australia's prime
military campaign in defence of the nation. In gaining control of the
air, the RAAF must be capable of doing so offensively as well as

defensively. Totally reactive air defence is untenable, and some form
of reciprocity will always be called for, even in low-level conflict.

Offensively, the RAAF must possess suitable aircraft and
weapons, be capable of matching weapons to targets, and have well-
trained crews. Moreover offensive action, when taken, must be

concentrated and continuous to be effective. Reconnaissance, AAR,
EW and SEAD operations would all enhance the RAAFs ability to take
the offensive.

Defensively, the RAAF must obtain information about the
enemy quickly, transmit it to the various elements, convert it to a
useful form, and allocate and conhol those elements needed to repel
an air attack. For these reasons, Australia must have an effective
control and reporting network, suitable interceptor aircraft, SAM and
AAA, intelligence and communications. Moreover, it must make
sensible use of concealment, deception and other passive mensures.
After all, air power does rely on secure bases.

A technique of layered defence was used by the Allies' air
forces during specific battles of World War II. This technique involved
bombing German forward bases and using fighters to strafe enemy
fighter airfields and engage any airborne Luftwaffe fighters. Allied
fighter aircraft roamed the general region to be defended and mounted
an intensive air defence over the specific area to be defended. Not
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only did C,erman bombers have to negotiate these layers on the way to
the target, they also had to negotiate them returning. Additionally,
Allied fighters would time airfield attacks to coincide with the return
of Luftwaffe bomber aircraft, which by then were low on ammunition
and fuel - they were forced to operate at the extremity of their range.
Not all Luftwaffe aircraft had to be shot down in these circumstances,
many simply ran out of fuel as they were forced to engage, and
crashed.

For Australia, control of the air would best be achieved by
attacking enemy aircraft on the ground, engaging enemy aircraft in
combat of the RAAFs choosing, and forcing the enemy to operate at
the extremities of his aircrafts' range. Therefore, an air superiority
fighter with an effective radius of action (extended as necessary by
AAR) is vital, as is an AEW&C capability.

An important caution about control of the air operations is that
control should not be fought for simply for the sake of winning air-to-
air duels, but as a precursor to air, sea and land power being used to
best effect.

Higher levels of conflict in the future, in which Australia
might fight to gain control of the air, could also see the delicate balance
of control of the air swing back towards an enemy should there be a
premature dissipation of RAAF aircraft to cooperation tasks.
Therefore, only those air assets which are not critical to maintaining
control of the air should be allocated to other tasks, as part of other air
campaigns. An important point here is that once the requisite degree
of control of the air has been attained, particularly through offensive
action, the weight of effort required to maintain that control would
necessarily decrease, and assets could then be devoted to other air
campaigns.

As was evidenced by the Allies' air policy during World War
lI, the main method of gaining control of the air was by concentrating
force through offensive action. That is, by taking the war to the
enemy, the initiative was retained. However, even when control of the
air had been established, it still had to be fought for continually.

Australia needs to be self-reliant in its ability to control the air.
Moreover, its ability to surge in times of conflict is essential for control
of the air. Warning time will be used up as intelligence agencies and
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the defence and foreign affairs departsnents, of necessig, take time in
proving to government that a particular country has aspirations to
attack Australia. As well, the government itself could be expected to
be slow in acting until it was confident that the assessnenb were
correct and that no other avenue was open to it. Hence, even though
warning time may be adequate, the actual time for active defence
preparation may not. For that reason, a quick surge capability,
probably of Reserve forces, would seem logical. An important point to
remember in respect to active defence preparation time is that,
althougha governmentdecision on military action may not have been
takery certain preparatoqy activities rnaybe started.

As a final point, Australia must come to realise that a
successful defensive campaign can only ever result in a stalemate -
defence will not of itself assure victory. The British proposal in 1925 to
re-equip the RAF with fighters, the provision of huge fixed guns at
Singapore, the proposal by the British Admiralty in 1%2 to use long-
range bombers exclusively for Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) - all
reflect a 'failure to understand the limitations of the defensive in
way'.5o

That said, however, an air war will not be won by offence
alone, for sustained offensive action requires secure bases. The
sbategic air offensive against Gerrnany could not be waged until the
Battle of Britain had been won. The F29 raids on Japan could not be
prosecuted until airfields had been secured, airfields which brought
fapan within range of the US aircraft. These examples of offensive
action, in particular the use of air bombardment, are examined further
in the next chapter.

s0 Air Marshal Sir Robert Saundby, Air Bombarilment: The Story of its
D nelopnnt, (Chatto & Windus, londory 79611, p.226.



CHAPTER 3

AIR BOMBARDMENT.
THE SEPARATE CAMPAIGN

INTRODUCTION

The fundamental nature of warfare has always involved the
ability to project military Power, and that has not changed with the
advent of air power. Various arguments for offence versus defence

were presented in the previous chapter and will not be repeated here.

suffice it to say that the obvious means by which an air force projects

air power is through the Air Bombardment campaign.

Indeed, this campaign does have an offensive asPect to it, in
terms of attacks on an enemy's home tenitory or territory under that
enemy's control. However, it also has a defensive aspect, in terms of
counter-invasion strikes. Such a defensive aspect not only has

relevance to Australia for sound military reasons, but also because it
fits within the Australian governnent's defensive security posture.

Despite the importance placed on control of the air and the

role of fighter aircraft, both dirussed at length in the previous chapter,

the powerful deterrent value of strategic air bombardment through its

capicity for reprisal cannot be ignored. Moreover, the aim of air
bombardment in its provocative form was recognised even before

World War II, when it was stated thus:

to isolate the battle'movement of reserves, and
generally create disorganisation and confusion behind
the enemy front while the ground forces achieved

their obiectives.l

At the outset, a clear difference between strategic and tactical
air bornbardrnent must be established. An appropriate definition
which has been used to differentiate between strategic and tactical
applications of air power will suffice to explain that difference.2

This is pre'1939 RAF doctrine as quoted in Terraine, The Right of
theLine,p.Y9.
R.A. Masory Air Pwer: An Oomtiew of RoIa, (Brassey's Defence

I

2
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'Tactical' refers to air bombardment within an Area of Operations
(AO) or theatre of war, complementary to surface activity, and
involves the roles of Close Air Support (CAIRS) and Battlefield Air
Interdiction (BAI) in a land theatre, and Anti-Submarine Warfare
(ASW) and Anti-Surface Shipping Warfare (ASLI$ in a naval one.
These roles will be examined in subsequent chapters. 'strategic' refers
to air bombardment outside a single theatre or AO, possibly used
independently as a sole political instrument. Inherent in the term
strategic is the need for in-built endurance of 'bombey' aircraff this
endurance mayh further enhanced with AAR support.

The Air Bombardment campaign is discussed as the 'separate'
campaign. It has also been referred to in the past as an'independent'
campaign, but unfortunately that term has conjured up a picture of an
air force 'doing its own thing'. The term'separate' should be seen in
the right perspective. It refers to certain action being separate from
surface battles of the moment. Because Australia will engage in
conflict as a natiory no operation nor Service can ever be regarded as
truly independent. Success in conflict will require the three Services to
act jointly and to be supported by the nation as a whole. It is hoped
that the use of the term 'separate'may avoid misconceptions that have
occurred in the past.3 As a cautionary note, one should never try to
consider the use of strategic bombing and its effect as a separate issue
from national policy or political will.

During both world wars, the hopes of political leaders and the
planning of military commanders for strategic bombing operations
tended to remain beyond the reach of the availability of aircraft, the
capacity of aircrew, and the state of technology. Moreover, unlike

Publishers, [.ondon, 7987), p.123. While Mason uses the terms in
a much broader sense, his definitions can be applied in the
specific sense to air bombardment.

3 One of the RAAPs pioneers, AVM H.N. Wrigley, discusses the
use of the term 'separate' during World War I in a collection of
notebooks that he penned during his distinguished career. An
excellent presentation of a selection of AVM Wrigley's notes has
been published in Alan Stephens and Brendan O'Logtrlin (eds),
The Decisioe Factor: Air Pruer Drctrine by Air Vice-Marslnl H.N.
Wrigley, (Australian Govemment Publishing Service, C-anberra,
1990). The reference to the term'separatd appears on page 148.
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tactical bombing, which met no resistance, strategic bombing divided
politicians, the media and the public, as well as creating tensions
between soldiers and airmen. Objections to strategic bombing were
raised mainly on rmral grounds, and the fear of reprisals in kind.
However, the argument between soldiers and airmen has continued to
be largely one of competing priorities and too few assets.4

So it rnay be said that 1936 was the year in which the
strategic bomber force (in the sense of aircraft
possessing the requisite range and bomb load) was
born.5

It was in 1936 that specifications for the first four-engined bomber to
enter RAF service were issued. The Short Stirling, the Handley Page

Halifax and ultimately the Lancaster, all carne into service during
World War II.

History shows that the Soviets underwent the greatest

turnaround of thought on the value of strategic bombers. They had
originally conceived air power as being subordinate to the army and
navy and yet, in the 1930s, the Soviet Air Force began producing four-
engined bombers, Tupolev's T.B.3s. ln 7942 Stalin reconstituted the
Soviet heavy bomber force as an independent command, and whilst it
did not achieve great success during the Second World War, it has

now blossomed into a very powerful long-range aviation force.

World War II terminology classified targets as either precise or
group. Precision bombing included attacks on airfield installations,
railway stations, bridges, power stations, factories and so on. Group
bombing, or area bombing as it was also knowry involved attacks on
an area which contained many targets of equal importance, located

close together and not requiring pin-point accuracy. Principally,
strategic bombing, whether aimed at precise or area targets, was meant
to weaken national morale or the nation's capacity for war production.

This view is expressed in considerably rnore detail in Sydney
Wise, 'The Royal Air Force and the Origins of Strategic Bombing',
in Timothy Travers and Christon Archer (eds), Man at Wat:
Politics, Tahnology, anil Innwation in the Twentieth Cantury,
(Precedent, Chicago, 1982).

Terraine, The Right of the Line, p.34.
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Churchill is on record as doubting the effect on morale of area
bombing - he believed its effects to be greatly exaggerated and that at
best it was probably only a serious annoyance. Iessons for the Air
Bombardment campaign that have been shown time and tirrn again
have been the need for precision bombing and the need to concentrate
on military targets. Targets whose destruction can contribute as
directly and as immediately as possible to an enemy's defeat must be
given priority. The efficacy of precision bombing and the
disproportionate results that can be gained argue for a campaign such
as Air Bombardment.

Aircraft with Precision4uided Munitions (PGMs) and Air-to-
Air Refuelling (AAR) can reach out from their horne bases and aftack
with 'surgical precision' any target in the world which can be
identified, given that air defences can be contained or avoided and that
friendly conbol of the air pertains. Moreover, because of the
development of weapons, those aircraft can concentrate an
unprecedented level of military force. Of absolute priority, however,
must be the identification and accurate attack of targets which will
detract from the enemy's fighting capability.

This chapter will briefly define the three principal roles of the
Air Bombardment campaign and examine the relevance of historical
experience to this campaign. There ar€ nurny advantages that can
accrue to a nation which has the capability to conduct such an air
campaign; there are also significant disadvantages. Accordingly, a
detailed historical examination of the campaign is warranted. Strategic
considerations for Australia are postulated, centring around deterrence
and self-reliance. There are certain operational implications which will
impinge upon the RAAF in preparing for the Air Bombardment
campaign, and these too are discussed.

THE ROLES

The capability to conduct an Air Bombardment campaign
enables Australia to deter conllict in the first instance but, should that
deterrence fail, the campaign then provides the nation with the ability
to fight - it provides the ultimate offence.
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The roles that comprise the Air Bombardment camPaign are
Sbategic land Strike, Sbategic Maritime Strike and Interdiction. The
important point to note is that these roles are conducted away from
tactical surface battles. The use of bombing, or sbike, actually (rccurs
in the other two air campaigns as well - OCA within the Control of the
Air campaign, and tactical bombing in co-operation with friendly land
or naval forces within the Air Co0peration campaign.

Shategic Iand Strike is the application of air power against
land targets not directly involved with enerry forces in contact. It
allows the RAAF to discriminate in the selection of targets and in the
amount of collateral damage inflicted.6 The RAAF would expect to
carry out this role at the outer margin of the defensive umbrella,
probably against enemy-occupied staging bases, or against the
industrial source of an enem/s military power. The utility of this role
was welldemonstrated during World War II.

In particular Britain, after suffering defeats on the continent,
having weathered the Battle of BritairU and forestalled Operation
SEALION,T recognised the need to regain the initiative. To do so,

Britain needed to take offensive action against Germany. The Royal
Navy's task was defensive, particularly in protecting nrerchant
shipping and defending Britain's shoresl the British Army was
primarily committed to a defensive operation in North Africa; and so it
was to the Royal Air Force (RAF) that Churchill turned for an ability to
take the strategic offensive. He argued that only through Strategic
Land Strike could Britain halt German industry and scientific and
technological development. Initially, he hoped that the destructive
potential of a strategic offensive would be sufficient to force a
surrender by Germany and hence avoid the need for an Allied land
force invasion of Europe.

The problem with bombing operations historically has been the
amount of darnage caused away from target areas. Precision-
Guided Munitions of the 1990s allow bombing operations to be
extremely accurate; however, the chance of damage being
inllicted on facilities or buildings near a target is recognised.
Hence the term 'collateral damagd - indicating damage aside
from that intended for a target.
Operation SEALION was the planned German invasion of Great
Britain.
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The second role, that of Strategic Maritime Strike is the
application of air power against enemy naval targets not in contact
with Australian or allied forces but posing an indirect or longer term
threat. Because credible future conllict would probably be initially
maritime in nature, the RAAF should give priority within the Air
Bombardment campaign to this role.

Despite the failure of British bombing to stop the two Gerrnan
battlecruisers, Scharnhorsf and Gneisenhau, from leaving Brest and
making their way towards Kiel, the use of aerial-laid mines did prove
effective and both ships suffered severe damage. On the other hand,
the |apanese enFyed considerable success with their bombing of Pearl
Harbor on 7 December 1941. Both these instancm proved that aircraft
had the capability to sink capital ships, either through a direct
bombing effort or through aerial-laid mines. The use of bombing
against capital ships was proven again in 1944 when, after several
failures, RAF Lancasters sank the AdmiralunTirpitz,moored iust west
of Tromso. Earlier, in 1%2 in the Pacific, the Coral Sea Baftle and the
Battle of Midway had also witnessed the effectiveness of bombing
against capital ships, in these instances conducted by carrier-borne
aircraft.

Finally, the third role - Interdiction - is the application of air
power against lines of communication to cut and disrupt the flow of
resupply and support capability. lnterdiction of enemy supply lines
would enable ADF surface forces to determine and control the tempo
and timing of battle. This would be especially relevant where the ADF
was faced with a larger aggressor or with widely dispersed defensive
operations.

It was interdiction that contributed most to the defeat of the
final German offensive of World War II. Von Rundstedt's failure in
the Ardennes has been ascribed to three factors. First, the Allied
bombardment of Germany meant shortages of tanks and aircraft.
Second, Allied bombing significantly reduced the supply of oil fuel on
which von Rundstedt depended. Third, and probably most
importantly, the transportation system had been so disrupted by air
interdiction that it could not meet the demands von Rundstedt plac€d
upon it.8

Saundby, Air fumbar ilment, p.209.
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Whichever role is employed, the importance of attacking the
right targets cannot be over-emphasised. ln the previous chapter, the
necessity for identifying an enemy's cenhe of gravity was discussed.
The key points and bottlenecks of the enemy will provide the vital
focus for air attack. For example, an enem/s air centre of gravity
could be equipment, in terrns of aircraft or weaPons; logistics, in terms
of quantity and sustainability of suppor$ geography, in terms of
location of operational bases and support facilities; personnel, in terms
of number and quality, especially of aircrew; or conunand and control,
in terms of ib vulnerability and its importance.9

Selection of the correct centre of gravity, and attacking it
appropriately, represent the Air Commande/s avenues to success.

National centres of gravity, especially those on an enemy's home soil,
are best aftacked through the Air Bombardment campaign. For
example, post-World War tr studies indicate that

... power (induding fuel supplies) and transportation
were the weakest points in German and fapanese war

Production.l0

These elements wene concemed essentially with sustaining the war
effort. However, any facility which could provide an enemy with the
capacity to escalate should be viewed as a likely target.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES

World War I

Early bombing, especially during World War I, tended to be

indiscriminate because bombs had to be released from high altitude,
often through cloud, and without any bomb-aiming sight. They were
very much a hit-or-miss affair. However, the early Zeppelin raids on
london did meet the limited aims of Ccrman/s High Command in
that they diverted British air shength and ground trooPs from the
Western Front.

9 This is expanded on in Warden,The Air Cntpign, pp.4G58.
10 ibirl.,p.43.
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In fact, British effort was dislocated much more seriously than
the casualties and damage caused by the bombs would appear to
warrant. Furthermore, the War Office recalled fighter squadrons from
France to help - yet only 30 Gerrnan aircraft had prosecuted the
raids.11

The first attempt by Britain to use bombing during the early
part of World War I resulted in what was termed'spasrnodic efforts
against unsuitable or unimportant objects'.12 This caused the British
Army's General Headquarters (GHql to address certain fundamental
concepts of bomber operations - the principle of concentration; the
need for sustained attacks; the need for specialised bomber squadrons;
and the principle of cenhalised control, to prevent the misuse of
bombers by subordinate formations.

Despite this apparent awareness by GHQ, subsequent
attempts to employ air bombardment to best effect were thwarted by
inadequate technology, cnupled with generals and admirals who were
tied to tradition. There were many complaints of aircraft being
diverted from the 'normal' army co{peration tasks for bombing tasks
and, as high attrition rates had become the norm for bombing
operations, GHQ decided to restrict the scope of air bombardment.

Throughout World War I, the proponents of bombing were
calling for aircraft to be used for strategic effect, to gain the initiative
and thereby compel enemy air forces to take the defensive. At the
same time, land commanders insisted on aircraft being used for tactical
purposes and on specific aircraft being restricted to particular battle
fronts. The net result was continual infighting and aircraft were never
permitted the chance to concentrate decisively in time and space - the
real forte of air power. The greatest impediment to effective use of the
air in World War I was the decentralised organisation of the air forces,
which made the achievement of concentration impossible.

The pilots themselves felt uneasy about using the aeroplane as
a highly mobile machine gun and believed the war could be more
readily won if attacks were made against the enemy's war factories, his
main communications and his national will to continue the war.

foubert de la Fert{ TheThird Sentice,p.46.
Saundby, Air Bombar ilment, p,73.

11

t2
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With the formation of Britainis independent air force on
1 April 1918, the use of aircraft for shategic bombing became a reality
and Germany suffered its first attacks on c€nhes of production and
communication on honc territory. More extensive use of air
bombardment was not to eventuate, as hostilities ceased on 11

November 1918.

Between the Wars

The RAF was used to control many tribal uprisings during the
inter-war period embracing such diverse aneas .rs Africa, India and the
Middle East. Use of air power was found to be considerably cheaper
than the previous use of land forces. As well, aircraft tended to
demoralise hostile hibesmen, whereas the sight of a British Army force

tended to inflame the tribesmen and provide them with something to
attack. Moreover, the simple act of fl)o.g over tribesmen had the
effect of forcing them to disperse.l3

Whilst use of aircraft did not win the tribesmen's allegiance,

on balance, and bearing in mind the conditions
between the wars when this system was first adopted,
it was an effective and iustifiable method of
disciplining unsophisticated troublemakers who knew
they deserved punishment.l4

Furthermore,

the effect of air bombing as a means of preventing the
enemy escaping from ground trooPs by forcing him to
take cover is evidently a lesson of importance.lS

Aspects of the use of British air power in quelling tribal uprisings
are covered in excellent detail in B. Hoffnran, Bitish Air Poutq in
Pniphqal Conflict, 7979-7976, (The RAND Corporatiory Santa
Monica, CA,1989).
|ulian Paget, I-ast Pwt: Ailau'1.964-1.957 , (Faber and Faber, london,
19691,p.43.
Sir Charles Gwynn, bnprial Policing, (Macmillan, London, lg34),

13
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However, certain limitations on bombing were enforced. For example,

... even in an area when troops were in actual contact
with a tribal enemy, villages were not allowed to be
bombed \'vithout special permission and the usual
Perid of warning.l6
France became involved in the Riff war in North Africa in

7924-26. It used its air power to guard the Army's flanks, despite the
presence of cavalry, and it used air power to bomb enemy positions
within the battlefield prior to an infantry attack, despite the presence
of artillery. Thus, France's air force lost ib freedom of independent
action and accordingly, ib ability to take the shategic offensive. This
misemployment of air power cost the French dearly. Consider, for
example, what a properly planned and conducted Air Bombardment
campaign could have achieved - it most certainly would have avoided
the need for a long drawn-out, expensive land campaign.

World WarII

By 1938 Germany, in building an arrny of 47 divisions, had
concentrated the development of its air power around its great
strength - its army. As Germany began its invasion of neighbouring
countries, its air force was a tactical weapon, not a sbategic one. It is
likely that Germany had not even considered the use of shategic air
power when Britain declared war in 7939,17 other than some tentative
thoughts from Generals such as Walther Wever, who died in an
aircraft accident in 1936. A better balanced Luftwaffe may well have
changed the course of history - for most certainly Wever's four-
engined'Ural'bomber could indeed have crossed the Ural Mountains
and devastated Moscow.

pp.38a-385.
16 Sir john Slessor, The Cenfial Blue Raollations anil Rfileilions,

(C:ssell, Iondon, 79!t6), p.66.
17 According to Dr Richard Overy, neither Hitler nor the Luftwaffe

staff planned for the use of sbategic air power against a mairr
military power once war had actually broken out. See Overy,The
Air War 7939-7945, p.73.
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Germany's initial bomber attacks on Britain were part of an
OCA campaigu however Hitler changed priorities before the
necessary control of the air had been gained, and diverted effort to the
teror-bombing of British cities. This provided the RAFs Fighter
Command with some respite from attack and it was able to receive
aircraft to replace those bombed earlier and to repair the damage done
to airfields. Had the Germans continued to bomb airfields for three
more weeks, British reserves of fighter aircraft would have been
exhausted.l8

As Hitler prepared for the invasion of Britain - Operation
SEAUON - he used the Channel ports to pre'position stores. RAF
bombing aftacks on these porb eventually caused the operation to be

postponed indefinitely. Even when faced with air defence of the
homeland, Britain realised the importance of taking offensive action.

In 1940, in France, the Luftwaffe bombed the French rear areas
such that:

prolonged bombing had wrecked communications,
isolated mmmand posts and individual units, and left
the various formation headquarters ignorant of what
was happening in the forward zones, and unable to
check information and exercise any control.l9

The Luftwaffe bombers had carried out their missions under the
constant protection of an overwhelmingly superior fighter force.

The Germans and Italians, once realising that Malta could not
be captured outright, embarked on an Air Bombardment campaign to
neutralise the island. Their lack of success was testimony to the
courage of Malta's defenders. However, what was probably more
telling was the low priority afforded the air bombardment of Malta.
While a considerable weight of effort was brought to bear during April
7942, it was not sustained. Certainly, the attacks on Malta so affected
the Allies that the re'supply of Axis forces in Libya was much
improved, although this improvement was to be only temporary.

lE Saundby, Air Bombarilment,p.lH.
19 john Williams, The lila of May: The Defeat of France, May-1une7940,

(Constable, London, 1968), p.151.
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Early World War tr experiences showed that long-range
bomber aircraft had to be escorted by long-range fighters, and that the
cloak of darkness provided some small measure of security. The
British subsequently adopted a dual sbategy of long-range night
bombing and short-range escorted daylight bombing in support of
army tactical operations. When America pined the war, its F17
Fl)"^g Fortresses with their Norden bombsights were suitable only for
high-altitude bombing; furthermore, crews had not been trained to fly
at night. The combination of British night area bombing and
America's more precise daylight bombing did show that in an alliance
iurangement one country does not need to have the capability to do
everything.

Targets were specified in l94O for the RAFs Bomber
Command, yet the Command had neither the means nor the technique
for aftacking them effectively. Eventually, Bomber Command simply
attacked German cities. Drectives to the Command were changed
time and time again until they tended to match bomber capability.
The obvious lesson here is that Directives must, in the first instance,
take into consideration force capabilities. The writing of Directives
must not be viewed as a simple administrative task but as an essential
command and control function.

The importance of determining the type of target to be
aftacked and the timing of the aftack was never more evident than in
the early part of World War II. Cermany began building submarine
pens in 194'1, at Brest, Iorient, St Nazaire and La Pallice. Construction
in the early stages was highly vulnerable and could easily have been
destroyed by aerial bombing. However, it was not until fanuary 1943,

when the pens were operational and the U-boat menace had reached
alarming proportions, that Bomber Command was tasked with
attacking the pens at Lorient and St Nazaire. 'They destroyed almost
everything except the pens'.2O

Despite Churchill's belief in the strategic offensive, subsequent
developments saw priorities go to Coastal C-ommand for ASW, to Air
Defence Command (as Fighter Command was then calledL and to the
Middle East Command - all essentially concerned with defensive
operations. This allocation of priorities seriously affected Britainjs

20 Terraine, TheRight of theLine,p.414.
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ability to wage a successful shategic air offensive against German/s
military, industrial and economic system. While the correct decision
had been made, it was not supported by the necessary effort. 'It had
willed the end, but it had neglected to will the means'.2l

Bomber Command most certainly suffered from the protection
of vested interests. Despite the basic strategic principle that wars are
won by offensive action against an enemy's main strength, and despite
Churchill's observation that strategic bombing provided the only real
form of strategic offence, both the Admiralty and the War Office
argued for the exdusive allocation of the bomber force. The
Admiralty wanted to use bombers against German U-boats, whilst the
War Office was keen to employ the bombers in North Africa. It was
said in Chapter 2, but is worth repeating here, that if a conflict is to be
won once combat has been |oined, then the minimum force only
should be devoted to the defensive, with the preponderance of effort
allocated to the offensive. Such an offensive would involve the roles of
OCA, Strategic land Strike, Strategic Maritime Strike and Interdiction.

The attacks on the ball-bearing plants at Regensburg and
Schweinfurt in August 1943, while very succ€ssful, were costly in
terms of aircraft lost. Most certainly, air defence systems and fighter
aircraft when used in a co-ordinated defensive operation will
adversely affect bomber operations. These aftacks highlighted two
important aspects of bombing operations. First, bombers should be
provided with fighter escorts for deep penetrations into enemy
territory by day. Ultirnately, the use of Mustang escorts allowed the B-
17s to aftack Berlin during 19t14. Second, the production of ball-
bearings did not seem to be affected. In fact, Albert Speer, the German
Minister of War Production, had dispersed ball-bearing production in
Germany and was also buying significant quantities from Sweden and
Switzerland. The targeb, although successfully attacked, were not of
the strategic importance believed by the Allies. It was not a vital key-
pointp the assessment of the enemy's cunent c€ntre of gravity was
incorrect.

Saundby, Air Bombar dment, p.175.
ibid.,pp55-Fi6.
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Sir Arthur Harris's lOGbomber raidsP which made up
Operation MILLENNIUM starting on the night of 3U37 May 7942,

probably represenbd the culmination of sheer bombing power. On
that first clear night Cologne was attacked, and subsequent aerial
photographs showed the city in ruins. This unprecedented
concentration of firepower seemed to vindicate Churchill's belief in the
efficacy of strategic bombing, and Flarris was able to silence the critics
of strategic bombing. In retrospect, however, the bombing of Cologne
had less effect than Hanis believed, for'... within two weeks the life of
the city was functioning almost normally'.24 Although one would be
entitled to question how a city that had suffered such devastation
could function almost normally within two weeks - there was rubble in
the streets, people were homeless and essential senvices were
disrupted.

The next l00Gbomber raid was against Essen on a cloudy
night, 1-2 fune 1942 - it produced even less effect and showed that
mere numbers were not sufficient and that radar for night navigation
and blind bombing was essential. In fact,

... very few crews were ... prepared to assert with
certainty that they had identified the target.2s

Although Essen escaped rather lightly, severe damage was inflicted on
the neighbouring centres of Duisburg Oberhausen, Mulheim and
Hamborn.25

It was the effects of these two raids that forced the British War
Cabinet to at last give priority to technological developments for the
bomber force, and to force the Luftwaffe on to the defensive. Various
aids for night navigation, target location and controlled bombing were

Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Harris, KCB, OBE, AFC took over as

AOC-in{ Bomber Command on 22 February 7942. His decision
to commit his entire frontline strength and all his reserves to one
baftle was indeed a bold one.
Sir Charles Kingsley Webster and Noble Frankland, The Sbategb
Air Offnsioe Against Germany 1.93945, (Her Majest;/s Stationery
Offi ce, londory 1967), p.4f36.
ibitl.,p.411,.
Saundby, Air Bombar ilment, p.742.
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introduced in late 1%2 and early 1943, and for the next 12 rnonths
Germany was to suffer a sustained campaign of Air Bombardment by
day and night on an unprecedented scale.

Discovery of Gerrnan plans to build the Vl bomb and V2
rocket led to heavy bombing of Peenemunde in 1943. The successful
bombing operation set the Germans back considerably, and provided
time for the Allies to locate and destroy many of the launching ramps,
or ski sites, for the Vl. The Allies' bombing campaign, known as
Operation CROSSBOW, did not entirely stop the Vl launchings,
however. Almost 9000 people were killed and 23500 injured by the
'V'weapons.2T

Air bombardment entered another new phase on the night of
27-28luly 1943, when the RAF and USAAF bombed Hamburg. The
weight of incendiarybombs combined with nature to create the first of
many fire'storms that left many more dead or injured than could have
resulted from the use of high-explosive bombs. Once agairy post-war
assessments established that only 'forty-five to fifty working days' of
production were lost.28

The devastation caused by bombing to Cologne Essery
Hamburg, Mannheim, Hanover and similar cities during the war
showed that attacks on industrial centres and ports could indeed cause
loss of production and, ultimately, loss of military effectiveness. This
decline in effectiveness, when coupled with the effects of attrition,
finally produced the conditions which were necessary for a successful
invasion of Europe by the Allies in 794/'. Of course, in anticipation of
that invasion, bombers were used in a more tactical s€ns€, to destroy
German defences and communications on the northern coast of France.

The terrible destruction that had been wreaked on Hamburg
was not achieved again until the night of 13-14 February 1945, when
Bomber Command attacked Dresderq with follow-up attacks on the
14th and 15th by the US Eighth Air Force. This happened despite the
priorities for oil, railways and canals as targets. Moreover, that it did

27 ibitl.,p.l97.
28 Webster and Frankland, The Strategic Air Offerciae Against

G ermany 1.939 45, pp.26L261.
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not happen more often was not for want of trying, as Haris aimed to
maintain 'a destruction rate of two and a half cities per month'.29

British Chiefs of Staff had accepted as the aim of the bomber
offensive:

The progressive destruction and dislocation of the
enemy's war industrial and economic system and the
undermining of his morale to a point where his
capacity for armed resistance is fatally weakened.s)

This was a short-lived aim which'... failed to comprehend the
economic, industrial and moral resilience of the country'pl and which
was changed before the end of the year to one which gave priority to
assisting Russia and preparing for the land invasion of Europe.

This earlier 'aim' was in fact a 'prescription for massacre€2

that could only be circumvented by precision bombing, at that time not
a facet of RAF operations but used in part by the Americans.
(Although, at that stage, the fighter+scorted US bomber force had not
ventured over Gerrnany.) The strategic bombing of Germany ensured
that supplies for shipping, railways, gas, electricity, food and
armaments could not continue and the German economy collapsed.

The beginning of precision bombing for the RAF was the
formation of 617 Squadron under Wing Commander Guy Gibson and
the use of the Bames Wallis tomp" against the Eder, Mohne and Solpe
dams on the Ruhr river in May 1943. ln 1944, once Britain had firm
control of the air, the RAF was then able to conduct accurate and
effective attacks against vital targets. However, as mentioned earlier,
Bomber Command continued its area attacks.

An obvious misuse of bombing was in the destruction of
French villages and small towns in the vain hope that the movement of
enemy reserves would be delayed. This delay tended not to h"pput
and in fact the destroyed towns subsequently became improved
centes of defence as enemy troops found it easier to dig in. The
examples of Caen, St Lo and Villers Bocage in Normandy, I-e Hawe

ibid.,p.82.
ibid.,p.36.
ibiil.,pp.37U377.
Terraine, The Right of the Line, p.507.
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and Boulogne, and Niimegen and Arnhem in Holland,s provide
support against such use of bombers. Despite the obvious lessons
from World War II, similar misuse of bombing occurred again in
Vietnam in the 1970s.

kssons that emerged from Bomber Command's experiences
in 1944 have particular relevance to Australia today. Bomber
Command had 'to live all the time from hand to moutK.34 Shortage of
weapons make it imperative for only the most profitable targets to be
attacked. In fact statistics show that, for the last three months of 79M,
53 per cent of Bomber Command's effort was spent in attacking cities
whereas oil (which received 14 per cent) and railways and canals
(which received 15 per cent) were supposed to be afforded priority.as
This changed during 1945, when approximately only one-third of the
effort was devoted to cities. Strategic objectives simply must be
adhered to.

In Italy, the initial campaigns against supplies did not meet
with the success that was evident elsewhere. However, once the focus
of attack was switched to the rail system and then to bridges, the
German supply line was reshicted to nrovement by night over roads
and pontoon bridges. Bombing of marshalling yards, troop
concentrations, gun emplacements, rear headquarters and ammunition
dumps paved the way for the Allies' success in Italy in 1943. So too
did the interdiction campaign on bridge road and rail bottlenecks. In
fact, the areas around Naples and Salerno were so well blocked that
supply and reinforcement of German troops were virtually at a
standstill.

The day and night bomber offensives by the Allies against
Germany during World War II contributed to the Allies'air superiority
in the Mediterranean theatre. It was CAS Portal who commented to
the AOC-in{ Mediterranean (then Tedder) in September 1943 that
nearly two-thirds of the German fighter force had been on the Western
Front, and thus augmentation of Axis forces in the Mediterranean had
not been possible. Air bombardment, in tying up enemy fighters, can
have great influence on surface and air battles in other areas.

iW.,p.ffi.
Sir Arthur Flarris, Bomber Ot'fensioe, (Collins, London, 794:n,p.236.
Terraine, The Right of the Line, p.675.
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Use of bombers on troops was well rewarded during World
War I[, but perhaps one telling example conres from the Afrika Korps
War Diary:

... officers and men were so badly shaken and their
fighting capacity considerably 

- 
reduced by the

enforced dispersal, lack of sleep, and the strain of
waiting for the next bomb.35

This was the beginning of the end for Rommel in September 1942 at
Alam Halfa. Historical examples of tactical bombing are presented in
more detail in Chapter 6.

Despite the success of strategic operations in other theatres in
World War II, the Pacific Theatre boasted no truly strategic targets.
The air forces were there as adjuncts to surface forces; with fighters to
provide air cover, tactical bombers to sbike at the rear of the baftle
line,long-range bombers to attack communications, and transports to
bring up supplies and reinforcernents.

In terms of air-to-air warfare, strategic bombing can place an
enemy at a decided disadvantage as it can force his aircraft into the air.
For instance, Japan held many squadrons of Zero fighters in reserve in
79M for kamikaze attacks on the American fleet. Had |apan been
bombed day and night, these squadrons could have been destroyed
over |apan, with US forces holding the initiative. In fact, in August
1945 when japan surrendered, some 5000 aircraft remained ready for
suicide attacks.3T Strategic bombing is also likely to force an enemy to
devote a substantial proportion of AAA and SAMs to defence of
strategic targets and thus deprive tactical surface forces of those
weapons in the baftlefield.

The effectiveness of aerial mining was illustrated graphically
in the US mining of Korean waters, Tokyo Bay and the SNmonoseki
Straits which virtually represented the final blow in the disruption of
fapanese sea lines of communication. Additionally, American aerial
minelaying, coupled with bombing aftacks, prevented the Japanese in
19t14 from using their Burmese ports of Rangoon and Moulmein.

36 ibid.,p382.
37 I-e, Air poutu,p.26.
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Aerial minelaying was conducted by the Luftwaffe in 193940,
and again in 1944 against shipping off Normandy. RAF Bomber
Command also carried out mining operations, especially in the Baltic.
Australia too was involved in minelaying operations during the war.
From April 1943 to fuly 19115, three RAAF Catalina squadrons cost the
enemy thousands of tonnes of shipping and helped in dislocating
|apan's vital sea lines of communication.

Iapan, aided by the use of air power, had occupied the whole
of southern Malaya and Singapore by 1942. The Allies' offensive
strategy was to capture the air bases occupied by lapan, one at a tirne,
until fapan itself was within range of heavy bombers. fapan's tenuous
lines of communication enabled the Allies to isolatefapaneseoccupied
areas by attacking shipping and naval escort vessels. The Japanese did
not use their air power to good effect and for the most part it was
penny-packeted out to tactical land and naval skirmishes.

The Allies found that a softening-up by land-based air forces,
followed by land-based air cover over the attacking force, was
uniformly successful.38 The first time land forces relied on carrier-
borne aircraft was in the battle for Leyte Gulf. Unfortunately, the
carrier group was enticed further north and the battle ashore
proceeded without air cover. Never again did the US Army in the
Pacific Theatre dispense with land-based air forces and never again
were they to rely solely on carier-bome air cover.

Once the airfields in the Marianas had been captured,
American aircraft flew from there and from China to bomb Tokyo in
November 1944. The Americans, although experienced in daylight
precision-bombing aftacks over C,ermany, did not meet the same
success over fapan. In March 1%5 they resorted to the Curtis LeMay-
initiated low-level night incendiary attacks on fapan's industrial cities -
specifically, Tokyo, Nagoya, Osaka, Kobe, Yokohama and Kawasaki.

Finally, the dropping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, on 6 and 9 August 1945 respectively, was the last straw and
fapan surrendered. Interestingly enough, the atomic bomb did not
produce the same amount of destruction and loss of life as the first
incendiary bomb attack on TokyO although there were nvrny more
iniured.

38 Saundby, Air Bombarilment,p.l96.
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In the final analysis, fapan surrendered

... with a powerful and unbeaten arrny standing ready
to repel an invasion, because her air and sea power
had been broken.39

With her lines of communication so thoroughly interdicted and the
devastation wreaked by air bombardment, fapan faced the threat of
starvation and even greater destruction if she continued the war -
threats for which she had no answer.

While the campaign of Air Bombardment inWorld War II was
never regarded as the sole means for achieving the Allies' aim, it did
make a significant contribution to sustaining the offensive. Four
important points emerge from studying the various bomber offensives
throughout World War II:

a. The very flexibility of air power can allow the strategic
aims of an Air Bombardment campaign to be changed.
Nevertheless, there is an inherent danger in this, as it
will likely dissipate the strength of the force.
Ttrerefore, the selection of the correct aim and
maintenance of that aim must assume overriding
importance.

b. Effective intelligence is required to select appropriate
targets. The intention of an Air Bombardment
campaign should be to inllict maximum damage on an
enemy in the shortest possible time with the minimum
possible effort. These concepts are discussed
throughout the chapter as c€ntre of gravity and
disproportionate effect.

c. Innovation and achievement of a qualitative edge are
most important. Scientific and technological R&D
must be actively pursued, and subsequent production
implemented to keep ahead of the enemy.

d. Accurate navigation and precision bombing are of
paramount importance to ensure the first three points
can be attained.

3e ibiil.,p.222.
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Aden

The use of bomber aircraft by the RAF was seen again in Aden
in794749, where rockets and cannon were used in several air strikes
aimed at destroying the strongholds of militant tribesmen. Typically,
leaflets were dropped approximately 48 hours in advance of the air
strike. In one such strike, some 65.7 tons of bombs were dropped and
247 rockets fired - no deaths occurred and the insurrection was halted.
Throughout operations in Aden, the authority of the British
administration and the local sheikhs under its protection was enforced
from the air.4o

Korea

Interdiction of lines of communication, which had proved so

effective during World War II, appeared to be undervalued by North
Korean and Chinese forces during the Korean war. The only port in
Korea held by UN forces was at Pusan and the concentration of UN
ships there would have presented a valuable target. Pusan
represented a centre of gravity of the UN forces - a centre of gravity
which was not exploited by the enemy.

On the other hand, an Air Bombardment campaign conducted
by LJN forces contributed to the negotiated peace settlement in Korea.
In 1953, Pyongyang, the capital of North Korea, suffered air attacks for
two days - air attacks which convinced the North Koreans and Chinese
to accept the armistice. Ilongyang had been attacked earlier, but the
right psychological moment was not selected until 1953, which finally
led to the cessation of hostilities.

The pathfinder techniques used in World War II by the RAFs
Bomber Command were used again during Korea. Lead aircraft,
usually B-26s, would locate, identify and mark the target with flares;
subsequent aircraft would attack the target. These techniques have
been found to be suitable only in lightly defended areas but have

CI G. Kidd, Life in the Air Force To-Day: A Young Mnn's Guiile to AII
Branchs of theRoyal Air Fwce, (Cassell, Londory 1957),pp.38'39.
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ensured that weight of effort can be applied discriminately, with
minimal risk of darnage to civilian facilities.at

Warfare in Korea and later in Vietnam tended to show that
interdiction would only work if used against targets which were '...
simultaneously vulnerable, timerelevant, important, and politically
acceptable'.42

Malaya

Whilst bombing did not achieve as much as hoped for in the
Malayan emergency, it did provide an 'undeniable psychological
effect'.4il Good targets were hard to find in the iungle as the small
guerilla groups operated from widely dispersed locations. The best
that the Commonwealth air forces achieved was to bomb suspected
routes of withdrawal and to prevent ambushes from being set.
Although, towards the end of the conflict, the developrnent of radar to
guide bombers to iungle targets (induding at night) did much to lift
the estirnation of the effecb of bombing.

A squadron of Lincoln heavy bombers was deployed from
Australia in 1950. Throughout the conflict however, bombing proved
to be fairly poor, and this was attributed to:

inadequate intelligence [on targetsl, inacturate maps,
and difficulties with radar navigation and bombing
systems, coupled with often difficult weather
conditions.44

47 Similar techniques were used again during the Viebram war,
mainly with F-4s.
C. Myerc, 'Deep Strike Interdiction', Uniteil Stata Naoal lnstitute
Pr rceedings, November 1980, p.49.
R.W. Komer, Thc Mabyan Emergary in Retrospat: Organixtbn of a
Succasful Counttinsurgancy Effort, (The RAND Corporation,
Santa Monic a, CA, February l9T2), pp 57-52.
Hoffmary British Air Powq in Paipheral Conflict,791,9-L976, p.43.
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Kenya

Drti.g the Mau Mau uprising in Kenya in 1953, the use of
bombers again proved to be a useful psychological wealnn. The
sound of a Harvard's engine was sufficient to terrify and demoralise
the guerillas, often causing them to flee. These aircraft were also used
for bombing an4 whilst few guerillas were killed from bombing the
insurgents were kept on the move and had little time to rest or eat.45

During the latter stages of the Mau Mau campa.ign, air
operations were given priority over all ground operations - such was
the effectiveness of air power. Aenial photo-reconnaissance would be
conducted to locate targets, followed by bombing raids by Lincolns.
After the bombing, aircraft with loud hailers would fly over the area,
calling on guerillas to surrender. The guerillas, with their means of
esc.rpe cut off by a cordon of British and Kenyan ground forces, and
without any means of countering the relentless air attacks, found
surrender to be their only real option.

General Erskine, as Commander-in{hief of the Security
Forces, rvas quick to realise the value of air power in this conllict. In
fact, if Erskine had not used air power as he did,

an additional infantry brigade or three regiments of
artillery would have been essential; neither would
have achieved such gmd results and both would have
been more expensive.45

Viebram

'Graduated r€sponse', which was applied as a bombing
sbategy in North Vietnam from 1964 b 1968, showed the fallacy of
limiting payloads and target selection. Once the decision to bomb has
been takery then the @mpaign must be pursued relentlessly and
vigorously. This means concentration of force must be a principle of

4s fulian Paget, Counter-lnsurgarcy Catnpaigning, (Faber and Faber,
london, 7967),p.95.

46 Sir David L*, Flight from the Middle Ftst: A History of the Royal Air
Force in tlu Arabian Paninsula anil Ailjacatt Tqritoria 7945-7972,
(Her Maie'sqzs Stationery Office Londory 7980),p.74.
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offensive operations - not overwhelming force, but sufficient force for
success.

The value of I€Ms was highlighted during the Vietnam war
in the Interdiction role. The Thanh Hoa railway bridge had been
subjected to 700 raids with free-fall bombs and had not been
destroyed; yet one raid with laser-guided bombs was sufficient to
destroy it. However, its destruction did not intermpt the flow of
supplies because a ford across the river was located only five miles
away. Moreover, some 50 bombers were destroyed in the earlier
attacks. lnterdiction can result in heavy attrition. Even with KMs,
delivery constrainb will add to the vulnerability of modern aircraft.

The Linebacker operation, which began in May 1972, was
designed to reducn the amount of supplies being sent south to suPPort
North Vietnam's spring offensive. The intention was to make the
leaders in Flanoi more amenable to a peace settlement once their
spring offensive had been halted and they were faced with attacks on
their homeland. It had the reverse effect and Hanoi actually withdrew
from the peace talks. In December 1972, Unebacker II was launched.
This 11day operation was aimed at disrupting the

economic, military and political life of North Vietnam
so severely that the enemy would have to come to
terms.47

An Air Bombardment campaign, onc€ started, must be
pursued vigorously. A.y externally-imposed non-operational
limitations, such as political constraints, are likely to undermine the
success of the campaign. Once the political decision has been taken
and the broad guidelines given, then it should be left to the military to
get on and do the iob.

Ultimately, F52s were allowed to fly from Guam to North
Vietnam relpng on KC-135 tanker support to cover the 260Gmile trip
from the air base to their targets. Even the much-vaunted air defences
around Hanoi and Flaiphong were unable to stop the raids, and Hanoi
sued for peace. The bombing was stopped, although many analysts
suggest that iust as Hanoi's defences had been laid bare, the time was

47 Alan Gropmary 'The Air War in Vietnam 1967-73', in R.A. Mason
(ed.), War in the Thir il Dimmsion, p56.
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precisely right for North Vietnam to be prevented from further war-
like actions. |ust two years after the bombing halt and the peace

settlement, North Vietranrese trooPo invaded the south and captured
Sa,gon.

Israel'g Attacl( on Iraq

On 7 fune 1981 Israeli F-16s, escorted by F-15s, attacked the
Osirak nuclear reactor at Tuwaitha near Baghdad. The lsraelis, using
surprise and unexpected routing over Saudi Arabia, showed that
strategic reach and great precision characterised the modern use of air
bombardment. In this case, the Israelis had identified a capability
which presented a potential danger to them, and they destroyed that
capability.

The Falklands Conflict

Strategic l^and Strike missions were carried out by two RAF
Vulcan aircraft during the Falklands conflict in 1982. On 1 May, the
first attack on Port Stanley airfield was conducted, followed three days
later by a second attack. These were the longest bombing raids in the
history of aerial warfare - a round trip of some 8500 statute miles.48

Whilst some analysts have argued that the attack on Port
Stanley was an OCA missior; others have argued that it was part of
the 'softening uy' proc€ss prior to land-force action. Interestingly
enough, others have argued that whilst it rnay have contributed
towards OCA or towards the Air Cooperation campaign, its primary
purpose was to demonstrate strategic reach and political resolve to
take the war to Argentina if necessary. In this latter respect, it would
certainly represent part of an Air Bombardment campaign.

48 I. Curtiss, 'Operation Corporate: The RAF in the Falklands
Campaign', Air Clua, December 7982,p.472.
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Israel's Attack on Tunie

The Israelis used a force package of F-16s, F-15 erorts, AAR
and Electronic Countermeasure (ECM) aircraft, to attack the PLO
headquarters in Tunis on 1 October 1985. Once agairy sulprise,
unexpected routing a lengthy round trip of some 3,000 miles, and
great precisiory characterised the operation. Three PLO buildings
were destroyed, but Palestinian and Tunisian mery women and
children were reported as killed.

US Attack onlibya

The use of long-range strike aircraft for power proiection was
evidenced in the US attack on Libya in 1986. At the time, the US
believed it needed to take military action against Ubya and it could
not commit land forces because of the political cost of involvement and
possibility of large numbers of casualties. Moreover, it muld not
maintain a prolongd military presenc€ in Libya without fear of
escalation.

The attack aircraft penetrated at low level, detected small
targets at night, and delivered their ordnance with great accuracy.
Air-to-Air Refuelling, Airborne Early Warning and Control, Electronic
Warfare, and Suppression of Enemy Air Defences all featured
prominently in the attack. The strike package included escort fighters.

A clear political message was delivered through the use of
military force. However, the raid required 32 bombers and nearly 70
support aircraft and, for various reasons, only about half the planned
tonnage of ordnance was dropped.

STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR AUSTRALIA

The'gun-boa( diplomacy of old can now be achieved by long-
range strike aircraft launching from home base. A potential enemy can
no longer adopt a 'low rislC strategy, since Australia's strike forces
could attack that enem/s military forces or its homeland imnrediately,
and without warning.
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Thereforc, the ability to prosecute an Air Bombardment
campaign provides the Aushalian government with a significant
deterrent capability. Moreover, the government could choose to use
that capability as a retaliatory measure or as a pre-emptive rneasure -
thus keeping an enemy guessing. The real effect of deterrence,
however, will be dissipated if the nation does not reflect the courage
and resolve to use its capability when necessary.

Air bombardment must only be used in ways where it can
contribute directly and decisively to the defeat of an enemy.
Moreover, it must be conducted effectively. If these requirements
cannot be achieved, then air bombardment may not be suitable. The
campaign must be dir€cted against the most decisive points and
whilst normally used against military targets, rnay be directed against
targets of national importancel9 which fall within the limib of
acceptability under the Law of Armed Conflict. In circumstances of
attacks on targets of national importance, there is likely to be at least
an indirect effect on the populatiory however, the idea of 'terror
bombing' is not a valid military aim for Australia.

The purpose of an Air Bombardment campaign would be to
weaken an eneml/s capacity to fight by degrading the infrastructure
and logistica support required for his combat forces. It would enable
Australia to control any future conllict by maintaining the strategic
initiative through the ability to move the focus of the conflict to a time
and place of Aushalia's choosing. It would also provide Australia
with the ability to vary the level of collateral damage to suit the
circumstances - for example, from the RAF's thousand-bomber raids
against Germany in World War II at one end of the spectrum to the US
'surgical' strike on Libya in \9f!6, at the other.

When discussing the purpose of an Air Bombardment
campaign, one cannot ignore ib contribution to ultimate military
success. This is rnade dear in William Momyey's analysis of World
War II, Korea and Vietnam:

49 Such targets are likely to represent the critical component of a
nation's industrial capacity - its areas of energy production -
which include generation of electricity and production and
distribution of petroleum and oil products.
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The development of air strategy in World War II,
Korea and Vietnam was a repetitious process. In each
case, planners first perceived air power as a
subordinate part of a irint stratery that would employ
an extensive ground campaign to end the war on
favourable terms. On the other hand, airmen carne
increasingly to believe that air lrcwer, in its own right,
could produce decisive results. The validity of such a
view was suggested by results of the Allies' combined
bomber offensive in Europe and by the surrender of
Iapan in the 1940s. Additional evidence came from
the skies over Flanoi in December 1972. In a
concentrated 1lday test, our air strategy persuaded a
determined adversary with a remarkably elaborate air
defence system that overt aggression could not be
sustained in the presence of unreshicted US air
Power'50
Australia, because of the non-aggressive nature of its defence

policy, would have to be capable of withstanding a surprise attack and
still maintaining the capacity to retaliate effectively. Because of the
deterrent value provided by bomber aircraft, they must be well
defended, able to be deployed rapidly to avoid being destroyed in one
devastating surprise attack, and maintained in a genuine state of
operational readiness which is regularly evaluated. Furthermore,
should they be called upon to act, they must be able to sustain their
rates of effort at intensive wartime levels.

Should Australia be involved in conllict that escalated rapidly,
it may have to reort to the offensive use of military po$'er. In this
regard an Air Bombardment campaign may well be its best option.
There would be little to be gained by employing a naval blockade
against any country with a subsistenceoriented economy, as that
counblr would have minimal external lines of communication. As the
Korean and Viebram w.us showed, to use an arrny to oppose land
forces well versed in iungle war-fighting and with intimate knowledge
about their own terrain, virtually guarantees a longdrawn-out war of
attrition. However, the use of strategic strike against specific military
and military-production targets, early in a conflict, would provide

50 Momyer,An Powq inThraWars,p.34.
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Australia with the most effective means of using offensive military
power strategically to contribute decisively to winning a war or to
stabilising a diplomatic or political situation.

There rnay be times when the only military option available,
because of speed of reponse, would be air bombardment, even if
limited to a relatively srnall'surgical' strike. Moreover, even if the Air
Bombardment campaign was not, of itself, decisive, it could delay an
enemy sufficiently to enable other campaigns - air, land and sea - to be
prosecuted.

The essential questions of whether to use strategic bombing
must be, as Asher Lee says:

how rnany crewed serviceable bombers are ready to
bomb, how strong is enemy defence, and how
accurate and effective can the trombing be.51

Importantly, Australia cannot conduct an Air Bombardment campaign
half-heartedly; any campaign must be'pursued wholeheartedly and
with vigo/.s2 Furthermore, it must be concluded as quickly as

possible, which would necessitate not selecting too many targeb for
the force available.

The importance of bombing the right targets has always been
known, but in fuly 1940 the British Air Staff summed it up succinctly:

moral effect, although an exbemely important
subsidiary result of air bombardrnent, cannot in itself
be decisive. There must be material destruction as a
primaryobject.sa

That is, the Air Staff were arguing that material destruction was the
strategic objective and should not be compromised for the sake of a
subsidialy one, such as attacks on enemy civilian morale by 'area
bombing'. What tends to happen though, as evidenced in late 194O is
that through acts of reprisal or vengeance for atrocities commitEd the
strategic obiective can easily be blurred. Thus, Britain did ernbark on

L.e, Air Pouter,p.78.
D. Evans, 'A Letter to Airmen', Defense anil Foreign Affairs,luly
79136,p.41.
Terraine, The Right $ the Line, p.262.

51
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a pohcy of 'area bombing' to attack morale, rather than maintain the
primary aim as had been so well articulated by the Air Staff only a few
months earlier.

In 1953, Sir )ohn Slessor observed that one way of gaining
conbol of the air was by destroying an enem/s aircraft inside his
factories, using bomber aircraft.54 Attacking facilities such as an
enemy's factories would probably only be considered by Australia in
higher levels of conflict. However, maintenance of such a long-range
strike capability does provide options for govemment and is
representative of air powey's inherent flexibility.

lnformation about internal lines of communication of
countries within the region is quite readily available and static facilities
would make ideal targets for attack. The Achilles' heel of any nation
attacking Australia would be the sea lines of communication
supporting ib offensive military forces, and its internal lines providing
the economic support to continue the conflict. Therefore, Australia's
best option must be to retain the means to conduct strategic land
strike, maritime shike, and interdiction.

The case of fapary operating extended lines of communication
in the Pacific during World War II, provides an interesting lesson for
Australia. Any enemy in the future operating in Australia's sea

approaches would have to have similar extended lines of
communication. Moreover, he would need to protect them, probably
with air cover. A co-ordinated strategic bombing attack against the
enemy's homeland would divert sorne of his air cover, thereby
reducing the defensive air available to protect external lines of
communication.

The importance of submarines during World War II in
interdicting Japan's lines of communication should not be forgotten;
for Australia, co-ordination of submarine, maritime strike and
interdiction activities will always be a priority strategy. The ability to
interdict fapan's lines of communication could only be used, however,
once local air superiority had been attained. Other necessary features
of this campaign were intelligence and reconnaissance.

il Royal lnstitute of Interrutiorul Affairs Quarterly, |uly 1953, pp.203-
308.
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The lessons of history provide sufficient proof to Australia that
an Air Bombardment campaign should only ever be conducted when
the military values of the targets are well known. For instance, the
initial low-scale bombing attacks by the RAF in World War II to'iron
out the wrinkles' of strategic bombing appear a nonsense when one
realises that the enem5/s air defence wrinkles were also ironed out.

Enemy air defences, target priorities and intelligence will be
the vital factors for Ausbalia in future conllict. Poor target intelligence
could, as it did for the Allies in World War II, lead to a wasE of
bombing effort and needless destruction and killing of civilians.
Moreover, acrrrrate reconnaissance for post-attack assessment is vital
for planning the weight of effort requircd or even the necessity to re.
attack.

Post-World War II conflicb such as Korea, Viebram and the
Falklands have shown that offensive air power is best applied when
targets are beyond the reach of friendly surface forces, or beyond their
capacity to attack. As a corollary, surface forces should be used to
counter enemy surface forces without the need for airdelivered fire
support. Air cover would be used to 'keep enemy air off friendly
backs'. However, should mobility of fire power be needed, organic
helicopters should be used, as fixed wing aircraft would be better
employed in OCA and Interdiction roles.

There is today a significant reduction in over-the'target
requirements for 'smarf weapons as compared with requirements for
conventional free'fall bombs. Targets such as bridges and command
and control facilities, which proved so difficult to aftack in the past, are
no longer'immune', as the US air attack on Libya in 1986 showed.

The ability to conduct air strikes with 'surgical precision' has
changed the nature of air bombardment. In fact, the basic doctrine of
air bombardnrent has always been sound - earlier failures to select
appropriate targets and to achieve sufficient accuracy have now been
overcome. As Air Vice'Marshal Walker says:

Conventional warheads at 3-M accuracy open up
means and methods of power projection which have
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never been available before; power projection by
scalpel rather than by bludgeon.ss

With the appropriate weapons systems Australia could, in the future,
economise military effort as it attempted to concentrate military force.
To achieve this, however, the RAAF would need to heed certain
operational imperatives, which yvill be discussed shortly.

In determining where the weight of offensive effort should be
placed, Australia must not be seduced by the destructive ability of air
power. That is to say, the air effort may be better spent on delaying or
disrupting a large number of enemy operations, rather than destroying
the ability to conduct one particular type of operation. Therefore,
Australia's military commanders will need to be mindful of using air
power for its relative impact, not for its destructive ability.

To achieve success militarily, Australia must be able to seize
and maintain the initiative once conllict has been ioined. Only in this
way could Ausbalia, once forced into conllict, exploit its own
sbengths and concenbate on the enemy's weaknesses. Otherwise, the
enemy would dictate the terms of conflict and the terms for resolving
that conllict, which most certainly would not be consistent with
Australia's national interests.

While accepting that likely contingencies would be at the
lower end of the conllict specFum, Ausbalia cannot afford to denude
itself of the capability to engage in higher level conflict if warranted.
Such a capability could be required in two ways: either by an enemy,
once realising that lower levels of conflict were not achieving his aim,
escalating rapidly; or by Australia, realising that it was being
unsuccessful at bringing the dispersed and on-going conflict to a
satisfactory conclusion, seeking to escalah.

An important conceptual argument for retention of offensive
forces is that the threat of use of such a capability rnay be sufficient to
keep the conflict at low level. Moreover, it allows greater freedom of
actio& and makes it more difficult for an enemy to predict Australia's
response. This unpredictability would increase the enemy's'friction'.
Additionally, the maintenance of an effective strike force by Australia

ss J.R. Walker, Air-to4round Oprations, (Brasse/s Defence
Publishers, London, 1987), p.736.
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means a potential enemy would have to devote more effort to his
preparations, whidr would increase his preparation time and therefore
increase Australia's warning time.

Frictiory as espoused by Carl von ClausewiE 55 encomlrasses
those unpredictable and confused factors which collectively rcduce the
overall efficiency and therefore effectiveness of a nationis military
efforts. Once conflict has been ioined, the paralysing effects of danger
and the extraordinary demands of warfare in themselves contribute to
friction. Frictiory in time of conflict, is also known as the 'fog of war' .

It is the breakdown in communications that prevents
the orders from getting through; it is the unforeseen
design defect that makes the weapon malfunction; it is
the unanticipated resistance from a resolute enemy.57

Many elements may contribute to frictiorU but the corrunon
denominator is that the simplest effort become difficult. That is, the
effort required to perform what would be normal activities during
peacetime increases markedly in war.

Australia could expect to be opposd by an enemy
characterised by offensive operations which exploit the principle of
surprise. Those operations would have to be sustained and co-
ordinated. Therefore, whatever Australia can do to reduce the effects
of surprise, to negate that enemy's ability to sustain offensive
operations, and to disrupt his ability to co-ordinate all the necessary
activities, should be pursued with the u[nost fervour. Most certainly,
as conflict escalated, it would be to the Air Bombardment campaign
that Australia would turn.

An enemy's ability to coordinate his activities would depend
upon his ability to conhol the timing and tempo of conllict and, as has
been said before, such an ability is most vulnerable to the offensive use
of air power. In a similar veiry an enem/s ability to sustain offensive

56 Carl von Clausewitz, On War, ed. and tr. Michael Howard and
Peter Paret, (Princeton University Press, Princetory Ntr, 1984),
pp.119-121.

57 Air Power Studies Centre, AAP 1000, Royal Australian Air Force
Air Pouter Manual,p.4.
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operations - that which provides the impetus to allow him to retain the
initiative - is also highly vulnerable to offensive air power.

Because Australia is unlikely to conduct a preemptive aftack,
although the possibility would always pose an element of uncertainty
for a potential enemy, its first use of offensive air power would
probably be in retaliation. Therefore its method of attack must be
unpredictable, because the enemy would be likely to be expecting
some form of r,etaliation.

As already stated, the use of air bombardment would force an
enemy to devote resources to defence and thus diminish his capacity
for offensive action. Moreover, feints and diversions could have iust as

much effect, in terms of consuming enemy effort, as actual aitacks.
The shock effect produced from a surprise attack has been postulated
since the early theorists. While their claims of the effects on civilian
morale may have been exaggerated, the effects on military forces, in
terms of reduced ability to respond effectively, have been proved. The
enemy's planned activity become disrupted and the survivability of
friendly aircraft over the baftlefield tends to increase: both effects
occur because of the enemy's reduced ability to respond effectively.

Australia relies on stability of intemational trade to survive
economically and to maintain the high standard of living of its
populace. Conflicts oubide Australia's shores could have a direct
bearing on the nation's economy and living standards. The Australian
goverrunent must be ever<ognizant of the fact that military capability
must be so maintained that it can meet political intentions when
necessary. Because political intentions can change so rapidly,
especially in relation to rapid overseas developments, Australia's
military capability must provide an inherent flexibility and
adaptability to meet all forms of crisis.

Australia's air contribution to the nation's security, and the
region's security, would depend in part on the perceptions of an
enemy that Australia could withstand an initial attack and regain the
initiative through offensive air operations. In regaining the initiative,
Australia could use very fast very low-level pin-point air aftacks. Such
attacks were sought throughout World War II but never achieved; yet
today, with technology providing such a capability, Australia finds
itself fighting internally to retain that capability.
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Of grave concern to the Australian population should be the
propensity of some defence strategists and analysts to argue for
depriving the nation of a flexible and adaptable military capability. Dr
Ross Babbage considers the problem to be even more insidious:

... the higher end of the contingency spectrum does not
command priority in Australian defence planning.sS

Dr Babbage goes even further when he discusses Australia's defence
planners. He argues that they 'need to be imbued with a rather subtle
non-provocative offensive splrit'59 - suggesting perhaps that it is not a
question of these planners being too offensive, but of not being
offensive enough, in their thinking.

The UK had withdrawn from east of Suez yet in 1982, political
intentions demanded a significant out-of-area military capability for
the Falklands crisis. Australia must ensure that its ability to achieve
strategic reach with all forms of air power is not compromised. After
all, both Minister Beazley's The Defarc of Australia 7987 and Minister
Evans' Australia's Regiotul Securi$ White Papers stated the
government's policy on the need to maintain such a capability.

Whilst Australia's force proiection capability has raised
concern within some areas of society, the capability itself has been
assessed as only modest.60 Regional neighbours should not regard the
strategic strike capability with apprehension. Mor@ver, a modest
power projection capability is quite in accord with Australia's
defensive posture, especially as it fits within a non-aggressive foreign
policy.

Such a capability rnay be misconstrued by sorre who have
vested interests in denuding Australia of its ability for self-reliant
defence; however, rcgional goverrunents that are well versed in the
intricacies of defence and foreign affairs are hardly likely to

Ross Babbage, A Cmst Too Long Defending Australia Beyonil the
7990s, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 190), p.91.
ibitl.,p.179.
Stephen Henningham, The Presence and Policies of the South
Pacific States', paper presented at Conference on Geopolitics and
Geostrategy in the Southern Hemisphere, French University of
the Indian Oceary R€unior; 2%3lM'ay 199Q p.13.

59
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misinterpret Australia's capability. This statement tends to be

supported by Dr Babbage:

Australia is not seen as a primary military threat by
any regional country and this is unlikely to change.5r

OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS FOR THE RAAF

SinceWorld War II, the RAAF has maintained a capability for
air bombardment through Uncoln, Canberra, F-4E Phantom and today

F-111C aircraft. The Hornet also provides a significant capability to

the conduct of this campaign; however it would be more likely to be

employed in the Control of the Air campaign. Maritime Patro!Group
(MIrG) aircraft could also be used in the roles of Strategic Maritime
Strike and Interdiction against sea lines of communication. The RAAF
has, since World War II, been involved in the Korean war, the Malayan

emergency, Indonesian confrontation and the Vietnam war, but has

not hld to conduct roles other than Interdiction as part of the Air
Bombardment campaign.

Interdiction

Air interdiction of ground transport systems can dislocate an

enemy's war effort. The attacks on Rommel's fuel, weaPons and food
supplies immediately before the battle at El Alamein attest to the
efficacy of air interdiction. Here again, the value of intelligence and
reconnaissance must be sUessed. Allied air superiority, interdiction of
bridges, roads, railways and rivers was so great in France in 1944 that
German movenrent by day was virtually impossible.

Australia rnay well be able to respond to an initial attack by an
enemy; however, the ADFs ability to withstand rapid reinforcement
and re'supply by that enemy rnay be more difficult. There is therefore
sound argument for interdiction as a role for the RAAF. Interdiction of
reinforcing (or second echelon) troops has been more succ€ssful than
interdiction of supply lines in the past. Moreover, interdiction
campaigns tend to be more successful if planned around mutually
supporting ground campaigns.

6r Babbage, A CoastToo l-ong,p.58.
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Interdiction would have a significant part to play in higher
levels of conflict where Australia might face widely dispersed
operations of a much larger and offensively oriented aSSressor. ln this
case, the RAAF would have to restrict the enemy from committing
fresh troops and supplies to the battle areas. Therefore, the RAAF
should expect to interdict enemy lines of communication in the air-sea
gap and to penetrate enemy rear atreas, especially staging bases.

While the role of Interdiction may be viewed as separate from
particular surface battles of the moment, the aim must always be
firmly fixed within the foint Force Commander (JFC)'s overall
objectives. For example, in a land campaign the JFC, not the Land
Commander nor the land component commander, should determine
what the priorities are for interdiction; so in that respect, interdiction
may be viewed as separate from any specific tactical land battle.
Responsibility for conducting interdiction should rest with an air
component commander, working to the |FC.

Interdiction may well be as offensive as the RAAF needs to
become in low-level conflic! however, the Viebram experience would
tend to show the weakness of this sfategy once conflict escalates. For
example, by 1968 in North Vietnam, '... all the main bridges were
down and most of the marshalling yards were blocked'.62 yet, because

the beaten North Vietnamese Air Force was able to seek sanctuary on
Chinese airfields to recuperate, and because strategic strike operations
were not pursued against Hanoi until 7972, the price for North
Vietnam continuing the conflict was not prohibitive. The bottom line
is that, once conflict has escalated, the full weight of air power should
be brought to bear so that a decisive result may be reached.

Strategic Strike

The intention of shategic strike in future RAAF operations is
unlikely to be totd destruction, but should be to weaken the enemy's
capability to continue the conllict to a decisive degree. Moreover, the
extent of strategic strike operations may well be extremely limited,
because of the scarcity of truly strategic targets, especially on land.
However, retention of the capability to prosecute strategic strike

62 Momyer, Air Power inThraWars,p.S\7.
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would Gruse a potential enemy to devote considerable resources to air
defence. Moreover, strategic strike assets could be put to good effect
in the other two campaigns, for OCA and for tactical bombing or anti-
surface shipping operations.

Within Australia's current strategy of defence in depth, the
RAAF would conduct Strategic Strike operations at the outer margin of
the defensive umbrella. It may be involved in Strategic Maritime
Strike initially, and OCA against enemy{ccupied staging bases; in
either role the RAAF must exploit the advantages of surprise to
minimise attrition.

The ability to switch strategic strike forces rapidly from
peacetime operations to wartime ones is a major contributing factor to
Australia's detenent posture. Mor@ver, the perceived capability of
RAAF elements to conduct land or maritime strike will have a
significant influence on any potential enemy's recourse to military
action.

Command and Control

In higher levels of conflict, the RAAF could be involved in
conducting both the Control of the Air and Air Bombardment
campaigns concurrently, possibly well before surface forces are in
contact. Therefore, command and control arrangements must be
unambiguous and direct. Accordingly, Air Commander Australia
(ACAUST) should have command of all operations associated with
these two campaigns, bearing in mind that strike aircraft are regarded
as a strategic asset and must first be released by CDF.

Aircraft Capability

Effectiveness of an Air Bombardment campaign for Australia
would dernand an RAAF ability to identify the most appropriate
target; to actually find the target, indicating not only sophisticated
navigation aids, but also range of the aircrafg to achieve the desired
effect with the weapons used; and to reduce attrition, hence assuring
suryival. There is little point having complex weapons systems if the
platform cannot reach the target. Moreover, the cost of such a
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platform will never be recouped from one mission, therefore the
aircraft must also be able to survive its ilurney back to base.

Aircraft capable of conducting an Air Bombardment campaign
can be brought to alert, launched and held at alert states in the air, or
even launched and recalled. In these ways, a dear signal of political
will can be sent, without having to resort to actual aerial attacks.
However, once committed to an attack, aircraft could either crcme in at
very low level to avoid detectiory or at very high level to allow
themselves time to counter SAM defences. One other alErnative
would be to invest in the rather expensive'stealth'technology, which
presently would be well beyond Australia's reach.

|ohn Terraine uses the fine analogy of a boxer. An air forcg if
it attempts to push too far, over-reaches itself, loses balance and
therefore cannot deliver the full extent of its power. Uke a boxer, an
air force must'move ib feet'; therefore, an air force, once committed to
long-range offensive operations, must be prepared to take and hold
airfields that bring it closer to its target.63

The RAAF must be able to deploy its shategic strike aircraft to
an Area of Operations (AO) to increase the deterrent effect of a build-
up of ADF and allied forces during a period of heightened tension.
Such a deployment rnay be sufficient to persuade an enemy that
certain actions on his part would expose him to an unacc€ptable level
of retaliation. For example, Britain deployed V-bombers to Singapore
during the Indonesian confrontation for iust that purpose.

An Air Bombardment campaign conducted by the RAAF
would be intended to demonstrate the Australian government's
resolve and to reinforce deterrence. However, the Australian
government may wish to limit the damage inflicted to avoid escalating
the conllict. Therefore the RAAF must have the capability to
discriminate in its attacks.

RAAF aircraft employed in the Air Bombardment campaign
must have adequate range, appropriate weapons and suitable
communications to ensurle responsiveness. They must not onlybe able
to react quickly over long distances but must also be able to respond to
changes in mission priorities, even when airbome. The need for upto-

53 Terraine, TheRight of theLine, p.551.
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date and conect inforrnation in air operations is never more evident
than in air bombardment, because of the predominantly political
nature of the mission. Moreover, the Law of Arrned Conllict and
Rules of Engagernent (ROE) have the potential to limit the
effectiveness of air bombardment operations. However, such a

limitation rnay be ameliorated through rapid communications, which
would allow the aircrew to request and receive changes to ROE.

An RAAF aircraft conducting strategic strike and interdiction
roles must be capable of penetrating into enemy territory and
surviving air defence systems which could include fighters and SAMs.

Therefore, it must be able to mnduct low-level, all-weather, day or
night attacks. Moreover, it must be capable of terrain-masked ingress
to and egress from targets.

There is little doubt that an excellent radar and high speed at
low altitude must be draracteristics of aircraft tasked with air
bombardment. Yet, despite the ability to acquire targeb at greater
distance and to achieve gteater precision, there will still be
requirements to 'get in close' to identify before engagement.
Therefore, selfdefence systems and SEAD become increasingly
important.

Air-to-Air Refu elling (AAR)

AAR would improve range or payload, which would in turn
improve tactical flexibility over target areas, particularly by providing
the ability to exploit the potential of tactical routing. Whilst in-built
range is the best option for aircraft employed in this campaign, an in-
flight refuelling capability, which in relative terms can be inexpensive,
is vital.

A fully-fledged AAR capability would allow Australia, if the
need ever arose, to actually use aircraft - either fixed or rotary tti^g -
which had specific 'tactical' roles in the Air Co0peration campaigo
for air bombardment. Of course, it is preferable to have PurPose-
designed aircraft for the campaig& but AAR would provide a certain
flexibility.
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Electronic Warfare

RAAF crews nd to employ appropriaF tactics, but success
would depend largely on exploitation of the elecbo-magnetic
spectrum. In all attacks, Electronic Support Measures (ESM) for threat
warning and Electronic Counterrneasures (ECM) for assistance in
penetrating enemydefences would be vital.

Intelligence and Surprise

There will never be enough RAAF aircraft to attack all possible
targets during higher levels of conflict therefore, intelligence about
priority targets and knowledge of the enemy's centre of gravity will be
paramount. The RAAF, because of its small size relative to global
standards, must be able to concenhate ib firepower in unpredicted
and unexpected ways against targets of high value, especially those
considered by an enemy to be 'free from the threat of aftack'.

Even with sophisticated platforms and weaponry, Australia
must expect an enemy to attempt to degrade those systems through
ECM and infra-red countermeasures - an ability to secondguess
potential enemies and to operate in the 'fog of wa/ will be no less
essential tomorrow than it has ever been.

Training and Weapons

That special training in bombing missions is necessary should
go without sa)4n9. The German air force used special squadrons and
crews against the Soviet rail systern The RAF success n'ith 617
squadron (the Dam Busters) is also testimony to the efficacy of the
right training in disrupting or destroying an enemy's lines of
communication. Moreover, an adequate supply of effective weapons
must also be provided. Icssons abound from previous wars in which
stores were inadequate or weapons were ineffective and even
defective.

Precision€uided Munitions (I€Ms) afford a significant
improvement in accuracy and survivability. Fewer weapons are
required to produce the desired effect, thereby allowing strike aircraft
to carry selfdefence weapons. Provision of an anti-radiation missile
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capability could offset even the most sophisticated enemy EW
capability. However, provision of appropriate weapons in itself is not
sufficient - RAAF crews must also train with the weapons they are
likely to use in qrnflict.

In certain cases, less-sophisticated weaPorui such as free'fall
bombs rnay be appropriate. However, in most cases, stand-off
weapons with precision terminal guidance must be the way of the
future for the RAIUI. Accordingly, current weapon developments
must be pursued by the RAAF so that its stocks of weapons can be
used with precision - there would be no point resorting to 'area
bombing' just to show that the RAAF was doing something. The
necessary guidance systems for accurate weapons delivery must be in
place before conllict is irined.

Drones, RPVs and surface-to-surface missiles are part of the
air power equation for the RAAF and must also be considered.
However, the purpose of this monograph is not to exPlore the relative
merits of rnanned vercus unmanned plafforms. Suffice it to say that
any platform which has the potential for success must be considered,
well before conflict makes the decision irrelevant.

Preparedness

Preparedness - operational readiness and sustainabilig - has
been discussed already in Chapter 2 but, for offensive campaigns,
regular exercises and realistic evaluations are needed to ensure the
force can react to match the period of warning it is likely to receive and
that it can sustain ib higher rate of effort.

In all offensive operations, the logistics orientation must be
towards mission accomplishment over a sustained period. Therefore
procedures need to be in place in peacetime to ensure continuity of
supply and contingency maintenance during conflict.

Security

The RAAF must take measures to reduce the vulnerability of
its strike aircraft. The National Air Defence and Airspace Control
System (NADACS), as described in Chapter 2, provides a sound air
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defence protective umbrella, but remains 'undergunned' without
AEW8C and appropriate command and control arrangements for the
NADC. The need for passive measures such as concealment,
camouflage, dispersal and hardening applies to all aircraft, but in
particular to combat aircraft, which have an offensive capability and
therefore pose a greater threat to an enemy.

Athition

Through the Air Bombardment campaign, a trernendous
concentration of firepower is at the RAAF's disposal. However, the
imperative to minimise attrition rrrcans the greatest economy of effort
must be exercised in achieving that concentration. Normally, this
would mean RAAF aircraft aftacking a target once only. However, in
attempting to reduce that attrition and limit the vulnerability of
aircraft to enemy air defences, the RAAF must be sure it does not
sacrifice ib primaqy offensive effort. Stand-off direct-control weapons
and good target discrimination can contribute significantly to the
RAAFs management of attrition.

Technology and Erpertise

In World WarII, the RAFs bombing effort did not get off to a
very good start. This was due to technological deficiencies (restrictive
gun turrets and lack of self-sealing fuel tanks), tactical misconceptions
(German fighter attacks coming from abeam), and operating
restrictions on'permissibld targets. Little damage was inllicted and a
high rate of aftrition was suffered.64 The RAAF"s strike force must be
attuned to the calls of the Chief of the Air Staff to rnanage with less
and to operate in srnarter ways.

This idea of 'doing it smarter with less' is not new. Because
Bomber Command was unable to expand during 7941, it had to
emphasise the importance of more accurate bombing. Bomber
Command argued that, by halving the bombing error, a result would
be produced that could only otherwise be obtained by doubling the
size of the force.

s Saundby, Air hmbmilment,p.82
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CONCLUSION

The morality of bombing and the particular methods used will
always rest with government. In providing advice to government
specialists should always be reminded of Dr Noble Frankland's
address on 13 December 1!}61 to a Royal United Service Institution
audience, in relation to the morality of bombing during World War II:

The great immorality ... was to lose the war. To have
abandoned the only means of direct attack which we
had at our disposal would have been a long steP in
that direction.5S

All that bombing of civilian populations does is cteate martyrs
and give that civilian population a cause to rally around. Moreover,
rather than turn the population against its own goverrunent, which
may have brought the nation into conflict, 'atea bombing' is more
likely to inflanre that population against the nation prosecuting the
bombing raids.

During World War II, the use of bombers in the Allied air
offensive against Germany, the Allied invasion of France including the
preparation phase, and the American air bombardment of fapary were
fundamental to success. That is to my, the successes were nrore
apparent when associated with military-type targets than with attacks
on civilian populations. Attacks on civilian populations were carried
out specifically to damage national rnorale; however, the converse
tended to occur, with a resultant increase in cohesion within those
populations.

The pundits for'area bombing' at no stage proved that the
breaking of the nationls morale would automatically bring about
unconditional surrender of Germany, for example. C-ausal links have
never been established between the conduct and morale of a nation's
population and the political will of that nation's leadership.

One could be forgiven for deducing ttnt from 1943 onwards,
the aim of the bombing offensive against Germany was no longer to
deprive Germany of the means for continuing the war, but to punish

55 Terraine, TheRight of theLine, p.683.
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Germans for the death and destruction they had brought upon the
world. On the other hand, many analysts have argued that alternative
targets were simply not available, and while area attacks may not have
achieved all that was hoped, they did represent one way of 'taking the
war to the enemy'. Howwer, once Germany appearcd to have lost its
morrcntum, there seemed to be a shift away from targeting cities, to
targeting specific military obiectives. While technology may have
played a part in this change in targeting p"tt"y, through improvements
in the precision of air attacks, there was a definite recognition of the
moral aspectby politicians who had to thinkof life after the war.

The bomber played a large part in the European theatre. The
British used it to take the offensive after the Battle of Britain and,
without the success of that offensive, the Allied invasion of France in
19t14 would not have succeeded. Again, during that invasio& the
Allies' success was largely attributable to bombers. The advance into
Germany would not have progressed as well as it did without the
powerful support of the heavy bombers. Aerial minelaying, bombing
of submarines and surface ships, attacks on dams, ports and many
other targets (induding the '\y'' weapons), could only have been done
by a heavy bomber force. Had these bombing operations not been
successful, the Allie npst certainly would not have won the war in
Europe by May 7945, if at all.

The concept of 'area bombing' does not have a place in
Australia's military strategy today. In fact, the use of indiscriminate
bombing is no longer politically acceptable in the intemational forum.
However, the strategic use of precision bombing does have something
to offer, especially in relation to targets which could provide an enemy
with the ability to escalate conflict. Mor@ver, the ability to take the
war to the enemy, not so much on his home territory but within the
approaches to Australia, fits completely within Australia's security
policy. The immediacy of air power is vital in these approaches.

An excellent surnrnary of the fundamentals of air
bombardment is provided by Momyer, as he compares World War II
raids with aftacks on North Vietnam:

Routing the force into the target, designating the
aiming poinb within the target, reconnoitering to
determine the condition of the target before and after
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the strike, using weather scouts to report in advance
the prevailing weather conditions, employing fighter
forces as direct cover to the formation, mounting
corollary strikes against surrounding airfields to
reduce the number of enemy fighters that could get
airborne, and protecting the strike unit with ECM
through on-board iamrners and chaff - all of these
facsts of the mission were common.65

Momyer goes on to say that the size of the forces and the quality of
targets were not comparable, and that tactics had to be changed
constantly to meet the changing political and military situation.

Post-World War II conllicts have witnessed the use of
'surgical'strike as a manifestation of the role normally associated with
the term 'air bombardment'. Furthermore, the value of another role -
Interdiction - in certain circumstances has obvious relevance to
Australia. The importance of maritime warfare in the defence of
Australia has been mentioned already and will be expanded in
Chapter 5. However, the contribution of the Air Bombardment
campaign through the role of Strategic Maritime Strike is fundamental
to the effective conduct of maritime warfare, long before RAIrI assets
are forced to engage.

In his book, A Cust Too Iong, Ross Babbage argues for a
strategy of persuasion which:

aims to resolve the issue quickly by aftacking in
political, economic, social and military dimensions to
undermine the will power of the opponent's key
decision makers.67

This is indeed an argument for maintaining a strategic strike capability
as the rrpst effective form of offensive military power. Such a
capability provides the'speay'68 which is necessary for a sbategy of
persuasion (which includes deterrence) to be realised.

6 Momyer, Air Powq inThreeWars,p.279.
67 Babbage AcwstToolang,p.l72.
6 ibid.,p.779.



CHAPTER 4

AIR CO-OPERATION
. THE FORCE MULTIPLIER CAMPAIGN

INTRODUCTION

Australia's defence policy expects the army to be able to hold
national territory secure and the navy to exploit the continenfs natural
s€a apprcaches in protecting seaborne trade and the continent itself.
The air force is expected to provide the essential control of airspace to
allow the army and nary to meet their obiectives, and to provide the
essential air defence of the nation.

Broadly speaking, air power has a prime function to control
airspace, so that airspace rnay be used by friendly forces and denied to
hostile forces.l Air power can also be used as a goverrunenfs strategic
tool - either through its long-range application or through the threat of
that long-range application.2 Finally, it can also be used to enhance the
relative combat power of land and naval forces. This 'force multiplie/
effect can be applied to air force elernents as well, and is not limited to
firepower operations, but extends to operations such as aerial
reconnaissance and airlift.

In conducting reconnaissance and airlift operations, air power
provides the essential early warning, intelligence and mobility
demanded of the ADF. The three Services benefit from the conduct of
these operations. However, the Air Co0peration campaign also
features prominently in the actual application of combat power by the
three Services. The RAAF requires a reasonable radius of actiory
provision of timely warning for and essential direction of ib air-to-air
combat assets, and an ability to counter enemy air defences. Both the
Australian Army and RAN require specialised fire support from the

Control of the air, even over friendly surface forces, has a certain
degree of independence. After dl, the weight of air effort will
have little to do with the size of the friendly surface force, but
everything to do with the enemy air threat.
This use of air power can also be viewed as having a certain
degree of independence from friendly surface force action.
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RAAF, often to enable their respective forms of combat power to be
applied in the first place.

This chapter will explore the essence of cooperation as a
scene-setter before addressing the non<ombat co-operation roles of
Reconnaissance and Airlift. These two roles are viewed as a logical
starting-point as they can contribute to all three forms of combat
power. The chapter will then discuss the three roles which can help to
multiply the effects of the RAAFs air power: Air-to-Air Refuelling
(AAR), Airborne Early Warning and Control (AEW&C), and
Suppression of Enemy Air Defences (SEAD).

A logical flow should then see the chapter discuss the air
power roles which can multiply the effects of land and sea combat
power. However, because the interrelationships between air and sea,
and air and land are so complex, separate chapters are warranted.
Furthermore, discussion of air/land co-operation simply in terms of
the firepower roles of Close Air Support (CAIRS) and Battlefield Air
Interdiction (BAI) would be misleading: the air aspect of the airlland
battle involves so much more. Similarly, the air aspects of air/sea co-
operation involve more than the firepower roles of Anti-Submarine
Warfare (ASW) and Anti-Surface Shipping Warfare (ASum.
Acmrdingly, air/land and air/sea co-operation will be explored in
depth in the next two chapters.

THE ESSENCE OF CO.OPERATION

While Douhet, Mitchell, Trenchard, Churchill and Smuts all
favoured strategic bombing as the main aim of air power, that vision
was not shared by others during the 1930s and 1940s. Germany,
Russia and fapan saw air power as instrumental to army and navy
tactical needs. Germany and Russia emphasised the need for tactical
army air units, while lapan concentrated on aircraft carriers and
torpedo-bomber aircraft. This contrast raises the issue of different
perceptions of air power.

For the soldier and sailor, air action is what can be seen -
distant air-to-air battles, strategic air bombardment, OCA and
interdiction are out of sight of land and sea battles. Hence, as with
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Dunkirk, a cry of 'where is the air force?€ will often go up when air
power is not being used within tactical surface Areas of Operation
(AO). At times there will be a need for air power to co-operate with
naval and army forces within a discrete AO. Probably the best model
for air/land co-operation was that evidenced in 1911 in the Middle
East theatre, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

Co-operation tasks in direct supporta should have an
immediate effect on current land or naval operations. That may nrean
actual destruction of enemy forces, or simply impeding them through
defensive rreasures. Such support needs to be prearranged, but
flexibility must always be retained in case impromptu fire support
becomes necessary.

Conflict has driven honre some hard lessons, lessons which
have tended to be down-played. Those lessons have hinged around
the question of whether air power could win a conllict before land and
naval forces lost it.5 What is needed for Australia is a defence force
which can use those lessons to ensure that air, sea and land power
dovetail together so that any conflict can be resolved quickly and
satisfactorily.

Iord Tedder is quoted as saying as saying in 1944:

I do not myself believe that any modern war can be
won either at sea or on the land alone or in the air
alone ... In other words, war has changed to three
dimensional, and very few people realise that.6

That observation is just as valid today in Australia as it was during
l9Min the UK.

3

4

5

6

With apologies to Terraine,TheRight of theLine, p.155.
Direct support involves direct intervention in the land battle such
as CAIRS, BAI, Tactical Reconnaissance, and Tactical Air
Transporf whereas indirect support involves air action outside
the immediate battle area and therefore has an indirect influence,
such as broad Counter Air operations and Interdiction.
Discussed by Terraine, The Right of the Line, p.427.
ibitl.,p.601.
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Within the South-West Pacific region, the only land border
exists between Indonesia and Papua New Guinea. Therefore, any
form of Australian defence involvement within the region is likely to
be of a naval or air nature, at least initially. In responding to regional
calls for help, Australia could be expected to provide rnobility and
surveillance in the first instance. Australian air power could be used
selectively to provide this rnobility and surveillance at an affordable
price.

In determining the air effort to be allocated, the principles of
mass and concentration of force must be adhered to. In other words, if
air assets are parcelled out to various commanderc, those assets will
accomplish little and their strength will be dissipated.T

OCA was discussed at length in Chapter 2, and mentioned
again in Chapter 3. In the context of the Air CeOperation campaign,
OCA has an indirect effect on air/surface battles. Through the
destruction, or even delaying, of enemy aircraft, the ability of an
enemy to coordinate his air and surface elements rnay be disrupted,
thereby allowing friendly surface forces to engage in conflict not of the
enemy's choosing. Moreover, by destroying enemy aircraft on the
ground, the RA.AF would require less aircraft for the air defence battle
and surface forces would be more likely to receive close support if
warranted.

As mentioned in earlier chapters, offensive air operations are
best conducted against concenEations of enemy aircraft on the ground.
Therefore any action that armies or navies can take to compel an
enemy to concentrate his aircraft on the ground will help the air war.
This represents the two-edged nature of co-operation.S

There is a continual need to hit enemy air forces after initial
successes; this was well illushated by AVM Coningham s OCA
campaign in7942 during the battle for El Alarnein, when he was AOC

This is discussed in greater detail as'penny-packeting' in Group
Captain B.L. IGvanagh,'One-A-Penny, Two-A-Penny: Air Power
in the Defence of Australia - United or DvidedT, in Waters (ed.),
RAAF Air Powq Doctrine.
The 'two-wa/ nature of co-operation between air forces and
surface forces is explained in detail in AAP 7000, Royal Australian
Air Force Air Powq Manual, Chapter 11.
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Desert Air Force. Despite great successes in the air/land battle
Coningham decided to direct a proportion of his air effort towards a
continuing OCA campaign. This negated Germany's air
reinforcements, which in turn contributed to subsequent Allied
successes in the air/land battle.9

An enemy on his home territory could be expected to use
towns, cities or ports as areas of sanctuary in which to build up his
logistics in support of a land or naval offensive. Political will and
military precision must be such that areas of sanctuary cannot easily be
obtained. Air power provides a rnost capable means of denying
sanctuary to an enemy. However, in doing so, it relies on these twin
elements of political will and military precision.

One classic but little.recognised way in which air power can
co-operate is through substitution. For example, by the end of 1941 the
USSR was calling for Britain to support a second front and save
Moscow. Britain could not use land forces for this second front.
However, it could and did use its bomber force, by then equipped with
the Lancaster. Thus, by substituting air power, Britain was able to free
land forces for other more pressing defensive tasks, especially in the
Middle East theaFe.lo

Air power, as a substifute for manpower-intensive delivery of
firepower and manoeuvre, was used again in the bombing of Japan
during World War II, Khe Sanh in 1968 and An I-oc in 1972. The
Littauer and Uphoff study, The Air War ln lndochina,rl argues that
President Johnson and especially President Nixon used air power to
substitute for American ground forces in Vietram to support the
Saigon goverrunent, as well as allied goverrunents in l,aos and
Cambodia.

e Tedder,WithPrejuilice,p.SSS.
10 The relevance of substitution to Australia today is explained by

Alan Stephens in'Substitution in the Force Structure: An AWACS
Capability Essential', Asia-P acific Defence REorter, March 79X).

11 Raphael Liftauer and Norman Uphoff (eds), Tfte Air War in
lndochina, for Cornell University Program on Peace Studies, Air
War Study Group, (Beacon Pres$, Boston, 1972).
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RECONNNSSANCE

Air warfare relies on a continual flow of detailed intelligence
for the most efficacious use of air assets. Such intelligence must cover
the political, social, military, economic, geographic, scientific,
technological, and psychological make-up of an enemy or potential
enemy. Because the RAAF represents perhaps the only means for
Australia to penetrate an enemS/s homeland, the importance of
strategic air intelligence becomes paramount. It is not enough to hit an
enemy hard and often; the task of intelligence is to discover where to
hit him. Reconnaissance and surveillance contribute greatly to the
gathering of raw informatiory which can then be processed as
intelligence.

Aerial reconnaissance may be defined as the observation of
specific targets, whereas surveillance is the systernatic and repetitive
observation of expansive areas. Whilst reconnaissance and
surveillance are normally associated with offensive operations, they do
have a defensive element. Whether in co-operation with armies,
navies or combat elements of air forces, reconnaissance and
surveillance can contribute to defence by identifying likely enemy axes
of attack, lines of supply, position of reinforcernenb, and location of
supporting infrastructure. They can also provide information on the
extent of an enemy's particular combat capabilities.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the distinction between
strategic and tactical operations has become blurred. Tactical
reconnaissance could be conducted by any air platform to affect the
course of conllict within an AO. However, that AO could be outside
Australia, in which case a platform tasked with conducting tactical
reconnaissance may have to employ strategic reach to get to the AO in
the first place.

Historical Perspectives

Tactical reconnaissance represents the oldest role of air power
- it was used during the US Civil War and was conducted from hot air
balloons. The'Wright Flief was accepted into the US Army in 1909
and was used primarily for recrcnnaissance throughout World War I.
During the war, aerial cameras were developed, photographic
interpretative skills were honed, and mobile processing facilities were
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built, to give substance to the role. However,lack of funds prevented
a more comprehensive development of the role until World War II.

Air reconnaissanc€ was used to report enemy movernents and
to spot for friendly artillery fire at the outbreak of World War I. Later
in the war air power was also used for strafing and bombing enemy
troops on the ground - but only to a minor extent. Air transport and
ground attack had not yet been developed as dear roles.

At the outbreak of World War II, the Luftwaffe had some 20
per cent of its total Order of Battle (ORBAT) in the reconnaissance
role.l2 This enabled the Luftwaffe to offer better fire support to
surface forces and to be more ecrcnomical in bombing operations.
However, as the war progressed and fighter production became a
priority, the old reconnaissance aircraft such as the Henschel were no
match for RAF Hurricanes and Spitfires. A valuable lesson derived
was that air reconnaissance assets must be kept as modern as possible,
especially as conflict escalates. A dictum in warfare is that as an
enemy grows stronger the need for air reconnaissance becomes more
vital.

' As Tedder learned during the Desert War in 7942,he could not
afford to devote Spiffires to tactical reconnaissance; instead he used
less-capable Hurricanes. They were outclassed by the new Me 109G,
and tactical reconnaissance missions suffered until measures were
taken to neubalise the Me 109Gs. The enduring lessons distilled from
these experiences were that reconnaissance will often receive less
priority than other roles and that high-performance aircraft are vital in
conducting such missions in irint and combined operations.l3 Should
Australia become involved in higher level conflict, it is quite likely that
the effort devoted to the reconnaissance role would be minimal.

72 This estimation is made in l,re, Air Power.
13 This is elaborated on throughout Tedder, With Prejuilice. The

difference between ioint operations and combined operations is
that pint operations refer to two or more Services of the one
country acting together (such as the RAAF and the Ausbalian
Army), whereas combined operations refer to like Services of two
or rnore countries acting together (such as thg RJLUr and the
USAF).
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Although Australia does maintain high-perfornumc€ aircraft devoted
to the role, they are few in number.

Military operations of dl kinds rely on effective
reconnaissance and this has been shown in post-World War II
conflicts. In particular, reconnaissance provided the Israelis with the
necessary intelligence to apply firepower against critical targets during
the wars of 7967 and1973.

Stsategic Considerations for Austsalia

The ability to know a potential enemy's intentions, force
dispositions and likely rnethod of operations would put Australia in a
strong position in the event of conflict. Hence, reconnaissance and
surveillance play a most important par$ as would airborne early
waming, which would deny an enemy the element of surprise,
particularly in a preemptive sbike at the higher levels of conflict.
Technology has now provided sideways-looking radars, synthetic-
aperture radars, forward-looking infra-red scanners and real-time
communications via data link to assist in the aerial observation roles.
Moreover, terrain-avoidance radars, effective navigation systems and
night photographic capabilities have all enhanced the effectiveness of
reconnaissance and surveillance operations. Elechonic Warfare (EW)
must also be considered by Ausbalia, for it too contributes to the
gaining of information, in this case about the enemy's use of the
electro-magnetic spectrum.

Information may be gathered through photographic, radar,
infra-red, elechonic and visual nethods, and may be used for all
decision making, whether it be strategic or tactical. The ability of
reconnaissance and surveillance to deny an enemy the element of
surprise must figure prominently in Australia's defensive posture.

In the event of conllict, Australia would expect its aerial
reconnaissance to provide details on threat capability and enemy
movements for defensive pu{poses, and on specific targets for
offensive purposes. The provision of such details will not necessarily
be limited to aircraft platforms in the future. Technology will provide
an array of space-based systems, from unmanned satellites to manned
orbital vehicles, which could be used for reconnaissance. This aspect is
discussed in more detail later in this chapEr.
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Even in low-level mnflict, Austalia would require specific
information on enemy dispositions and movements. Moreover, the
ability to detect movement rnay only be possible by repetitive air
coverage, especially in the ruggd, mountainous or jungle terrain in
which Australian forces could find themselves.

Should conflict escalate, the need to attack static enemy targeb
would probably increase. Furthermore, one of the tasks of aerial
reconnaissance would be to establish the condition of possible targets
for re-attack. There would be little point in attacking a target that was
still out of service, just as it would be folly not to attack one that was
back in commission and posing a threat. Aerial reconnaissance, when
synchronised with an OCA operation, for instance, in order to attack
specific airfields at the most appropriate time, will contribute to both
the Conhol of the Air campaign and the Air CoOperation campaign.

The fact that Australia places reconnaissance high enough on
its list of priority air operations for reconnaissanc€ to form part of an
RAAF operational group - the Strike Reconnaissance Group (SRG) -
and the fact that an aircraft such as the RF-1l1C is used as a
reconnaissance aircraft says a lot for the importance placed upon
reconnaissance in this country. However, with a strength of only four
aircraft, one could be excused for thinking that Australia's
reconnaissance capability, whilst being satisfactory for training, might
be shown as only a token gesture if the country were forced into
substantial conflict at short notice.

Dedication of more F-111 aircraft to provide intelligence
information on dernand, with minimum delay, will always pose a
problem as it would mean fewer aircraft could be used in their
prirnary role of strategic strike. The same could be said of dedicating
Hornet aircraft to the reconnaissance role, at the expense of the counter
air roles. However, the use of less-capable aircraft such as the Macchi
or [€-9, suitably equipped for reconnaissance and provided with in-
flight refuelling, may provide a solution. Dedicating aircraft to
reconnaissance at the expense of other roles calls for expert military
judgement.

Australia must be capable of conducting coastal
reconnaissance over specific ships and shipping lanes, conducting
specific weather reconnaissance especially in the air and sea
approaches, carrying out radar search reconnaissance to detect enemy
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radar and, finally, conducting strategic reconnaissance for target
intelligence and bomb damage assessment. Specific tactical
reconnaissance requirements also exist. For example, the navy would
require tactical air reconnaissance to identify enemy naval and
merchant shipping and to provide inforrnation on bases, anchorages,
ports and safe havens. The army would seek information on enemy
force strengths, axes and rates of advance, location of headquarters
and logistics support, and details of transport nodes or choke points.
The air force would use tactical reconnaissance: to locate airfields,
missile sites and logistics and infrastructure facilities; to determine
enemy air defence arrangenrcnts; and for post-strike damage
assessment.

Surveillance can be provided very well through space-based
systems. Over-The'Horizon Radar (OTHR) provides a significant
surveillance capability for Australia, as far as it goes. However, OTHR
is limited to a detection capability only. Identification and interception
must still be perfornred by ships or aircraft. In this latter respect, the
RAAF's Long-Range Maritime Patrol (LRMP) squadrons provide a
sound capability, although provision of sophisticated Electronic
Support Measure GSM) suites would b€ a distinct advantage.
Maritime surueillance is a critical role for the ADF; as it forms part of
the airlsea picture, it is discussed in detail in the next chapter.

In recent years, reconnaissance and surveillance have been
extended to the gathering of electronic intelligence, and therefore
should not be dirussed in isolation from Electronic Warfare (EW).
Information about surveillance and early-warning radars and missile
guidance frequencies has become most important. The Israeli Air
Force in 1982 seems to have acquird inforrnation about Syrian SAM
conbol radar frequencies, sufficient to ensure subsequent destruction
of the SAM sites. The Israelis had been unable to do this in7973.

Australia cannot afford to divorce surveillance and
reconnaissance from EW. While EW should complement all air
operations, its relevance is more in the realm of observation and
information gathering. However, EW has an offensive aspect. The
purpose of EW is to exploit the friendly use of the electro-magnetic
spectrum whilst reducing or preventing its use by an enemy.

The use of radar and radar cpuntermeasures during World
War II was probably the first modern use of EW. EW indudes
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Electronic Support Measures (ESM), Electronic Counterrneasures
(ECM) and Electronic Counter{ountermeasures (ECCM). Use of ESM
provides the ability to intercapt hostile electronic emissions - that is, it
provides passive warning. ECM provides the offensive aspect of EW,
through either deception or iamming. ECCM provides electronic
equipment with an inherent resistance to ECM.la

ECM can be used against radar-guided weapons, infra-red 0R)
homing missiles, laser hackers and surveillance radars. Sophistication
of IR air-to-air missiles means that low<ost countermeasures such as
chaffis are not as effective as in the past and Australia must accept
that self-protection of ib aircraft is both nec€ssary and costly.

ECM Research and Development (R&D) in Australia should
be pursued for both on-board systems and off-board decoys.l5 Decoys
are cheaper and far simpler to design and produce than ECM
techniques aimed at confusing tracking radars and missiles. Chaft
noise jamming and manoeuwe will have less effect against modern
sophisticated missiles. Missile systems such as the SA{ have an
acquisition radar and also a target tracking radar to home on to the
target. The target tracking radar can be overridden by operators and
hence ECM would have little effect against a system with a well-
trained crew; although ECM would still be most effective against the
acquisition radar.

Operational Implications for the RAAF

The fact that the Allies found it necessary to use only the best
aircraft for reconnaissance and aerial photography during World War
II should be testimony that Australia's choice of the RF-l11C is a good
one - but greater numbers are required. The situation for the RAAF is

These elements of EW are discussed in some detail in AAP 1000,
Royal Australian Air Force Air Powq Manual, Chapter 7.
Chaff or Window are thin metal strips which, when deployed
from an aircraft, scatter and produce radar retums which can
obscure the radar return of the aircraft itself, thus confusing the
enemy.
Decoys rnay be forward-fired or towed. They magnify their radar
cross-section to lure missiles away from the aircraft.

t4
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that aircraft may have to be diverted from their primary missions to
conduct reconnaissance first - that means their primary OCA and
strike/interdiction roles nray suffer. Moreover, if that reconnaissance
is not conducted then aircraft in their Primary roles may needlessly

waste weapons, suffer unnecessary attrition, or even be involved in
missions which are unrelated to the higher obiective of the conflict.
This the RAAFcannot afford.

Because accurate and uptodate intelligence requires
concentrated and persistent aerial reconnaissance, the RAAF must
expect heavy demands to be placed on it to provide that
reconnaissance. Hence, the targeb to be subiected to aerial
reconnaissance must be chosen very carefully, in terms of their
strategic value. For example, the ball-bearing plant that was attacked
at Schweinfurt in 1943 was not of great strategic importance.
Moreover, of the 228 Arrprican bombers used, 62 were destroyed and
138 damaged, with over500 American airmen losing their lives.l7

Where reconnaissance by the RAAF is used in cooperation
with the Australian Arm/s ground attack operations, the ideal
reconnaissance mission would be the one that provided target
intelligence to attacking aircraft iust as they were about to Prosecute
their ground attack. This would require reconnaissance aircraft which
could respond rapidly, systems which could analyse information and
communicate relevant intelligence in real tinre, and attack aircraft
which could translate that intelligence into weapons on target.

In terms of surveillance, the National Air Defence and
Airspace Control System (NADACS) cunently provides a certain
amount of information. However, ib air defence and airspace control
radars cannot provide the discriminatory early warning information
that AEW&C aircraft can provide. An AEW&C capability is therefore
an essential part of the mature NADACS.

Australia's future role within its region will probably
necessitate the provision of RAAF surveillance of the maritime
territory of neighbouring nations, especially some of the smaller
Pacific states. Aerial photography, which the RAAF can provide,
represents one controlled and current method of obtaining miliary
information. Its authenticity and hence its reliability are assured.

17 More information on this attack rnay be found in lee, Air Poanr.
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Developing technology offers significant scope for enhancing
the RAAFs surveillance capabilities. For example, technology has
permitted the development of a Laser Airborne Depth Sounder
(LADS), in which the tirne difference between two laser beams
reflected off the sea surface and sea bed is rneasured and the ocean
depth determined. Extensions of this technology crould see lasers
being used more irnaginatively. Any use of lasers would require
certain saftty procedures, which could impose operational limitations.
However, with the right planning, the RAAF and Australian industry
could be at the forefront of such innovative development.

Technology also allows for the combination of active Doppler
radar and passive IR sensing into a single unified system which could
provide a much rnore capable surveillance system. Further,
optimisation of scanning rrethods and data collection methods could
see vastly improved surveillance capabilities emerging. Once agairy
with the right planning, the RAAF and Australian industry could be
involved in such development.

Finally, technology has enabled aircraft to communicate with
the Global Positioning System (GIIS),IE which allows for high
accuracies in navigational data. There is so much inforrnation
available as a result of technological breakthroughs that enhanced
interpretation is necessary to facilitate tactical decisions. The various
abilities to digitise data and record it, to process it in real time, to
interface with GPS, to compensate for motiory to be easily operated
and to be replaced quickly, offer so much in terms of airborne signal
processing that the RAAF and the ADF cannot afford to fall behind in
global developments.

AIRLIFT

Throughout this monograplu the principles of concentration,
flexibility and mobility have been discussed in relation to air power.
These principles also extend to the other forms of military power.

18 GI€ can provide tirne, velocity and position. It is a space-based
system of satellites which can operate continuously in all weather
and is resistant to pmming.
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Airlift provides the ADF with the ability to maximise these three

principles across the entire sPe{trum of military Power.

Airlift rnay be shategic or tactical. The comnpnly accepted

terminology reflects strategic air transport as providing movement
over long distances and from rear areas to a Point of Entry (POE)
airfield in an AO, or from one AO to another; and tactical air transport
as a redeployrnent within the AO. Whilst this difference accords with
that mentioned earlier, when differences between strategic and tactical
applications of air Power were discussed, one other aspect must be

adiressed. That is; the pulpose or the obptive of a mission would
have a more direct bearing on whether that mission was regarded as

strategic or tactical. To illustrate, a strategic deployment from a rear
airfield which resulted in airdropping forces into an AO to secure a
contested airfield would be seen as a tactical mission.

Historical Perspectives

The importance of airlift was overshadowed by the combat-
oriented operations associated with maritime air warfare, strategic
strike and air defence up until lttly 1942, when the US established an
Air Transport Command, and the following year, when the RAF

formed its Transport Command. Airlift subsequently contributd
markedly to military operations at Normandy, Arnhem, during the
Rhine crossing, and in Burrna. In addition, world-wide air routes and
aircraft delivery services were maintained by the Allies during World
War II.

One of histor;y's most notable airlift operations octurred
during 194H9 when the city of Berliry whose surface lines of
communication had been severed, was suPplied by air for some 15

months. Since then, airlift has also featured prominently in famine
relief, evacuation of friendly nationals from unstable foreign countries,
evacuation of refugees from oppressive regimes, and movement of
Commonwealth and United Nations sponsored monitoring forces.

Wars in the Philippines (194G54), French Indo{hina (194G

54), Malaya (1948{) and Algeria (o9l:.4'{D demonstrated the ability of
air power in its airlift role. Even in Korea and Vietnm, where the
offensive use of air power was evidenced, the role of airlift was still to
the fore. According to two of the world's leading airmen, airlift has
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'played a maior part in virtually all the wars of the past four
decades'.19

The usefulness of airlift, particularly should Australia have to
support a regional ally, was well illustrated during the Arablsraeli
wirin October 1973. Israel received extensive airlift support from the
US, to the extent of 570 C-5 and C-141 sorties.20 Re'suPPly by sea did
not reach Israel before hostilities ceased. In low-level conllict of short
duration, Australia's ability to conduct airlift effectively will be
paramount, whether reinforcing and re'supPlylng the north of the
continent or a regional ally. So, too, would airlift figure prominently in
higher levels of conllict in which Ausbalia itself may require rapid re'
supply from allies.

Sbategic Considerations for Australia

In low-level conflict, airlift assets would probably be one of the
first RAAF elements to be used. Should assistance be requested from a

regional neighbour, to deal with an internal emergency for examptea

aiilift assets once again would probably be among the first RAAF
elements to be used. Airlift assets have a vital part to play in
maintaining peace and stability within the region. Furthermore, their
ability to rescue Australian nationals in foreign counhies beset 

-b-y
internal turrnoil or instability has confered on them a considerable
importance for force structuring, even in peacetime. This importance
was highlighted during the Fiji and Vanuatu crises, where the
evacuation of Australians became a priority national concern.

In times of tension or at any level of conflict, Australia would
need the ability to deploy forces over long distances, as the likely AO
could be in a remote area of Australia or even outside the continent.
The size of such a remote area under threat could be quite
considerable, for example stretching the breadth of northern Australia,
thus demanding a long-range airlift capability for the ADF iust to
d"ploy forces within the threatened area. Even in situations where the

M.f. Armitage and R.A. Mason , Air Poutu in theNuclur Age,7945-

84: Theory and Practice,2nd Edn, (University of lllinois Press,

Urbana and Chicago, 1985), pp.2il-85.
Mason, Air Powq,p.137.

l9
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threatened area is a well-populated region such as Sydney, there may
be a need to move forces over considerable distances. For example, the
operational Deployment Force is based in Townsville and the special
AiUon Service Regiment is located in Perth. Depending on the
emergency, both force elements may have to be deployed quickly. The

speea of reaction of airlift assets could therefore be crucial in
containing an emergency.

Once conflict has eventuated, whatever action the ADF could
take to hamper enemy preparations may lessen the immediacy ald
number of dernands for limited airlift assets. Of course, Australia
should anticipate an enemy similarly aftempting to disrupt Australia's
airlift capabiiity early in conflict. Although in low-level conllict an
enemy would probably hope to use its ground forces to achieve its
military aim and may view any premature attacks on Australia's airlift
assets lnd infrastructure as likely to precipitate a resPonse from the
Australian government which could quickly take the initiative away
from that enemy. After all, there should be little doubt that, given the

political will, Australia could readily initiate offensive use of its
iombat power assets if it believed an enemy were in the process of
escalating a conflict.

While sea and land transport would be used for moving the
bulk of military supplies and equipment, there rnay be occasions when
either the terrain,lhe nature of a sea crossing, or the factor of time,
necessitate the use of air power for rrobility. Moreover, it is unlikely
that sufficient equipmen! weapons and supplies could be Pre-
positioned for forces that have to deploy rapidly and these would have
to be delivered by airlift if time was of the essence. The concept of
runoeuvre figures prominently as an element of combat power within
the ADF and, for that matter, has particular relevance for any small
force. Airlift provides surface forces with an enhanced ability to

exploit this concept of manoeuvre - in terms of time and distance.

History has shown that requirements for mobility tend to
absorb all airlift capacity as conflict continues. There is compelling
reason, therefore, for planning a surge capability in terms of using
military reserves and civilian resources. Undoubtedly, the ability of
civil aircraft to move passengeni and freight is a factor which needs to
be considered in force structure deliberations.
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This notion of a surge capability could be extended to all air
power assets and infrastructure of civilian companies and government
agencies that have the capacity to supplement military air power
resources. This would indude the manpower resources of the civilian
aviation industry. To that end, all military and civilian aviation
infrastructure development and aircraft logistics support should be
integrated, to minimise duplication and achieve economies of scale.

As has been discussed already, there rnay well arise situations
within the region where a long-range Australian air transport
capability is required. However, provision of the airlift aircraft itself
may not be sufficient. For example, because of the nature of the
emergency, Australian aircraft rnay be denied overflying or landing
rights along the route. In such circumstances, an AAR capability
would be esential. The possibility of civilian aircraft acting as
refuelling tankers should not be ignored.

Airlift ass€ts can also provide Search and Rescue (SAR),
aeromedical evacuation and even surveillance. While it may not seem
advisable to divert aircraft from transport duties to such tasks, it
would be less cost-effective to maintain dedicated aircraft. Australia
must become attuned to wringing the most from every hour flown,
and if airlift aircraft can provide even a limited capability for other
roles, without preiudicing their primary role, then their use should be
considered.

Operational Implications for the RAAIT

Rqu{Ir airlift assets are slower and much less manoeuvrable
than combat aircraft and should only be used in areas which are
relatively free from enemy interference, whether from the air, from the
land or from the sea. Therefore, stsategic airlift particularly will
always be dependent on a benign air environment, good weather, and
overflying or staging rights to avoid hostile ground and sea areas or to
obtain strategic reach. Iack of any one of these elements could be
sufficient to prevent the use of strategic airlift.

As the level of any conflict escalates, the RAAPs contingency
planning for airlift must take into account ttut the demand for air
transport assets will probably increase to meet the total requirements
of surface force. Furthermore, requirernents for resupply of the
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RAAF would also increase. Indeed, history has shown that surface
transport has been unable to provide re'supply on the scale needed for
combat operations. The RAAF is charged with providing an airlift
capability over a nation of significant size with vast areas of sparse
population and minimal infrastmcture development, and is unlikely to
have enough dedicated assets to satisfy all requirements. Hence, its
planning must incorporate the capacity for surge and sustainability of
that surge, and thus the use of civilian resourc€s.

The contention within defence cirdes is that, in the event of
higher level conflict, Australia would receive warning signs and would
have time to consider its options and b selectively implement them.
However, in low-level crcnflict, where little or no warning is likely, the
airlift requirement would develop quickly and may be difficult to meet
from RAAF resources. Most certainly, civil augmentation would be
required.2l Therefore, the RAAF and the civil airlines must have
procedures in place in peacetime. Moreover, these procedures must be

tested. Use of civilian aircraft for shategic airlift missions, which
typically would be outside an AO, would seem feasible. Military
airlift aircraft could then be devoted to missions of a more tactical, and
hence dangerous, nature.

FORCE MUTTIPUERS

... a force multiplier acts as an insurance policy, by
providing increased capability and protection ... whilst
enhancing deterrence and reducing the rate of effort
required...22

A nation such as Australia, with small force'to-spac€ ratiosp
must consider all rreans of exhacting the most combat effect from its
limited combat air assets. While the use of airframe and systems

The issues of indemnity and insurance provisions, compensatiory
ersts of any modifications such as those that would allow
increased floor loadings, and so ory would have to be addressed
comprehensively before the concept of civil augmentation could
be embraced fully.
Criss and Schubert, The l-uding Eilge, p.97.
The concept of force-to-space ratios is explained in Chapter 1.

2l
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technology, precision-guided munitions, appropriate employment
doctrines and tactics, effective leadership and relevant command and
conEol arrangemenb can all act as force multipliers, discussion here
has been limited to five specific areas.

The effectiveness of the IUqu{Iys combat Power can be
improved significantly by increasing the radius of action of its combat
aircraft, by providing timely warning and responsive conhol for its
combat aircraft, and by countering enemy air defences against its
combat aircraft. Accordingly, the capabilities provided by Air-to-Air
Refuelling (AAR), Airborne Early Warning and Control (AEWdrC),
and Suppression of Enemy Air Defences (SEAD) are discussed.
Additionally, the relevance of Remotely Piloted Vehides (RPVs) and
space'based systems is examined.

Air-to-Air Refuelling

Range, payload, flexibility and response times of aircraft can
all be improved through AAR. Furthermore, without permanent
forward bases outside the nation, Australia would have to depend on
the whims of foreign goverrrments to provide such bases for strategic
reach in time of conflict, unless extensive use of AAR was made.

An AAR capability, once obtained, will not provide all the
answers for Australia. In-flight refuelling is a difficult, dangerous and
complex operation and cannot always be performed. Such a capability
will not preclude the need for inherent endurance of the RAAIIs
aircraft, either now or in the future.

AAR can be conducted in three ways. The two principal
methods are the 'probe and drogue' method, which allows several
aircraft to be refuelled at the one time, and the'flyng boom'method,
which allows only one aircraft to be refuelled at a tirne, but the fuel
transfer rate is considerably greater than that achieved by the first
method. The equipment needed for the 'flyr.g boom' rrethod
necessitates dedicated airctaft, whereas the 'probe and drogue'
method allows for'RollOn Roll0ff'(RORO) equipment, so that the
tanker rnay be used for other roles. There is a third method, known as

the 'buddy-budd/ systerry whereby a Hornet, for example, might
refuel another Hornet. This method is limited in its scope and if the
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decision was taken to increase funding for AAR" then the increase
would be better spent on the first two methods.

In dispensing fuel, the tanker aircraft would adopt one of three
tactics. First, it could fly a set pattern around preplanned co-ordinates
and await the aircraft requiring fuel. Second, it could accompany the
aircraft along its transit route and dispense fuel as required, or third, it
could meet the aircraft at a pre.planned location enroute.

AAR would enhance the ability of the RAAF to conduct all
three air campaigns. It would provide the range necessary to
prosecute both the Confrol of the Air and Air Bombardment
iampaigns, while in the Air Co-operation campaign it would provide
the endurance to give extended overhead coverage to surface forces.
This would be especially relevant to maritime warfare, where the fleet
may be well out in the sea approaches. It would also provide a
capability to respond to out-of-area emergencies - sudr a capability is

iust as necessary for airlift aircraft as it is for combat aircraft.

Future conflict, at even the lowest level, would probably
require the ADF to respond quickly, over long distances, and to
sustain a military effort in an area far removed from surface lines of
communication. In higher levels of conflict, the RAAFs combat
aircraft would benefit from AAR in terms of greater choice of flight
profiles and target approaches, and in carrying greater weaPons loads.
This flexibility would place increased demands on an enemy's
defensive effort as more avenues of approach and even greater
numbers of targets would have to be defended. Importan0y, AAR
would expose an eneml/s rear are.rs and homeland to air attack. This
point was made very clear during the Falklands war when RAF
Vulcans demonstrated their ability, through AAR, to achieve s[ategic
reach.

In-flight refuelling operations are vulnerable at the point of
fuel transfer. Special tactics, rendezvous in safe areas, and use of
escort aircraft may all figure prominently in RAAF AAR operations of
the future. The RAAF has recognised the need for a limited AAR
capability to obtain and maintain proficiency in the role. However,
that capability would have to be expanded rapidly should conflict
escalate. The curent limitation of the capability to F/A-18 Hornets
reduces overall force flexibilitf it should at least be extended; to the F-
111C, P-3C and C-130 fleeb.
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Because of the high cost of airframes and refuelling

equiprnent, it would seem appropriate for Australia to maintain only a
few dedicated aircraft equipped with the'fl)t.g boom' system, which
would allow F-111C aircraft to be aerially refuelled. The curent 8-707
fleet, equipped with the'probe and drogue' system, provides a sound
training capability and a solid base for rapid expansion in time of
conflict. But once again, the assets which would be used in any
expansion must be identified, and procedures developed for their
inclusion, if that capability for rapid expansion is to have any
substance.

It is quite dear that rapid expansion would be necessary and
one means would be to use specially fitted civilian aircraft which could
be converted quickly to the AAR role with'probe and drogue'RORO
systems. The use of civilian aircraft in such a way would necessitate
specific oneoff costs associated with airfralne conversion, and
continuing costs associated with training fuel, wages and so on. Any
modification to airframes could be achieved at less cost if the
modification were done at assembly-line stage.

There would be problems associated with AAR operations.
However, these problems will never be solved if operations are not
practised in peacetime. For example, AAR operations from bare bases
will have problems associated with offloading fuel to the tanker
aircraft, and only through peacetime exercising could procedures be
identified and implemented to reduce such problems. Similarly, the
mid-air refuelling operation itself is quite demanding and aircraft are
most vulnerable during fuel transfer, so procedures and tactics would
need to be developed.

Airbome Early Warning and Control

The speed and destructive capability of attacking aircraft place
a mandatory requirenrent on a defender for early warning and an
ability to concenFate air defences when necessary. Australia has
developed its National Air Defence and Airspace Control System
(NADACS) which, as has been stated before, remains vulnerable
without an AEW&C capability.

Australia's ground-based microwave radars (GBR) and its
OTHR systems, even when operational, will still only provide a
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limited early warning capability. The detection distance of offensive
aircraft has been reduced considerably through technological
advances, and hence warning tirne of impending attack has also
decreased. An early warning capability is needed to detect, track and
identify intruders in sufficient time to allow those intmders to be
intercepted and, if hostile, attacked well before they readt their
intended targets. AE'WdrC aircraft can provide this early warning
capability.

Reliance on OTHR poses certain problems in that peak
efficiency occurs during daylight hours and an intruder is likely to
enter during night tinre. Moreover, OIHR has resolution difficulties
with multiple targets in dose proximity to one another. It does not
have any height-finding capability and tangential travel by an intruder
may go undetected because of background dutter. OTHR offers
broad-area low-resolution screening at one end of the surveillance
spectrum. GBR and AEW&C are needed to cover the other end - high-
resolution and specific target intelligence.

AEW&C aircraft offer not only a quick response to alerts by
OTHR and GB& but also their precision for monitoring targets, which
can be used in hostilities to direct target inteceptions if necessary.

During the Falklands conflict, IfitIS Sheffeld was destroyed by a single
Exocet anti-ship missile fired by a Super Etendard aircraft. Had an
AEW8rC aircraft been in the vicinity, to alert air defences and to vector
air defence fighters, the Argentinian aircraft would probably have
been detected and destroyed, and thus the loss of a capital ship and
those aboard avoided. An interesting aside here is that the RN had
relinquished ib AEW capability with the demise of the Fairey Gannet
AEW3 inl979,possibly in the expectation that such a caPability would
be provided by the RAF.

The'control' elernent of AEW8TC aircraft provides a capability
to manage the complex air and surface plots as they develop and can
be used in both offensive and defensive operations. Firepower must
be concentrated in order to saturate enemy air defences, so that OCA
and strategic strike missions can acNeve their aim. AEW&C aircraft
can provide the ability to do this, as was dernonstrated by the US
aftack on Ubya in 1986. In air defence operations, an AEWETC aircraft
would provide the coordination required for success in the overall air
combat, and could also provide close cpntrol of fighters when needed.
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AEWdTC aircraft could also provide information in the
maritime sun'eillance role, and in emergencies could provide a limited
SAR capability, at least in terms of locating vessels or downed aircraft
and coordinating rescue activities. Their communications capability
would also provide a significant advantage in their use as a maritime
sFike support aircraft. This role is discussed in more detail in
Chapter 5.

Any RAAF AEWEC aircraft would have to be provided with
selfdefence weapor$ and be capable of covering multiple threat axes.
EW would have to figure extensively in the electronic and
communications suites of such aircraft.

Suppression of Enemy Air Defences

Aircraft employed on offensive operations such as OCA,
strategic strike, deep interdiction and firepower support in the
baftlefield, would have to overcome sophisticated enemy air defence
systems. Neutralisatiory temporary degradation or destruction of such
systems can be attained through the conduct of SEAD. In this role,
electronic or physical means rnay be used against enemy air defences
to allow friendly aircraft to conduct operations unimpeded.

SEAD was proven in Vietnam, whereby one flight of SEAD
aircraft (four F-4G Wild Weasel*a) would precede the strike force by
about five minutes, with a second flight covering the withdrawal of
that strike force. In the Middle East, the Bekaa Valley experience in
1982 showed the value of anti-radiation missiles, which proved so
effective against Syrian SAM (SA{) sites, and the usefulness of drones
(or RPVs) as decoys.

The RAAFs best option for SEAD would be to use specially
equipped multi-role aircraft such as the Hornet. A dedicated aircraft
such as the USAFs F-4G would not be affordable, therefore Australia

24 The Wild Weasel is a variant of the F-4 Phantom, equipped with
suitable electronics to allow it to detect and iam enemy SAM
radars which have been activated. The F4G is also equipped
with anti-radiation missiles which can be fired at the SAM sites,
and which 'home'on to the radiation emanating from the SAM's
radar.
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would once again need to hrrn to its leading multi-role aircraft to
provide a solution. Special equipment would include ECM systems
iuch as iammers for suppression of enemy radars, and physical
systems such as anti-radiation missiles or even'free fall' bombs.

Other'Force Multipter' Enhancements

While AAR, AEWEC and SEAD provide obvious
enhancements to the RAAFs combat Power, use of RPVs and sPace-

based systems could also Prove useful. Primarily, aircraft which could
be relieved by RPVs and space'based systems from non-combat-
oriented roles could then be used exdusively for combat operations.

Remotely Piloted Vehicles

RPVs are unmanned aircraft which can be remotely piloted or
pre'programmed in the conduct of a mission. The US used RPVs as

drones and for tactical reconnaissance during the Vietram war. h
their reconnaissance role they were used for photographic
reconnaissance, electronic intelligence gathering, and bomb damage
assessment. They were also used in psychological operations for
leaflet dropping. Specially adapted C-130 aircraft would release the
RPVs and monitor their flights.

The Israeli Air Force (IAF) used RPVs in 1982 to activate
Syria. air defence radars such that Syrian air defences were targeted
against the RPVs, thus allowing IAF combat aircraft to attack virtually
unimpeded. In addition the Israelis,like the Americans, used RPVs for
reconnaissance and EW.

RPVs would provide the RAAF with a cheaper alternative to
manned aircraft for specific roles. Tactical air reconnaissance and EW,
over hostile battle areas, would reprresent the best use of RPVs. They
could also be used as decoys, especially in a hostile air environment.

The latest RPV technology includes rnany refinements over
earlier models and RPVs could be expected to incorporate automatic
position keeping, target identification, data link transmission, limited
in-flight decision making (pre-programmed of course), and even
uncontrolled return to base. Despite these advances, RPVs do not offer
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a total solution - restrictions on payload and role flexibility, reliance on
ground-based receiver stations, and limitations in employment roles
will still necessitate the use of manned aircraft for specific
reconnaissance missions.

RPVs offer ideal platforms where extended observation and
stealth are required and in situations which would be too dangerous
for manned aircraft. They are economical and difficult to detect, but
do limit the inherent flexibility offered by manned aircraft, especially
in the area of re'tasking once airborne. Perhaps the answer for
Australia lies in a combination of RPVs and manned aircraft.
Irrespective of which system is deemed more appropriate, real-time
communication of intelligence information, survivability of the
platform, and an ability to counter EW aspects, such as iamming, must
be incorporated into Australia's future reconnaissanc€ and
surveillance assets.

Space-Based Systems

Satellites could provide the continuous coverage over
Australia's area of direct military interest and further afield into its
area of prirnary strategic interest. However, costs would invariably
mean such systems would have to be shared with other nations. Also,
the vulnerability of the satellites themselves and their ground-based
receiver stations would tend to counterbalancn the advantages.

Both the US and USSR have been using satellites for
reconnaissance since the early 1950s. Since thery more broadly tasked
ocean surveillance satellites, capable of real-time communications,
have been placed in orbit. The predictability of satellite orbits and
their necessary links to ground-based receivers rnake satellite
reconnaissanoe very vulnerable.

Spacebased systems can be used offensively through the use
of laser and partide beam directed€nergy weapons. However, this is
a most unlikely option for the RAAB due primarily to the cosb
associated with researdr. Of more relevance to Ausbalia would be the
use of space'based systenrs for reconnaissance, surveillanc€, EW and
early warning. Collaboration with overseas advanced research
programmes and with other regional countries in launching a joint
project with defensive early warning and information gathering as its
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prirne tasks would seem to be the way ahead, especially in promoting
regional stability. Most certainly, Australia could have a leading role
to play in this regard.

CONCLUSION

The Air C-oOperation campa.ign is a complex one and can only
be examined efftctively if broken down into manageable parts. This
chapter has concentrated on that form of co-operation most related to
naval and land forces and other elements of air forces - specifically, the
roles of reconnaissance and airlift. Both roles would have a

predominant part to play in any future conflict in which Australia was
involved.

Importantly, the role of reconnaissance has been likened rnore
to an aerial observation role, incorporating not only reconnaissance,
but also surveillance and ele<tronic warfare. Airlift has been discussed
in terms of its strategic and tactical perspectives; however a more
detailed examination of ttre role of tactical airlift (and for that matter,
tactical air reconnaissance) in terms of air/sea and air/land warfare,
will be undertaken in the next two chapters.

The need for AA& AE:W&C, and SEAD has also been

dirussed. Support equipment and repair facilities to allow these roles

to be conducted would be needed, as would expertise in the roles,
which can only be gained through practice. It is in peacetime that
emploSrment doctrines, tactics, techniques and procedures should be
determined and implemented - once conflict has been pined, it will be
too late. The same, in terms of training, can be said of air/sea and
airlland operations.



CHAPTER 5

AIIUSEA CO.OPERATION

INTRODUCTION

The outcome of sea baftles during World War II often
depended on the provision of air cover, either as an organic element in
a Carrier-Based Battle Group or as an element of air force/ruvy a-
operation, provided by land-based aircraft. Since World War II, air
power and sea power have become inextricably linked, with the
Argentine Air Force clearly demonstrating the lethality of aircraft
weapons systems against British ships in 1982.

There should be little doubt that Australia's'military strategy
for national security has to be fundamentally a maritime strategy'.l
Hence, the place for air/sea warfare in any discussion on Australia's
defence must be quite a prominent one. The link between the RAAF
and the RAN has become all the more necessary because of the
decision to forgo aircraft carriers, and therefore carrier-based air
power, as part of the nation's force structure.

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the contribution that
air power can make in the maritime context. While the emphasis will
be on the roles of air power in co-operating with naval forces, it would
be wrong to give the impression that air power, or sea power for that
matter, can be considered in isolation. However, as has been stated
earlier, this is a book about air power and as such does not presume to
aftempt any discussion of sea power. Importantly, before air power
can co-operate immediately with naval forces, friendly control of the
air must pertain.

Specifically, the roles of Long-Range Maritinre Surveillance
and Reconnaissance, Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW), Anti-Surface
Shipping Warfare (ASUW), Air Defence of the Fleet, and Aerial
Minelaying are discussed in this chapter. Other roles such as Search
and Rescue (SAR) and Aeromedical Evacuation are also covered.

Air Marshal R.G. Funnell, 'Air Power in the Defence of Australia',
transcript of the Blamey Oration, Melboume, 25 August 1988.,p.7,
reproduced inWaters (ed.),R/AF Air Pwq Doctine,p.74.
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Additionally, the implications for provision of adequate
communications, selfdefence wealrcns, Rules of Engagement ROE)
and manning and training levels are discussed. Ownership of assets

and command and conbol considerations are not discussed in detail,
but some broad comment is offered.

HISTORICAL PER SPECTTVE S

From 1916, shore-based aircraft began to Play a large Part in
the control of sea conrmunications and countering the threat posed by
the German U-boat campaign. At the outbreak of World War II,
popular opinion held that it was cheaper, quicker and morne effective to
protect shipping by attacking U-Boats and submarines with land-
based long-range aircraft than by providing escort carriers and carrier
aircraft.2

Not all nations agreed, however, with some concentrating on
air support of land forces at the expense of naval forces. This was well
illustrated by the example of fapan's dependence on carriers to protect
shipping, with no fall-back position for land-based air suPPort of her
fleet. Once the carrier threat had been effectively neutralised, |apanese
shipping was vely much at the mercy of Allied air and submarine
attacks.

Airpower was still underestimated, even by the British forces
in 1939 when they were tasked with assisting Norway. They were
ultimately unsuccressful and suffered heavy losses. From an air point
of view,

it marked, with unmistakable clarity, the end of an era;
the era of the suprenucy of British sea Power in the
waters of the North Sea and English Channel. After
this sharp lesson the Admiralty was forced to
recognise that command of the air over the sea was as

important as mmmand of the sea itself.3

These views are expressed at length in foubert de la Fert4 The
Third Seroice.

Saundby, Air fumbar dment,p.93.
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The Battle of the Atlantic proved that'aircraft are the key to
the protection of convoys'.4 In providing protection for convoys,
aircraft should be capable of conducting Maritime Strike and Anti-
Surface Shipping Warfare,S minelaying, reconnaissance and
surveillance, as well as early warning and ASW. Moreover, the ability
to conduct these air activities is necessary for any island nation to
defend her sea approaches and national shipping.

During the early stages of World War II, the RAF's Coastal
Command was tasked with conducting ASW, reconnaissance for the
RN, offensives against German coastal shipping, attacks on enemy
ports, minelaying in enemy waters, support for convoys, photographic
reconnaissance and air/sea rescue. However, after the apparent
demise of Germany's surface fleet and increases in German submarine
activity, the RAF found it had to devote rnore effort to ASW. Australia
was not spared from this preoccupation with ASW and dedicated
RAAF squadrons became familiar with the role, as did individual
Australians who served in RAF ASW squadrons. The RAAFs No.10,
No.455 and No.461 squadrons clairned a total of 11 submarines
destroyed.

Air defence of the fleet is an important function for air forces,
and naval operations should be carried out within the range of friendly
fighter cover or outside the range of enemy maritime strike aircraft. In
other words, ships without appropriate air cover in high-threat
situations where the enemy has air forces operating, are a disaster
waiting to happen. This was brought honre particularly during the
Crete operation in 7947.6

Another example duringWorld War II was the deployment of
the RN ships Rqpuls e arrd Pince of WaIa from Singapore to the Gulf of
Siam without appropriate air cover. Before reaching Thailand, the
ships were sighted by enemy aircraft and turned back towards
Singapore. Subsequently, they diverted towards Kuantan but failed to
notify Air Headquarters of the decisiory nor did they request air cover.

Ler., Air Pouter, p.1a0.
Maritirne Strike and ASUW represent today's equivalent of the
Torpedo bomber operations of World War II - about which Asher
Lee wrote in the preceding footnote reference.
Tedder, With Pr ejuilice, p.1 1 6.

4
5
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Even when both ships were under heavy air attack, friendly air cover

was not requeted, and both ships were lost.7

A telling comment on the value of co-operation was made
when Tedder, as AOC-in{ Middle East, observed the following:

The organisation by which the AOC-in4 cooperated
with the naval C-in{, and concenbated his forces to
support the Navy or Army as the situation demanded,
had to the best of my knowledge worked
satisfactorily, so far as the availability of aircraft had
permitted ... So far, the Mediterranean campaign had
provided a complete example of the use of air power,
ieordinated with land and sea Power. Unity of
command had given us concentration at the right
place and point in time. During our retreat to Alamein
in 1942, and up to the time of the battle there,
Rommel's supplies to Cyrenaica were intermpted by
air action from tvtalta and Egypt with crippling results.
The destruction of petrol and supply ships
immediately prior to the battle of El Alamein sealed

his fate. During the Tunisian campaign, the
cumulative effect of air attack from North-West Afric+
Malta, and the Middle East, on the whole enemy
organisatiory was the decisive factor in ending the war
in North Africa. Aftacks on enemy supplies mounted
to a crescendo until finally there was virtually an air
blockade of the Sicilian Channel, once the advance on
land enabled our air forces to fly from central and
Northern Tunisia. In the final stages, our aircraft gave
complete cover to British ships, enabling them to seal

the blockade and pick up the sbagglers. Now our
convoys were able to Pass through the Meditenanear!
along the North African coast, under the cover of
fighter and anti-submarine patrols, with almost
negligible losses, despite the fact that enemy bases

7 This action is derribed in Douglas Gillison, Royal Ausbalbn Air
Force 7939-7942, (Australian War Memorial, Canbena, 1962),

pp.25U25/'.
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flanked the route. In North-West Africa, we had made
extensive use of ports within a hundred miles of the
main enemy fighter bases.S

Repeated examples throughout history show the susceptibility
to air attack of naval ships at dock, with Pearl Harbor probably being
the nrost well-known example. One of the more notable examples of
the vulnerability of ships when disembarking hoops on hostile coasts
occumed off Salemo in September 1943. The Allied bridgehead at
Salemo and the nurnerous Allied ships iust off-shore were subiected to
one of the most intensive air attacks launched by the Luftwaffe.g

Aircraft provided the vital protection for the vast armada of
some 70(X) ships and smaller craft which sailed for the Normandy
beaches in June 1944. Transport aircraft were used to insert airborne
and glider-borne troops while bombers attacked the coastal batteries.
With overwhelming air superiority on Dday, the Allied air forces
were able to provide an'air umbrella stretching from England to the
beaches'.lO The tactical air forces provided an exceptional level of air
cover as part of the Air CeOperation campaign once land forces were
ashore. Importantly, they were able to devastate the Panzer divisions
early and force them to retreat. This is indicative of the flexibility of air
power - protecting an amphibious force at sea one day and then
affording air cover to ground forces that have disembarked and
become involved in land operations the next day.

One other form of protection which aircraft can provide for
naval vessels is through the role of aerial minelaying. During World
War II, aerial minelaying:

forced the enemy to divert more and more of his war
effort to anti-minelaying devices, and shipbuilding for
replacements and repairs, and, before the end of the
war drove him to engage 40 percent of his naval

Tedder, With Prejudice, p.363.
Terraine, The Right of the Line, p.583.
iM., p.83. The beaches are the five Normandy beaches. Note
also that 'umbrellas'without requisite control of the air normally
represent a wasteful and incorrect use of air power; however,
with unchallenged air supremary, all things are possible.

E

9

l0
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personnel in minesweeping; it also put an imrnense
strain on the enemy's alternative communications.rl

RAAF squadrons contributed considerably to the Pacific war.
One of their rnost valuable contributions was in the minelaying
operations carried out from April 1943 to |uly Daiby Nos 11,20 and
43 squadrons. Perhaps the best use of aerial mining today would be in
the laying of a defensive minefield where little warning tirrc
pertained, and where RAN ships wer€ too far away. The mining of a
remote beach to prevent an amphibious landing would be one
example.

Many of the successes of air power against shipping depended
on effective maritirne reconnaissance and surveillance. The RAAF
formed ib first maritime reconnaissance squadron, No.10 squadrory
on 1 fuly 1939. In the Pacific, RAAII Hudsons and Catalinas flew
reconnaissance missions which helped USN aircraft carriers in their
battle against elements of the |apanese fleet.

STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR AUSTRALIA

Australia's economic strength relies heavily on seaborne trade.
'There is no viable alternative to sea transport for overseas trade',l2
and some 63.3 per cent of total interstate cargo is carried by sea.13 $s3
transport is

the most cost-effective way of moving bulk cargoes
over long distances ... because there are inadequacies
in the continental transport infrastructure.l4

Additionally, the economic well-being of the region relies on the
unfettered passage of cargo ship6.

11

72

Harris, Bomb q Offensioe, p.39.
W.A.G. Dovers, Controlling Ciail Manfime Actirtitia in a Defarce

Contingency, C-anberra Papers on Strategy and Defence No.59,
(Sbategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canbera, 1989), p.7.
ibiil.,p.6.
ibid.

13

74
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This dependenc€ on seaborne trade represenb a cente of
gravity for Australia, as that bade could be intermpted easily by
hostile submarines or enemy surface combatants. Therefore it is
essential that the nation's force structure include ASW and ASTIW
capabilities to nullify threats from submarines and surface ships
respectively. Currently, an airbome ASW capability is provided
through short-range RAN ship-borne helicopters and long-range
RrLUr hnd-based fixed wing aircraft (P-3C Orions). ASUW can be
provided by F-111C, F/ A-78 Hornet and P-3C Orion aircraft.

Australia's ability to control sea lines of communication so that
they may be used to serve national interests, whilst at the sanp time
denying them to any potential enemy, is the irint responsibility of the
RAN and RAAF. While the RAAF conbibution in the past has been
more in terms of surveillance and ASW, the roles of air defence and
maritime strike/ASUW have taken on greater importance since the
demise of the RAN's fixed wing capability.

Merchant shipping was protected by dose escort of naval
vessels during both world wars. However, in terms of contemporary
conflict, the use of air power for the protection of shipping, and to
conduct ASUW and ASW, has great applicability to Australia. The
need to afford 24-hour protection is unlikely in low-level conflicq
however, the speed of response of aircraft is such that shipping could
be afforded protection by air power assets at short notice, especially if
conhol of the air has already been won. Iand-based air force support
of naval operations w.rs recorunended by Asher Lee in 195515 and is
just as applicable for Australia today as it was for Britain in 1955. One
nury even argue that it is more applicable. After all, Britain has aircraft
carriers in its ORBAI whilst Australia must rely on the RAAF to
afford air cover to the RAN.

If government priorities dictate that conflict will be ioined at
sea, then most certainly air effort should be concentrated there.
However, the requisite degree of control of the air must first be
obtained. Furthermore, Australia must be careful not to jeopardise ib
ability to prosecute an Air Bombardment campaign later if necessary,
nor to rnaintain crcntrol of the air away from surface battle areas.

15 Ler', Air Pwer, p.130.
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Success of Australia's maritime shategy would depend on the
attainment of at least local control of the air and, from the RAAFs
point of view, an early OCA campaign rnay be essential. Thus, it may
be necessary to conduct OCA and possibly Strategic Iand Strike before
Maritirne Strike and any close support operations, especially during
higher levels of conflict.

Australia has a considerable contribution to make to its region
in terms of maritime surveillance, which for the sake of simplicity may
be considerd to include reconnaissance, patrolling, shadowing,
tracking and probing. For example, the fishing areas of South-West
Pacific nations could be patrolled on their behaU by RAAF aircraft.

There should be little doubt that the requirement for
surveillance of Australia's national interests, surveillance as part of
alliance obligations, and surveillance activities performed on behalf of
regional neighbours, will increase even further in the years ahead.

Accordingly, Australia must pursue the development of the
surveillance capabilities of Jindalee OTI{R and, ultimately, satellite'
based surveillance systems.

Currently, the greatest peacetime contribution of RAAF
surveillance activities is in the detection of unlicensed vessels within
the Australian Fishing Tane (Afl). Pahols are also flown outside the
NZ to demonstrate a presenc€ and to monitor the passage of vessels
through the ocean areas of Australia's Area of Direct Military Interest.

Most certainly, overt maritime surveillance can be provided by
surface ships and covert maritime surveillance by submarines.
However, this monograph does not address these most capable
surveillance assets. By whatever means it is conducted, maritime
surveillance must fit within a total national surveillance franrework,
which must also include coastal, air and land surveillance.

Aircraft offer a tremendous advantage for maritime
intelligence ccllection, especially in remote areas or where a long sea

crossing would otherwise be required. The major source for rnaritirrc
intelligence, through maritime surveillance, is the RAAFs Long-Range
Maritime Pahol (LRMP) force, crcnsisting of the two P-3C Orion
squadrons. In a maritime sense, surveillance and air reconnaissance
allow Australia to be aware of maritime capability within the region
and the disposition of maritime forces. Familiarity with transit routes
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and peacetime behaviour, and a consequent ability to detect unusual
behaviour, are also provided. Australia's LRMP forcg while higNy
capable, is also extrernely vulnerable, and must therefore remain
outside the engagernent envelope of any enemy naval force.

The need for rnaritirrp reconnaissance - that is, coverage of
specific naval targeb - would increase as the level of conflict increased.
Furthermore, the LRMP aircraft tasked with maritime recoruurissance
should also expect to provide limited protection to allied shipping in
threatened areas. While LRMP aircraft provide one avenue for
locating, identifying and tracking targets for strike aircraft for example,
so too do submarines.

Surveillance and reconnaissance operations rnay be improved
through the use of different sensors. The ability to conduct multi-
sensor searches obviously improves the likelihood of success,
provided crews have been appropriately trained. However, at some
stage Australia needs to consider the continued viability of using
sophisticated, expensive P-3C aircraft for peacetime maritime
surveillance. The possibility of using less<apable plafforms, including
the utility airships, should be investigated.

One hypothesis that has been put forward within the defence
community argues that in low-level conflict the potential for
Australia's seaborne trade to be intermpted would be unlikely. The
argunrent is that, once threatened, shipping could take appropriate
routing with limited air and naval protection. This argument ignores
the point that shipping would be easily located and thus higHy
vulnerable in the focal areas to the north and south, and in c€rtain
coastal areas. Therefore, in any level of conflict, a strong ASW and
ASUW capability will be required for the RAAF and the RAN to
protect shipping in these focal areas. In such cases, air and naval
assets must operate as a co-ordinated entity, such that efforts are not
duplicated, threats are not ignored, and the best mix for air/sea
warfare is achieved in defending the nation's seaborne trade.

The possibility of an enem/s small submarine force causing a
disproportionate response by the ADF cannot be overlooked, hence a
significant ASW capability is essential. In coping with such a
submarine threat, RAN submarines, surface ships and embarked
helicopters would play an important part but may not be able to
position themselves in the right place at the right time, especially if
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little warning was received. However, suitably equipped RAAIr
aircraft can provide a responsive anti-submarine force, and they can
actively detect, localise and attack submarines. RAAF aircraft may
also be used to provide a defensive capability in guiding RAI.I surface
ships to the conect areas. Additiornlly, the presence of an ASW
aircraft rnay in itself be sufficient to deter a submarine from attacking
shipping. Moreover, submarines will be forced to avoid areas they
know to be patrolled by ASW aircraft.

LRMP aircraft engaged in ASW can also provide an ASIIW
capability when fitted with the anti+hip weapon Harpoon, thus
adding to their flexibility and the speed of response of the RAAF. That
said, however, fighter and strike aircraft would normally be used for
ASLIW.15

The issue of offence having the ascendancy over defence and
vbeaers was discussed in Chapter 2. Importantly, the developnrent of
improved air-to-surface missiles, with stand-off capability, at present
has tipped the balance in the attackey's favour. Australia must be
aware of this and plan accordingly.

OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS FOR THE RAAF

In co-operating with the RAN, the RAAIws air power
capability can extend the Nav/s ability to protect sea lines of
communication and offshore assets. The RAN depends on the RAAF
to provide long-range maritime surveillance and rcconnaissance,
ASW, ASUW, and air defence of the fleet. It is therefore imperative
that integration of all forces is done successfully to ensure an effective
counter to an aggressor, and to that end there are certain implications
for the RrqAIr in the conduct of these roles.

16 This monograph has adopted the definition for ASUW that is
used in AAP 1000, Royal Australian Air Force Air Powq Manual.
ASUW denotes attacks on enemy ships that are engaged in or
about to be engaged in battle. There is a subtle distinction
therefore between ASIJW and Maritime Strike (which was
discussed in Chapter 3) in that Maritime Shike involves attacks
away from friendly shipping.
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Long-Range Maritime Surveillance and Reconnaissance

The importance of broad-area surveillance and specific
reconnaissance has been discussed already but, in terms of naval
operations, air surveillance and reconnaissance extend the range at
which potentially hostile forces can be identified. This in turn adds to
the effectiveness of friendly surface and sub-surface operations, which
rnay be needed to counter a threat.

Air and sea surveillance, maritime reconnaissance, and
intelligence gathering are dear roles for tlrc RAAIT. However, the
increasing requircment for surveillance detracts from the ability of the
RAAF to perform all its other roles. For example, the exacting role of
ASW needs continual practice; however, the amount of practice done
tends to be reducing because of the increasing requirement for
surveillance. Currently, approximately 30 per cent of P-3C effort is
devoted to surveillance roles. Importantly, transition of ASW+rained
crews to other roles is relatively simple, but not the reverse. Moreover,
the ability to practise ASW and ASUW roles in realistic conditions is
limited because the P-3C fleet spends only 25 per cent of its effort on
exercises.

All contributions to the overall surveillance picture must be
encouraged - from ASW, strike fighter and AEW&C aircraft. Once
combat has eventuated, surveillance activity must be oriented towards
the targeting of weapons systems against enemy submarines and
surface combatants.

Use of RAAF aircraft for maritime surveillance also represenb
solid evidence of Australia's commihnent to the Western alliance. All
intelligence must be co{rdinated and disseminated effectively; hence
command and control arrangements for this non-combat aspect of
maritime warfare are most important. All forms of national
surveillance, including those from maritime, space'based, AEW&C
and OTHR assets, must be coordinated by the one commander
(currently the Air Commander Australia). Furthermore, non-military
agencies such as Coastwatch and the Australian Customs Service have
contributions to make to the national effort. It would seem
appropriate for these civilian inputs also to be co-ordinated by the
same military commander (ACAUST) in the event of conflict.
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As conllict increases, the fog of war could lead to
misidentification, with all its attendant diplomatic ramifications.
Therefore, the P-3 fleet must be provided with the very best
equiprrcnf including a range of electronics, sonar, and thermal
sensors. Additionally, a profiling radar is needed to improve
efficiency in operations, and better communications are required for
command and crontrol, especially of coniointlT and pint operations.

Anti-Submarine Warf are

LRMP aircraft in the ASW role provide the outer layer of
defence against a submarine threat. Accordingly, extensive sensor
arrays, powerful attack capabilities, and extended on-station times are
most important. Aushalia may have to move very quickly from its
peacetime surveillance and control role to an offensive ASW role in
time of conllict to protect vital sea lines of communication.
Accordingly, acoustic techniques through the use of sonobuoyslE and
other techniques such as ESM, radar, Magnetic Anomaly Detection
(MAD) and infra-red detection, must all be used by the RAAF. Any
tendency to belittle the importance of MAD must be resisted, for
although it does not contribute much to long-range detection
capability, it can provide a precise confirmation of target location
when the submarine is close to the surface and the ASW aircraft is
close to the water.

ASW aircraft must be concentrated in areas where submarines
are expected to be found, yet be employed so that their inherent
mobility and flexibility can be retained to permit rapid concentration
in other areas in response to the unexpected. In all cases, close co-
ordination with other ASW forces must be maintained.

Conirint operations would involve aircraft of more than one type
operating together. For example, an F/A-18 Hornet rr,ay be
acting as a fighter escort for an F-111C aircraft tasked with a
maritime strike mission.
For a clear and concise description of sonobuoy, dipping sonar
and non-acoustic sensor operations refer to Mason, Air Poutq,
pp.l0a-lo7.

17
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Submarines can deploy with great secrecy and provide a most
flexible military capability. ASW forces must therefore provide a
flexible defence in return such that enemy submarines can be detected,
identified, localised and attacked if necessary. For the RAAFs ASW
aircraft to detect and identify submarines, maritime intelligence from
all sources, already discussed, becomes paramount.

For aircraft to be re'roled from ASW to ASUW does require
configuration changes, and planning must be tailored accordingly.
Even if the configuration permits, it would be more appropriate to task
another aircraft for the ASUW mission than to re-task one that is
already in the area conducting ASW.

Anti-Surface Shipping Warfare

ASTIW should be conducted as far away as possible from
coastal waters. Moreover, the maritime AO should be kept free of
friendly or neutral shipping. The greatest difficulty for aircraft in this
role has always been the penetration of an enemy's selfdefence
systems. However, the advent of highly accurate stand-off weapons
such as Harpoon have tended to compensate for the vulnerability of
aircraft conducting ASUW. A more difficult problem to overcome is
that associated with the location and identification of targets, as
limitations in range and endurance, and in radar and ESM capabilities,
persist. The problem rnay be alleviated through conpint operations,
with an LRMP aircraft providing the location and identification
capability and an attack aircraft providing the offensive capability.

The advent of 'smart' weapons allows less combat-capable
aircraft to conduct ASUW. For example, LRMP aircraft, which are
normally restricted to shadowing enemy surface vessels and providing
targeting information for RAAF strike aircraft or RAN assets, are now
capable of prosecuting ASUW by carrying organic medium-range air-
to.surface weapons. Other less combat-capable platforms such as the
C-130, suitably modified, could also carry these weapons.

Non<ombat aircraft employed in ASI/W should be used
carefully. For example, in a sulprise preemptive attack they may be
relatively safe. In a more hostile air environment, the cost of providing
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Combat Air Patrol (CAP)1e aircraft or RAN SAM systems to afford
protection may outweigh the benefits gained from using these more
vulnerable aircraft. The LRMP aircraft does, however, provide an
excellent platform for strike support tasks such as locating, dassifying
and shadowing enemy forces and acting as a conununications link for
more combat<apable aircraft to prosecute ASUW.

Air-launched anti-ship missiles have demonstrated their
lethality, with Argentina's use of the Aerospatiale Exocet during the
Falklands war representing one of the most recent examples. The
ability of a concentrated force of RAAF ASUW aircraft, and for that
matter maritime strike aircraft, to be used in a co-ordinated attack
aimed at overwhelming an enemy fleefs air defence systems must be
considered as part of Australia's maritime strategy. Appropriate
weapons must therefore be developed and procured.

Procurement of air-launched cruise missiles would provide
Australia's defence planners with a significant increase in military
options, especially in relation to attrition rranagement and use of less
combat<apable launching platforms. Furtherrnore, the increasing
importance of land-based air power, in all its roles in maritime
warfare, demands that range become the crucial factor in operational
and procurement decisions of the future.

Air Defence of the Fleet

It would be in the interests of the nation if RAN combat
vessels could be equip$ with air defence systems whidr would
allow them to operate in the absence of air cover. The possibility of
using organic RAN helicopters for early warning, and arming them
with air-to-air weapons, must be addressed and should be supported
by the RAAF, although a helicopter would always prove to be
vulnerable in a hotly contested DCA engagement.

Despite the vulnerability of helicopters, a limited fleet air
defence capability could be afforded through the provision of air-to-

19 CAP in this case would involve fighter aircraft flyt^g a 'rac€traclC
pattern at a certain altitude above the convoy, such that they
could be tasked immediately to identify and attack any inbuding
hostile aircraft.
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surface weapons for RAN helicopters. This would in hrrn free high-
speed long-range RAAF aircraft so that they could attack more
lucrative or more threatening targets. Accordingly, Australia should
address the cost-benefit options of procuring such weapons. For
example, RN Lynx helicopters used Sea Skua missiles nrost effectively
against Argentinian surface ships during the Falklands war in 1982.
More recent developments have led to 'fire'and-forgef missiles, such
as the Norwegian Kongsberg Penguin, being introduced into
inventories.

RAAF aircraft cannot provide the same response times as were
achieved with organic fixed wing naval aircraft. Acrordingly, air and
naval operations require considerable joint planning and co-
ordination, such that RAAF aircraft can ensure the maritime AO is as
free as possible of enemy vessels and that subsequent active air
defence can be provided if necessary. Such defence would require
RAAF fighter aircraft to engage hostile enemy aircraft prior to weapon
release, and RAN ships to defend themselves with organic selfdefence
weapons systems in the event of weapon release.

One method for improving response times would be the use of
RAAF fighter aircraft to provide CAP over the convoy, or to be held on
ground alert20 at airfields, or to provide CAP as close to enemy
airfields as possible. As stated in Chapter 2, the best method of
aftacking enemy aircraft would norrnally be through OCA operations.
In all cases, success of fighter aircraft would be significantly greater if
real-time direction and close control could be afforded through an
AEW&C capability. One advantage of dedicated CAP over the convoy
is its ability to destroy or deter reconnaissance aircraft, which precede
maritime strike aircraft. That is, interception of reconnaissance aircraft
may dehact from the success of the strike or nuy even cause the strike
mission to be aborted. However, continuous CAP is unlikely to be
possible because it is resourceintensive and the aircraft simply may
not be available. The RAN may accept that with reluctance, but

20 Ground alert involves aircraft and aircrew being maintained at
base at a certain alert state. For example, an aircraft held at Alert
20 would be airborne, armed and fuelled, within 20 minutes of
receiving notification. Aircraft rnay h held on Alert states as low
as Alert 2.
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should then expect aircraft to be maintained on some form of ground
alert.

The need for air defence of the fleet, especially if wider conbol
of the air cannot be guaranteed, should be obvious. The ADF would
need to use its fighter aircraft, Point Defence SAMs and dosein
weapons systems, as well as organic helicopters, suitably armed.
Importantly, the need to defeat enemy aircraft away from the fleet
should also be obvious. An extension of this need to destroy enemy
aircraft as far from friendly naval forces as possible may s€e an OCA
campaign against the enemy's maritime stikecapable aircraft being
an early option in the event of conflict escalating.

Air defence of the fleet would become increasingly difficult if
an enemy launched simultaneous air attacks against Australian land
targets, thus requiring RAAF fighters to be devoted to the broader air
defence of Australia battle. In such circumstances, the use of AEW&C
for early warning and dose conhol takes on renewed importance.
Additionally, a system of tethered balloons to provide complete
Airborne Early Warning coverage may not be as far-fetched as once
thought.

Without a comprehensive AEW&C and AAR caPability, which
would allow RAAF fighters to engage enemy raiders as far from the
surface fleet as possible, the task of the RAAF in providing the
necessry air defence over RAN convoys would be made rnore
difficult. There is no more obvious illustration of the effect of force
multipliers than in relation to the use of AEW&C and AAR for
maritime air defence.

Aerial Minelaying

Aerial minelaying rnay h used defensively to protect home
ports or offensively in enemy waters, especially in his sea lanes and
focal areas. According to the historian George Odgers,

the laying of mines results in the closing of harbours,
dislocating sea communications and forcing the
diversion of forces to minesweeping and other
counter-measunes. The closing of harbours is
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equivalent to an over-all reduction of the merchant
shipping tonnage available to the enemy.2l

Surface vessels provide the best means for mine warfare, as

the accuracy required for defensive mining makes the use of aircraft
unlikely in most instances. Additionally, navigation system accuracy
and enemy air defences will always militate against widespread use of
aircraft for offensive minelaying operations.

The use of aerial minelaying as a means of deception has merit
and has been done in the past. It is not so much the actual laying of
mines which generates a response from an enemy, but the observation
by that enemy of the minelaying operation. In effect, only a few mines
may have to be laid, or even something as innocent as bags of sand or
soil which, from a distance, could be mistaken for mines. An enemy
would be required to devote quite a disproportionate effort to
sweeping and clearing action.

The potential effectiveness of a minelaying campaign was
highlighted in the United States Strategic Bombing Survey, which
examined the results of aerial minelaying operations in the Pacific
during World War II. According to the Survey:

It is believed that this campaign, begun earlier and
laid on with greater weight, would have reduced
effective shipping nearly to the vanishing point. It
would thus have produced a condition of crisis in
Japan sooner than actually occurred.22

Other Roles

In conjunction with the Civil Aviation Authority, RAAF
aircraft can provide a sound Search and Rescue (SAR) capability.
LRMP aircraft carry survival kits and the means to deploy them. The
dedicated use of LRMP aircraft for SA& however, is not costtffective.
Aircraft should only be used on an opportunity basis, normally when

George Odgers, Air War Against lapan7943-1945, (Australian War
Memorial, Canberra, 7957), p356.
ibiil., p.373, quoted from US Strategic Bombing Survey, The Wm
Against I apanw Transpor tation, 7947 -7945, p.8.

27
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on other missions, and normally where diverting of the aircraft would
not preiudice the success of the other missions. Similarln aircraft
could be used for aeromedical evacuation from a remote area back to
an urban hospital, but once again the success of higher priority
missions should not be popardised.

Naval air assets also have a contribution to make in the Air
CoOperation campaign. For example, the use of RN Fleet Air Arm
Fairey Albacrore biplanes in 7942 to mark targets with special flares for
the Wellington bomber force which was some 15 minutes behind is a
good example of co-operation of a different form than that spoken
about so far. Suffice it to say, there may well be occasions when naval
helicopters in Australia can provide direct assistance to an RAAF-
conducted air campaigry and such assistance should be actively
encouraged and figure in the operational planning deliberations from
the outset.

Communications

Because of the degree of close co-operation required by all
elements in maritime warfare, secure air-to-surface and air-to-air
communications are essential. Moreover, the communications
network must be as simple as possible, thereby reducing crew
workload and allowing crews to concentrate on their prirnary task.
One very good reason for effective communications is to prevent
attacks on friendly forces. As an illustratiory on 28 December 1941 a
destroyer was sighted approximately 40 miles north-west of Celebes
(now known as Sulawesi) by an American C-atdina. There were no
reports of friendly shipping in the area so three Hudsons from the
RAAFs No.2 squadron were tasked with the attack. They were
successful in their aftack, which forced the American destroyer Pary
to put into port for repairs. Effective aircraft-to-ship communications
could have prevented the attack.

Electronic Warfare and Self-Defence

Any use of aircraft in a hostile maritime environment would
demand appropriate Electronic Support Measures (ESM), Electronic
Counterrneasures (ECM), radar, selfdefence and weapons systems.
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While it is necessary to provide ESM and ECM support for all
maritime aircraft so that they rnay provide warning of hostile radars
and direct counters against those radars, there may be all-upweight
penalties and therefore endurance could be affected adversely. AAR
could, of course, alleviate this problern LRMP aircraft are vulnerable
and could be destroyed at relatively low cost to an enemy, such as
through the use of lasers, balloons and helicopters.

In terms of selfdefenc€ measures for any aircraft involved in
Maritirre Srike or ASUW, provision of anti-radiation missiles and
stand-off anti-ship [€Ms, including Laser{uided Bombs (LGBs), is
mandatory. Without such weapons, the possibility for attrition
increases substantially. Moreover, to ensure weapons on target, it may
be necessary to use other aircraft as decoys to distract enemy air
defences - again increasing the likelihood of atbition if those 'decoys'
are not provided with selfdefence and evasive measures.

Rules of Engagement

Use of selfdefence measures, or any weapon for that rnatter,
depends on the ability to identify the enemy in the first instance and
the Rules of Engagement (ROE) in force at the time. ROE and
identification requiremenb in times of conflict may place a
significantly increased demand on resourc€s over that experienced in
peacetime. After all, responsiveness is not always the driving factor in
determining capability. ROE must be explicit and inter-operability
with allies pursued as far as possible, particularly in terms of
identification procedures and combat tactics.

Manning andTraining

While the RAAF may cope in peacetime with barely adequate
manning levels and crews with limited operational experience, any
rapid bansition to conflict would test that capability. Most certainly,
increased usage of aircraft and paring of manpower will have a
detrimental effect on long-term availability and capability.
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Maintenance of manning levels also places great emphasis on
reducing cnew attritiorU with combat survival hainingB representing
one important nreans. Accordingly, some 20 per cent of effort needs to
be devoted to combat survival training. The attainment of reasonable
levels of combat survival training and increased training time in the
roles of ASttW and ASW can only be effected in the LRMP force, for
instance, if the surveillance effort is decreased.

One other aspect of training which must be mentioned is that
associated with deployments. Deployments can provide operational
training in realistic scenarios, however significant numbers of
deployments of P-3C aircraft could damage some of Ausbalia's more
remote airstrips, such as that on Cocos Island. Hence forward
deployments as a means of obtaining operational training must be
considered very carefully. Additionally, operational deployments take
up a great deal of rrurnagement time, even now. That is, it is not
unusual for deployments which nuy consume only 20 per cent of the
annual fuel bill to require some 80 per cent of the management effort.

Finally, as the dernands on RAAF aircraft inctease, efficiencies
in operations and maintenanc€ must be found to increase the longevity
of the pladorms. This can only be achieved through adequate
manning levels and appropriate training. Furthermore, the
sophistication of current systems means that the RAAF must become
more attuned to managing its own software. Acoustic software on the
P-3C Orion appearc to be a case where the RAAF could become more
involved.

Command and Control

In a maritime context, any |oint Force Commander - whether
the Maritime Commander (MCAUST) or the Air Commander

23 Combat survival training is defined as specialist training in
human survival within the major classifications of world
environments (such as cold, desert, jungle, deep sea) as well as

training in resistance to interrogation and indoctrination and
survival in prisoner of war camps. The author is indebted to
Group C-aptain Brian Kavanagh, a specialist in combat survival
training for this succinct definition.
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(ACAUST) - should be given control of the operational resources
needed to fulfil the mission once conflict has eventuated. For a
Maritime Commander, this would involve assignment of LRMP
aircraft. However, the Air Commander would retain overall
command and control in case aircraft had to be allocated to a higher
priority task or campaign. Any such allocation would have to accord
with CDFpriorities.

The Air Commander would still retain control over tactical
fighter and strategic strike aircraft to prosecute continuing Control of
the Air and Air Bombardment campaigns. He may also be assigned
ships capable of air direction in certain circumstances. Depending on
availability, strike and fighter aircraft could still operate on a mission-
by-mission basis in co-operation with the relevant naval forces
depending on the goverrunent's intention and the ADF"s particular
military strategy. Furthermore, should any situation warrant the
temporary assignment of strategic strike or tactical fighter aircraft to
the Maritime Commander, then he must have the organisational
capability to task and conhol these aircraft. Such capability would of
necessity include established procedures and communications
facilities. Operational control should pass to the commander who has
been assigned the asset. Whether ACAUST or MCAUST has
operational control, the line responsibility essentially should remain
with the Officer Commanding No. 92 Wing.2a

CONCLUSION

Land-based fixed wing aircraft will always be required to co-
operate with the RAN as performance limitations of rotary wing
aircraft (even with the advent of tilt-rotor technology) will necessitate
the use of RAAF aircraft, especially where long endurance and high
speed are in demand.

Thus, in co-ordinating maritime air operations, the RAAF
provides a ready-mobile force for: reconnaissance and maritime
surveillance; offensive operations including ASW, ASLIW, and aerial
minelaying; and protective operations such as air defence.

24 The two LRMP squadrons - Nos 10 and 11, both flying the P-3C
Orion - constitute No. 92 Wing.
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As a closing word on the importance of air power for the war
at sea and its long-term implications for the overall war effort, a quote
from World War II is appropriate. Air power

played the decisive part in the campaign against the
U-boat, the essential prelude to the concentration for
OVERLORD; it had protected the invasion base from
interference by the enem5/s bombers or V-weapons
and had denied him the opportunity of discovering
through (air) reconnaissanc€ the state of Allied
preparations or the start of the cross{hannel
movement. Through air power the Allies were able
not only to surprise the enemy but to mislead him
the successful interdiction of the Seine bridges, the
threatened tactical isolation of the battlefield ... and ...

bombing of the coast defences [made a maiorl
conbibution to the success of the landings.2s

25 Chester Wilmot, Tlu Shuggle for Europe, (Collins, london, 7952),
pp.289-290.



CHAPTER 6

AIIVLAND CO-OPERATION

INTRODUCTION

Airlland warfare has been conducted since the first military
use of air power. The Tactical Air Force (TAF),l which evolved in the
Western Desert during World War I[, was a far ay from the simple
reconnaissanceoriented air services provided in 1912. Most certainly,
significant and enduring principles emerged from the dose association
of the 8th Army and the Desert Air Force in 1947, which was the
forerunner of the TAF.

During World War II, Germany used her air power for tactical
bombing, tactical reconnaissance and tactical air transport. The speed
of response and rapid mobility afforded ground forces gave Germany
a decided advantage in land battles, until the Allies formed their
tactical air forces. In the Pacific theatre, throughout 19t14 and 1945, the
use of tactical air forces also came to the fore.

Less than a decade ago, the US Army and US Air Force
developed 31 initiatives in reaching agreement on cmPeration of ioint
combat forces in the battlefield. A foint Force Development Group
met from November 1983 until May 1984.2 Importantly, the initiatives
covered the major co-operation areas of:

The Tactical Air Force was formed on 18 February 7943 under Air
Marshal Coningham, who was responsible for North West
African tactical air operations. AVM Sir Hugh Lloyd was in
command of the North West African Coastal Air Force and Maior
General Spaatz was in command of the North-West African
Shategic Air Force. Tedder controlled all these air forces as well
as those assigned to the Middle East and Malta, under Sholto
Douglas and Sir Keith Park respectively.
An analysis of the initiatives is provided in R. Davis, The 37

lnitiatios, (Office of Air Force History, USAI Washington, DC,
198n.
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... air defence, rear area oPerations, suppression of
enemy air defences, special operations forces, ioint
munitions development, joint combat techniques and
procedures, and fusion of combat information (such as

reconnaissance and targeting data).3

There is much work to be done by the ADF in this regard.

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the contribution of air
power in the land context. As stated in the previous chapter, air power
should not be viewed in isolation. When air power is used with land
forces, close coordination is fundamental to success. However, before
air power can co{perate immediately with land forces, friendly
control of the air must pertain.

This chapter concenuates on the airdelivered firepower roles
of Close Air Support (CAIRS) and Battlefield Air Interdiction (BAI),

but also discusses the importance of tactical air reconnaissance and
tactical air transport. Additionally, it addresses other minor roles for
air power, in the context of airlland cooperation, which could be
applicable to the ADF in future conflict. Important implications for the
RAAF in the areas of command and control, control of airspace,
aircraft capability, weapons, electronic warfare and support operations
are also covered.

HISTORICAL PER SPECTIVES

World WarI

In 1915, British air power greatly assisted land forces during
the battle of the Somme. However, in April 7917,in the battle of Arras,
the reiuvenated German Air Service proved more succ€ssful and RAF
aircraft were not as effective in supporting the land battle as they had
been the previous year. The RAF realised that control of the air was
necessary,4 before air power could cotperate effectively with land
forces.

ibitl.,p.47.
This realisation of the necessity for control of the air is discussed
in foubert de la Fert6, TleThiril Savice.

3

4
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Between the Wars

The historian, Iotm Terraine, suggests that too much emphasis
had been placed on control of the air and 'between 1918 and 1939, the
Royal Air Force forgot how to support the Army'.s By the end of 1942,

however, the RAF had re'learned the art, with advantages. Those
advantages led to the following comment 'Henceforth, British soldiers
seldom fought without the Royal Air Force masters of the air above'.6
This is the crurc, because underpinning air cooperation is control of
the air. However, a fine balance of effort may have to be allocated
between the two air campaigns - Control of the Air and Air Co-
Operation.

It has been argued that the RAF performed an invaluable
service during the Arab rebellion in Palestine during 193G7939 of air-
dropping food and supplies to isolated ground units. The effect of this
form of co-operation was that it meant 'considerable economy of force
by doing away with the escorts that would otherwise be necessar5y'.7

General Wavell, in charge of this campaign, saw air bansport support
and reconnaissance as critical links in his operations. Furthermore,
when his troops found themselves threatened by rebel forces, Wavell
arranged for aircraft to arrive within 15 minutes of being contacted
and bomb or machine gun the Arab positions.

In any form of conllict, but particularly in lowlevel conllict,
Major General Sir Charles Gwynn believed the RAF could provide
improved mobility and increased possibilities for rapid offensive
infantry operations.S Mobility and speed of response are two critical
capabilities that current Australian defence policy expects the ADF to

Possess.

J

6

7

Terraine, TheRight of theLine, p.383.
ibid.,p.M.
Hoffman, British Air Powq in Peripheral Conflict,1,91,9-'1.976, p.31,
quoted from a British War Office File WO 791/75. The escorts
referred to were armed ground escorts which would have been
necessary to accompany any re'supply by land.
Gwynn, lmpaial Policing, p.29.
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World War II

The British goverrlment sent an air element of insignificant
size to support its surface force in the aftempt to save Norway in
1939. This was despite warnings from the Air Staff that British forces
could not make a contribution in Norway while German air
superiority was supreme. After the Norway experience,

... the British Army no longer had any illusions about
the paramount importance of achieving and
maintaining air superiority in thebattle zone, over the
base areas, and along the lines of communication.9
In 1940, General Guderian relied on CAIRS to allow his forces

to cross the Meuse River in France. In 1941, Wietersheim's Panzer
Corps was able to advance against the Russians, only because of an
intensive CAIRS campaign.

As Air Marshal longmore discovered in 194Q10 co-operation
with the Ar^y had another dimension to it - it was also necessary for
the Army to co-operate if the air force was to operate effectively. By
September, the British Army was forced to withdraw under relentless
pressure from Graziani's offensive. longmore had lost a group of
forward landing grounds around Sidi Barrani which hindered his
reconnaissance operations, his ability to afford fighter protection to
bomber forces, and deprived him of a staging post for reinforcement
aircraft coming from Malta. As longmore, an Australiary said:

I have therefore deemed it advisable to bolster up the
Army defences to the full extent of my available air
resources and I must continue to do so until such time
as the GOC-in{ is better able to resist the Italian
advance.ll

The two-way nature of co-operation in the air/land battle was
recognised even in 1940.

Saundby, Air Bombar dment, p.93.
At this time, Longmor€ was AOC-in{ Middle East, immediately
before Tedder.
Terraine, The Right of the Line, p313. Terraine also discusses
Graziani's offensive in some detail.

9

10

l1
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One of the greatest examples of air effort contributing to a land
operation was in 794M7 when General O'Connor advanced from Sidi
Barrani to Beda Fomm. Because of the RAF air effort dedicated to the
operation, the advance was planned and executed 'virtually without
regard to the opposing air force - a rare luxur5/.12

General Cunningham's advance through East Africa in 1941

was only made possible tfuough air co-operation. The Italians held air
superiority and had first to be defeated. Then the air effort was able to
be directed to the close support that enabled Cunningham to begin his
advance. Cunningham's success was attributed to the improvisation
of Air Commodore Sowrey, who advanced with his own
communications net but used the same command Post as the army
commander of the leading troops. Thus forward troops had
immediate arr cover, which 'engendered the greatest confidence
amongst both commanders and men'.13

As a result of both these campaigns - O'Connor's advance to
Beda Fomm and Cunningham's advance through East Africa - a series
of operational imperatives was developed. In particular, it was
realised that transport aircraft were needed, better methods of supply-
dropping from the air were needed, long-range fighter support was
necessary, casualty evacuation by air had to be improved, and pin-
point bombing of selected targets was vital.

Substitution has been mentioned in earlier chapters. In the
following example, the flexibility of air power enabled it to substitute
for what had been expected of armour. It was only through
substitution that the disaster which befell British armour in North
Africa in 1942 was minimised. Britain's Eighth Atmy was able to
strengthen its defensive position at El Alamein only because of RAF
attacks on the Panzer divisions, which delayed the Germans' advance.
Air/land co-operation at Alamein was the'only means of staving off
absolute disaster'.l4

A valuable lesson to emerge from the Middle East campaign
was that, even with air superiority, if forces are not adequately
positioned and communications are not reliable, CAIRS and BAI are

12 Terraine, TheRight of theLine,p.376.
13 ibid.,p.325.
74 ibitl.,p.377.
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very difficult to conduct. Used properly, air forces not only afford
protection for friendly ground forces, but can be regarded as
contributing to an offensive operation in their own right.ls Enemy
land forces concentrated prior to engagement with friendly forces
provide an excellent focus for air attack.

During the Middle East campaign, as General Auchinleck's
forces were stretched in May-fune 1942, he observed of the RAF'... it
alone enables us to retain any semblance of the initiative'.16 This
sentiment was reinfor"ed by Churchill on 4 |uly 1942 when he wrote
the following to Tedder, who was then AOC-in{ Middle East:

Here at home we are watching with enthusiasm the
brilliant supreme exertions of the Royal Air Force in
the baftle now proceeding in Egypt. From every
quarter the reports come in of the effect of the vital
part which your officers and men are playing in this
Homeric struggle for the Nile Valley. The days of the
Battle of Britain are being repeated far from home. We
are sure you will be to our glorious Army the friend
that endureth to the end.l7

Such accolades tend to be interpreted as referring only to the
gallant aircrews. However, the ability of the RAF to provide continual
effort in the Middle East once Tobruk had fallen to Rommel came
about because RAF ground crew would move to a new base and
prepare it while the other'shift' crew remained at the first landing
ground until the new one was ready. Thus the aircraft could keep
fln g as their landing grounds were being overrun. The supreme
effort by maintenance crews also had a significant effect on RAF
successes.

A most telling dissertation on the Air Cooperation campaign
was madeby lord Tedder:

I claimed, with confidence, that these events [the
sucresses of air power during the Middle East
campaignl proved co-operation with, but not

Tedder, With k ejudice, p.2M.
Connell, Auchinleck, p.622.
Tedder, With Prejudice, p.309.
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subordination to, the Army, to be the right way of
employing the Air Force in support of land power.
This method had secured for us air superiority in the
Libyan and Tunisian battles. As a result, we were not
only able to concentrate the main air effort to give
direct assistance to the Army, but our land forces were
also grven a freedom of movement otherwise
impossible. The reheat to Alamein and the
subsequent advance to Tripoli, with roads packed
with transport, could not have been achieved without
air superiority. Equalln the final moves in the land
battle in Tunisia, when large American and British
forces swung across the whole front to effect the
decisive concentration, would not have been feasible
under conditions existing a few months earlier, before
air superiority had been secured.lS

From a land commande/s point of view, General Alexander is
purported to have said to General Spaatz, when speaking of the
contribution of air power to the invasion of ltaly:

air attacks had not only heightened the morale of
ground and naval forces, but had seriously interfered
with the enemy's movements, disrupted his
communications and prevented the concentration of
his forces to launch large.scale counter attacks.l9

Cases where tactical air bombardment can isolate a battlefield
and hence deny supplies, reinforcements and freedom of manoeuwe
to an enemy army show the real value of air power's contribution to
the ground battle. The capture of Pantelleria in June 1943 is a good
example and is used in air, force staff colleges for precisely that
purpose. Pantelleria is a small island situated in the narrows between
Tunisia and Sicily. The Allies needed to eliminate enemy radar
stations and port facilities and secure another airfield to support those
on Malta. Accordingly, they launched intense air attacks between 8
May and 11 June 1943. When Allied ground forces anived, the Italian
forces surrendered without a fight.

18 ibitl.,pp.443444.
le ibid.,p.467.
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The Allies' campaign in Burma, particularly in 1943 arrd 7944,
showed the importance of air power through its ability to re'supply
ground force units and to shift troops rapidln especially from the
Arakan front to Imphal. During the siege of Imphal in early 7944, the
Allies were successful in holding out because they controlled the
necessary airfields during the daylight hours of the eightyday battle.
The fapanese were unable to duplicate the Allies' success when they
were caught at Myitkina, and without supporting airfields ultimately
succumbed to the US General Stilwell and Chinese ground forces. The
Burma campaign was characterised by land force advances through
very difficult tenain and poor communications, and great reliance had
to be placed on air hansport.

Moving on now to firepower support, it is important to realise
that air power can be used to cover retreating friendly forces or to
delay an enemy's advance, but once surface forces meet, there is little
that offensive air power can do to turn the tide of battle. Therefore,
great care must be exercisd when prosecuting a tactical air
bombardment campaign. For example, on 7 luly 1944 RAF Bomber
Command conducted Operation CHARNWOOD, in which 2000 tons
of high explosive were dropped on the outskirts of Caen in under 40
minutes, supposedly on the enemy's immediate rear areas.2O Lack of
success prompted an enquiry the findings of which were:

Apart from the enorrnous lift to morale ... could not
understand why heavy bombing had been called for ...
not a single dead Ccrman or any enemy equipment
had been found in the area that had been bombed.2r

Too much firepower delivered from the air can be a hindrance.
For example, villages immediately in front of advancing friendly land
forces were so badly destroyed during World War II that bulldozers
had to be called in to clear the way for those forces to continue their
advance. Thus, an advance can be slowed by the very means expected
to speed its passage.

20 Terraine, TheRight of theline,p.551.
27 Carlo D'Este, Decbion in Normanily:

Montgomry anil Thc Allid Campaign,
p316.

The Ununitten Story of
(Collins, [ondon, 1983),
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Because of German and Russian over-reaction to supporting
army ground forces, Asher Lee was given to comment that it is vital to
avoid excessive air support, for it can becorne 'profligate and quite
useless,.22 The British and Americans were also gUilty in 1944 and
1945 of devoting an inordinate number of sorties to such missions,
especially as numbers of aircraft became available as the tide of war
turned in their favour. Perhaps more aerial reconnaissance could have
elicited the best targets to attack and the nrost opportune time, and so
saved a considerable waste of firepower. The fact that surfaceto-
surface missiles have developed to such an extent must be considered
when determining the best methods of providing aerial fire support
for land forces in contact with enemy toops. That countries have
realised the inefficiencies of using fast pt fighters at low level for
reconnaissanceand fire support tasks has been brought out by the use
of helicopters and specially designed fixed wing aircraft such as the A-
10 Thunderbolt.

Probably the first recorded battle in which aircraft alone
defeated enemy hoops was on the Eastern Front on 8 |uly 1943. Soviet
tanks were destroyed by Henschel 1298 aircraft, as FW 190 aircraft
suppressed anti-aircraft fire. In fact:

tactical aircraft scored [al significant victory over
enemy ground armoured forces, without any
assistance or contact with friendly ground troops.23

On the other hand, the air bombardment of the Abbey of
Monte Cassino and Cassino township in February 1944 showed that in
this particular case tactical air bombardment could not dislodge well
dug-in ground forces. There are times when surface forces simply
must use their own form of combat power, especially when enemy air
power does not figure in the equation. Subsequently, the Germans at
Monte Cassino town were isolated through interdictiory encircled by
ground forces and taken without a fight on 18 May.24

The air plan for Operation OVERLORD provides an excellent
insight into the roles expected of air power in airlland cooperation.
The plan was to clear the enemy from the skies in order to protect the

Ler., Air P our q, pp.125-726.
Terraine, The Right of the Line, p.57 l.
This action is described in Terraine, The Right of the Line, p.595.

22
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Allied troops crossing the Rhine and effecting airborne landings; to
destroy anti-aircraft defences so that transport aircraft with paratroops
on board could be protected; to sustain the ground forces in battle; and
to prevent the enemy from reinforcing. Heavy bombing of
transportation cenbe*S and attacks on bridges and viaducb began
several days before the main assault on 24 March 1945. Air lDwer was
used to deceive Hitler about the focus of attack in OVERLORD, and
this deception plan came to be known as BODYGUARD (from
Churchill's statement that'In war-time, truth is so precious that she

should always be attended by a bodyguard of lies')35

There werc too many instances during World War II of air
forces bombing friendly troops to allow the point to go unmentioned.
The potential for such mistakes reinforc€s the need for the utrnost
cooperation when conducting close support operations. A simple
illustration should serve to prove the point. On 14 August 1944, in
Normandy, the British Army marked its own Position by yellow flates,
which happened to be Bomber Comrnand's target-indicating colour.

The rnore the troops burnt yellow flares to show their
position the more the ... aircraftbombed them.Z

One tactic used by the Allies to provide effective and timely
fircpower support from the air was the tab rank' systerl It consisted
of aircraft arriving in an area at interals of 30 minutes. 'lhe aircrew
had been briefed to attack preselected targets, but 20 minutes before
the rheduled attacks they would fly a holding pattern dose to the
forward line of troops and wait for a call from the ground forces which

25 The Transportation Plan', the brain<hild of an oPerational
analyst Professor Solly Zuckemun, pin-pointed the Germans'
greatest weakness. Zuckerrnan argued that maximum disruption
to German mobility in France was the surest path to victory and
that involved attacking the French railway system. In this, he was
fully supported by Tedder. The plan did however, mean killing
many French citizens. Additionally, bridges, C*stapo
headquarters, radar stations, and airfielde were to be attacked.
Photographic reconnaissance was to be used to determine the
need for re-attacks.

26 Terraine, TheRight of theLine,p.626.
27 ibiil.,p.667.
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would alert them to any priority targeb which may have recently
appeared. If no call was receivd, the aircraft would attack their
original targeb.28 However, the cab rank system places heavy
demands on aircraft resourc€s and can only work when there is an
absence of enemy air - otherwise the rate of attrition would be
horendous.

One other role for aircraft, when used in coniunction with land
forces, is the insertion of airborne hoops. However, use of airborne
forces by the Allies during World War II tended to be associated with
failure. According to Robin Higham, there were certain rules which
had to apply. Units

had to be dropped precisely on time and on target and
... had to be relieved within no more than two or three
days. Moreover, they had to have air cover and
instant re'supply even in those few days. [Finally,
theyl could only successfully be committed on the
basis of accurate intelligence.29

Any discussion on airlland co'operation during World War II
would be incomplete without reference to Australia's involvement in
the Pacific theahe. Co-operation between Australian ground forces
and RAAF Kittyhawk squadrons - No.75 and No.76 - was a major
factor in the Allied victory at Milne Bay in August 1942. Indeed, the
Air Co0peration campaign was probably the decisive factor in
compelling |apanese forces to withdraw.

RAAF air power was called on again in the following month,
when it contributed significantly to victory on the Kokoda Track by
disrupting fapanese supply lines and air-dropping much-needed
equipment to the Army. In January 1943 air transport, by flying in
essential reinforcements, was instrumental in the land forces retaining
conbol of the Wau airstrip. The RAAFs No.4 (Army Co-operation)
Squadron, operating Wirraway and Boomerang aircraft, provided
close support to the army during the recapture of Lae, Salamaua and

Advantages and disadvantages of the cab rank system are
discussed in Terraine, TheRight of theLine,p.596.
Robin Higham, Air Puoer: A Conci* Hbtny, (St Martinls Press,
New York and Macdonald, [.ondon, 7972), p.110.
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Finschhafen. Many other RAAF squadrons also provided close
support to the army in New Guinea.

In January 19rt4, No.10 Operational Group was forrned at
Nadzab. It provided close support to the Fifth Dvision from Sio to
Saidor and Seventh Dvision in reaching Madang and Alexishafen.
RAAF squadrons were called on again in December 1943 to provide
close support to Allied forces during the landings on New Britain.
During '1,944, they provided dose support during the landings at
Hollandia, Aitrpe, Biak, Noemfoor and Morotai.

The re'taking of Bougainville in November 1943 provides a
classic example of the Air Co0peration campaign. RAAF squadrons
located enemy positions, directed artillery fire, conducted
photographic reconnaissance, provided a casual$r evacuation service,
and airdropped supplies and equipment.

In fttober 1944 the First Tactical Air Force, consisting of No.10
Operational Group, was formed. It provided dose support for the
OBOE operations - the retaking of Tarakan, Labuan-Brunei Bay, and
Balikpapan. The RAAF, for the first time, operated an independent,
mobile and tactical force which moved forward with ground troops.

Much has been said of airlland cooperation during World
War II because many of the lessons for today are embodied in
campaigns from that war. However, none of the co-operation effort
would have been possible without control of the air. As the war
correspondent Chester Wilmot observed: 'The value of this air
supremacy can hardly be overrated'.30

Malaya

Australia must be very careful in how it chooses to use air
power in low-level conflict, especially if the enemy is a guerilla force.
It was Colonel Richard Clutterbuck who said, based on his experiences
during the Malayan Emergency which started in 1948,

Until they start operating as conventional forces,
guerillas are seldom vulnerable to air attack, and even

30 Wilmot, The StruggleFor Europe,p.189.
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the flexibility of air transport is often nullified by its
self-advertisement qrntrasted with the guerillas
invisibility. Air support, both offensive and hansport,
can be an actual disadvantage if wrongly used.3l
Interestingly enouglU the British did not attempt to ,flatten

everything in sight'9 during the Malayan emergency. Rather, they
saw guerilla warfare as requiring a special, very selective use of air
_powq. Il fact, by 7952 the RAF realised that greater emphasis had to
be placed on aerial reconnaissance, aerial re.supply and hoop
transport than on tactical bombing. small and frequent iir drops were
the rrnst appropriate means of supplying ground patrols, rather than
the large and occasional drops of past campaigns. This has obvious
relevance to possible Australian involvement in regional countries,
where ground transport may well be limited to back-packing. similar
experiences for the RAF occurred during the Mau Mau uprisings in
Kenya in 1953, where 3Gpound packages were dropped without
parachutes to the widely dispersed friendly ground units.

Prior to 1953, British ground force patrols involved in the
Malayan emergency found that, even with good intelligence,
communist patrols would be alerted to their presence and would have
moved on by the time they arrived at the communist hideout. The use
of helicopters brought significant change, such that reconnaissance
pabols and ground assault teams could be moved into areas before the
communists had time to react to their early warning systems. Richard
Clutterbuck also stated:

I am crcnvincd that we could never have cleared the
guerillas from the deep jungle without helicopters.B
During the Malayan emergency, aircraft were used for visual

and photographic reconnaissance and for aerial survey work. Aircraft
were also used for a different type of psychological operation than had
been experienced in earlier conflicts - jungle broadcasting of
propoganda messages. Pamphlets were also dropped as part ol the

Richard Clutterbuck, The Inng War: Counterinsurgenry in Mabya
anil Vietnam, (Praeger, New York and Washington, DC, 1960l,
p.156.
iud.
ibitl.,p.157.
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psychological operatiory but were never as successful as the
broadcasts.

Korea

During the Korean war, the North Korean Air Force did not
pose a threat within the area of operations; therefore, air effort was
used initially to isolate North Korean ground forces from their sources
of supply, essentially through BAI. However, once Chinese forces
joined the fray and UN political limitations prevented bases north of
the Yalu River from being aftacked (thus providing sanctuary for all
enemy air forces), air power was devoted more to offensive fighter
patrols along the Yalu, and OCA aftacks against staging bases in North
Korea. CAIRS and BAI were still conducted, and from late 1950 were
also used against advancing Chinese forces.

The Anericans, forced to defend Pusan in 1950, relied on
CAIRS and BAI to keep the North Koreans from concenbating forces,

including supplies, for a massed attack. Importantly, the US and other
UN forces maintained control of the air around thebattlefield.

Korea, as well as the campaign in Italy during 79M45, showed
that aerial interdiction of battlefield supplies would only be successful
if friendly surface forces had the tactical initiative to force the enemy to

expend supplies at increased rates.

Vietnam

The US experiences in Vietnam were similar in nature to the

UN experienc€s in Korea, where air power was used initially in the

roles oi BAI and CAIRS. At the beginning of the conflict, control of the
air pertained, but as enemy air defences were strengthened, the North
Vietnam Air Force became more offensive and the US had to engage in
OCA operations. Ultimately, the calls for air bombardment of North
Vietnam were heeded and the Linebacker series of operations
(discussed in Chapter 3) were prosecuted.

Tactical airlift was also used and, in combination with CAIRS
and BAI, contributed to the defeat of the Tet Offensive in early 1958
(with the loss of some 45,000 Vietcong) and the successful defence of
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Khe Sanh (with the loss of 10"000 Vietcong) during the same period.34
The battle for Khe Sanh showed the value of CAIRS, as it enabled a
5,(XXFrnan force to repel one of some 15,mG20,000.3s

In April 1972, ur power again was to play a large part - this
tirre in the defence of An Loc, dose to Saigon. By fune, the enemy
had been driven from the area, induding the provinces to the norttr,
because of constant air attacks. In particular, air power contributed to
the defeat of the enemy at Kontum. Air power was called on yet again
in September 7972 to play a decisive role in the recaphrre of Quang Tri.

As was shown in theVietnam war, CAII{S can be simplified if
friendly ground forces can drive the enemy into small areas where air
power and artillery can be concentrated. However, the conduct of
CAIRS becomes exceedingly difficult when an enemy is able to use the
iungle to cnnceal his forces.

Arab-Israeli Wars

BAI featured prominently in the eventual Israeli success on the
Golan Heights on 7 October 1973. Israeli forces had faced certain
defeat, as the Syrians held the initiative on the ground. However, the
IAF conducted an intense BAI operation the night before against
Sy"ia. truck convoys which were re-supplylng enemy ground forces
on the Golan Heights. Thus, oncE the Syrians' fuel and ammunition
were o<hausted and re.supply was not forthcoming, the IDF were able
to securc victory.

Panarna

During the Panama operation in 1989 one of the 82nd Airborne
Dvision's units was in contact with enemy troops and in danger of
being ovemrn. Captain Steve Hagan paid great tribute to the help
provided by a C-130 gunship. As Flagan says:

These loss figures are from Gropman, 'The Air War in Viebram
196l-73',pp.4A5.
Warden, The Air C-ampaign, pp.109-110.
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We explained our situatiory and the guy [in the
gunshipl said, 'Iffhere are you7 and we showed him,
and he said Where are the bad guys?'and we showed
him that. There was a pregnant Paus€ for a couple of
seconds, and then he said, 1/ou need to move back

eighteen feet'.35

Hagan's unit moved back and the opposition was destroyed. Such can
be the value of CAIRS.

Recent French Experience

The French experience of the utility of air power in low-level
out-of-area operations in recent years has seen the traditional
importance of land forces give way to air forces. According to Dr
Mark Lorell (from the RAND Corporation):

From the French perspective, air powe/s increasing
utility for the proiection of firepower overseas

compared with that of the ground forces derives ...

from a perception of its greater military efficiency in
terms of manpower and casualties.3T

Dr Lorell goes on to imply that air forces may not necessarily provide
greater military effectiveness than ground forces in low-level out-of-
irea conflict, but their greater military efficiency is unquestioned.

Air power can deliver great quantities of firepower, can be
deployed quickly and can be easily withdrawn or redeployed. The
French relied on air power in 7978, when simultaneous deployments
had to be made to Zure, Mauritania, Chad and Lebanon. Both airlift
and ground force assets were stretched and airdelivered firepower
provided the respite needed. Moreover, deployment of aircraft for
out-of-area contingencies often rneant 'a lower profile both at home

|. Correll, 'Foggy Future for Tactical Airpowe/, Air Force

Magazine, April 199Q p.aO.

M. lorell, 'I€ssons From the French Experience', in Group
Captain A.G.B. Vallance (d), Air Powq: Collecteil Esxys on

Doctrine, (Her Majesg/s Stationery Office, London, 7990,p.84.
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and abroad'.38 This, of course, is very important for the way in which
the Australian goverrunent would wish to be perceived.

STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR AUSTRALIA

The ability to concentrate force quickly is often referred to as a
great attribute of air power, but discussion tends to be limited to the
delivery of firepower by aircraft. Aircraft can also concentrate land
forces at points in the battlefield where a decisive effect may be
attained. And they can do this rapidly. They can also provide
excellent tactical information in a timelv fashion back to land force
commanders.

Australia's ground forces require freedom of manoeuwe to
withdraw, reinforce and counter-attack as necessary. Hence, whatever
air power can offer in the way of tactical reconnaissance and tactical
mobility as well as firepower support, to facilitate that freedom of
runoeuwe, would be an advantage.

Importantly, the absence of air power will not necessarily
mean disaster for land forces. For example, the Germans under
Kesselring showed that an army could still fight and counter-attack,
even when its air force had been defeated. Similar experiences
occurred in Vietnam during 79&-73. While specific conditions applied
in these instances, the possibility of land forces being successful
without airdelivered fire support has been shown. The essence of this
observation is to point out that air power may not have to be used in
every instance, especially if friendly conbol of the air pertains,
although its use would normally ease the burden on land forces. That
is, the Australian A^y may have to engage in combat without air-
delivered fire support, in which case it would expect thg F.TAAF 1s be
preoccupied with winning local control of the air.

The Australian Army suffens from a dearth of organic low-
level and medium-level air defence weapons, which places even
greater importance on the ability of the RAAF to control the air. In the
air/land context, conhol of the air should not be limited to that over
the battlefield, but should also include Australia's rear areas and

3E ibid.,p.87.
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staging areas. After all, these areas could provide targets for deep

interdiction by an enemy.

Air power can help the army in tactical battles, but quite often
the army will have to reciprocate by securing airfields that allow the
air force to operate in the first place. This may mean actually
capturing airfields. Furthermore, land force infantry and artillery
elements may be called upon to suppress enemy air defences. For
example, by routinely directing artillery, the Aushalian Army could
suppress enemy anti-aircraft fire. The army also has an important part
to play in keeping air commanders advised of the location of ground
troops within the AO.

While air power does offer certain advantages to the land
battle, it is not a panaaea. Slessor, as Deputy to Eaker,39 wrote an

appreciation of 'The Effect of Air Power in a Land Offensive', just after

the ltalian campaign during World War II. It is summarised here:

Air power cannot do certain things in a land campaign
of the nature of that experienced in ltaly.

It cannot by itself defeat a highly organised and
disciplined arrny, even if that army is without its own
air support. Moreover, the most concentrated air
bombardment of organised defensive positions cannot
totally eliminate resistance such that our land forces
may advance without loss.

It cannot by itself halt supplies sufficiently to force a
withdrawal. The enemy can kome more frugal and
live off the country, especially when he is not required
to fight an opposing army.

It cannot entirely prevent the movement of resources

to the front, of battle'weary fooPs to the rear, or of
troops from one part of the front to another.

In short, it cannot absolutely isolate the battlefield
from enemy supply or re'inforcement.

replaced Tedder as C-in{ of the
Mediterranean Allied Air Forces.
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It cannot absolutely guarantee immunity of friendly
forces against enemy air attack or reconnaissanc€.

It can, in concert with land forces, prevent a prolonged
resistance, especially if friendly land forces are
embarked on a determined offensive. It can turn an
orderly retreat into a rout and virtually eliminate an
entire army as an effective fighting force. Moreover,
air is needed to help land forces defeat a highly
organised and disciplined army on the defensive. Not
even with tanks and artillery can an army defeat a
well dug-in enemy - air power is needed.a0

While air forces found the wide, open terrain of North Africa
conducive to air-to-ground operations, the same could not be said of
the terrain in Sicily. Moreover, the co-operation in North Africa had
been between two srnaller and therefore more closely-knit forces than
was the case in Sicily. The point here is that the relatively small size of
Australian forces should allow close cooperation to be achieved more
easily.

Close co-ordination is important for air and land forces to be
combined effectively. The lesson of Sicily was that'both the spirit and
the stmcture of ce'operation need constant intensive care - by both
parties'.4l Moreovei, in mountainous or iungle terrain, in which
Australian forces could expect to fight, the need for close co-ordination
would be vital, as air-toground operations would become difficult.

Field Marshal Montgomery cornmented on the need for dose
coordination to ensure that the air plan could be functionally
integrated with the land force plan. He said:

ttre conception of making an Army plan and then
asking for air assistance to be provided 

^ay 
result in

air power being overlooked during the important
preliminary phases, or even in a misunderstanding of
the plan as a whole.42

Slessor, The Cntral Blue, pp.58G581.
Terraine, The Right of the Line, p.578.
Field Marshal B. Montgomery, High Cotnmanil inWm, Staff Paper,
(AHQ Press, Germany, fune 1945), p.7.

4t)

41

42
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In terms of comrnand and conEol, it has been quite evident

that as air operations become nrore comPlex, greater centralisation of
control becomes necessary. Only in that way can an air component
commander, for example, rnake the appropriate response with air
power anywhere within the AO. In a much broader theatre, which
iould be expected in defence of continental Australia, ACAUST would
need that iUitity to exercise centralised control over air assets. As
General Momyei has said of the Vietnam conllict: 'centralised control
made air power responsive to the threat'.43

The provision of fire support has been beset by an enduring
problem - tlie cost of building specially designed aircraft. What has

iended to happen is that fighters and bombers have been modified for
the CAIRS ana nAI roles, and hence have not provided the'perfect'
solution. In other instances, helicopters have been used as a cheaper

cost option.

Iet aircraft have to rely on their speed to minimise
vulnerability, and therefore must be used appropriately and with care.

Similarly, helicopters rely on terrain features for cover and ambush
and muit also be used appropriately. Certainly, while combat aircraft
have become more vulnerable because of the sophistication of SAMs,

these same aircraft can carry improved selfdefence weapons and

possess greatly enhanced capabilities for acquiring and destroying

ground targets.

An obvious problem, which Australia could expect to face, is

that the provision of fightet aircraft for CAIRS and BAI would be

conditional on competing priorities for air and naval campaigns.

Furthermore, by the time that land forces became engaged in combat,

probably at Ngher levels of conflict, combat athition and wear and

iear of operations at high sustained rates of effort may have reduced

aircraft numbers to such an extent that they simply would not be

available. Obviously it would be remiss of an air commander to frifter
away his aircraft in opening naval and air skirmishes without
considering the need to counter a subsequent lodgement attemPt.

However, ihe point is still valid: in high levels of conllict the aircraft
may not be available for firepower support of land operations.

+3 Momyer, Air Power inThree Wars,p.319.
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One important difference between prosecuting air-to-ground
operations in coniunction with friendly land forces and prosecuting
them away from the battlefield is the need to distinguish friend from
foe on the ground. This requires very close integration and the use of
precision weapons by Australia's air force. Away from the battlefield,
aircraft provide the ability to locate enemy rear bases and lines of
supply and to attack them.

In any level of conflict, an enemy should make the best
possible use of the tenain; therefore close co-operation between land
and air forces, and rapid reaction of aircraft, can be fundamental to
succes{i on the gtound. Aircraft provide mobility, but would normally
only be used when terrain forms a barrier to land movement or when
time is crucial.

The sophistication of SAMs means that a relatively small
hostile land force, which could otherwise be defeated by conventional
land forces, cpuld have a significant capability against aircraft.
Therefore, for cost and vulnerability reasons, the recourse to air power
must be well thought out and not nec€ssarily reached for as the first
option.

OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS FOR THE RJLUT

Co-operation of air and land forces is needed to attain and
maintain the requisite degree of conhol of the air over the battlefield,
to prevent movement of enemy forces into an AO, and to desboy
enemy forces within that AO. In the longer term, the RAAF may also
have to destroy enemy forces and supporting infrastructure at home
bases or at staging bases, through OCA and strike operations.

The RAAF would be asked to ensure that the Australian A*y
could depend on not being pinned down by an enemy and that the
army could enpy a reasonable level of freedom in operations.
Accordingly, the RAAF would be used in circumstances where enemy
land forces enpyed an advantage that could not be overcome by
friendly land forces. However, before such air cooperation could be
provided, the RAAF would have to ensure that a favourable air
situation prevailed. The level of air effort for cooperation would thus
depend on the success of the counter-air operations.
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The essential elements of co-operation which have been

derived from history and have relevance for the ADF rnay be

summarised as:

a. Intimate relations must be maintained between the
Services at key points, such as at top command level,
at important operational level headquarters, and at the
tactical level, often in the midst of conflict.

b. An independent signals network is needed to obviate
competition for signals priorities and to provide
minimum organisational delay.

c. Co-operation will not always be the function of
'special' aircraft designed and allocated for the
purpose, but rather of the available air power,
possibly using all tyPes, to meet a pressing surface
force need, which in itself may rePresent the ADFs
immediate sbategic obiective.aa

Command and Control

In an air/land warfare context, any foint Force Commander
should be given control of the operational resources needed to fulfil
the mission once conflict has eventuated. From an air viewpoint, this
would involve assignment of a Tactical Air Support Force (TASF),

consisting of short-range transport aircraft and battlefield helicopters.

It may also involve the formation of a Tactical Air Control Cenbe
(TACO.

The Air Commander Australia (ACAUST) would still retain
control over tactical fighter and strategic strike aircraft to prosecute

continuing Control of the Air and Air Bombardment campaigns. He
may also be assigned low-Ievel Air Defence GLAD) batteries in
certain circumstances. Depending on availability, strike and fighter
aircraft could still operate on a mission-by-mission basis in co-
operation with the relevant land forces, depending on the
goverrunent's intention and the ADFs particular military strategy.

M These points are elaborated on further in Terraine,TheRight of tltc
Line,p.352.
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Furthermore, should any situation warrant the temporary assignrnent
of strategic strike or tactical fighter aircraft to the foint Force
Commander (IFC), then he must have the organisational capability to
task and control these aircraft. Such capability would of necessity
include established procedures and communications facilities.

Both land and air operations must be designed to exploit their
combined potential, while remaining proficient in their individual
environments. The air contribution can best be provided through
centralised command at the highest level which can effectively apply
the effort.aS Air effort would then be allocated as necessary to meet
specific requirements. The responsibility for execution of tasks by
assigned air assets would be decentralised as far as possible, probably
to that level of the particular force element which would actually use
the aircraft.

During the Vietsram war, continual coordination between air
and ground forces had to be maintained. Civilian villages were
scattered throughout the combat zone, unlike past conflicts where
enemy towns had been dearly discernible. One could argue that there
were certain similarities with the Allies' bombing of Germanoccupied
France during World War II. The important point, however, is that
conflict in the future would likely involve the presence of civilians;
hence very clear co.ordination in respect of targets must be achieved.
In Vietnam this led to an increased use of Forward Air Controllers to
conhol all CAIRS and BAI missions.

Close co-ordination indudes land forces providing
information on friendly land force dispositions, the type of targets to
be attacked, and the most appropriate time for the attacks. The RAAF
would then decide which aircraft, weaporui and tactics should be
employed. Therefore, adequate control and direction in the battle area,
and secure, fast and reliable communications would be essential for
succesg.

Momyer argues that South Viebram contributed to its own
defeat in 1975 because air resources

4s This is discussed as a doctrinal imperative throughout AAP 1000,
Royal Australian Air Force Air Power Manual.
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were divided between the corps commanders, and no

single air authority looked at the whole of the baftle to

detbrmine where massed air power could do the most
good in disrupting and breaking the offensive.46

The Arnericans themselves had made the same mistake during
794243 in North Africa, where they suffered huge losses, and only just
avoided similar problems in 1950 in Korea after the Inchon landing.
Fortunately, the vital nature of centralised control of air assets in
supporting sustaind air/land operations was recognised, and succ€ss

was forthcoming on both occasions.

The significance of cenbalised control was not lost on General

Creighton Abrlms 0ater to become the US Army Chief of Staff in the

mid-1970s) when he was Commander US Military Assistance

Command Vietnam. Abrams commented during a House of
Representatives hearing:

I'm talking about going anywhere. You switch the
whole faucet, and you do it in about 45 minutes. The
whole control system and base system that supports
that, there is nothing in the Army like it.47

Tactical air forces have proven themselves in North Africa,

Europe, Korea and vietnarn The use of foint operations-Centres and

close co-ordination of air effort with the land battle have Proven
successful when organised correctly. While Australia could not afford
to form a perrnanent TAF, it should be able to provide a similar service

through the appropriate use of relevant air assets.

According to the historian Dr Richard Overy, in time of
conflict a TAF is needed:

to achieve mastery over the invasion battlefield, to
attack enemy concentrations in the rear and to provide
good air intelligence of the front.48

Dr Overy goes on to say that there is liftle disagreement on the need

for a TAF ind for a unified command structure, which is essential for

46 Momyer, Air Powq inThreeWars,p.286.
47 ibid.,p.275.
48 Overy, The Air War 7939-1'945,p.74.
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close co-operation and flexible response from the air force. The point
of disagreement (and this applies very much in the case of Australia)
seer$ to be whether the air component commander should have
control over all the air assets assigned.

A IFC would be appointed in any airlland mnflict involving
the ADB to ensure that the land and air components did indeed act as
a unified force, and to provide the essential cenbalised direction of the
militar5/s operational effort. He would appoint Air and Land
Component Commanders to be responsible for controlling resourc€s.
That is, the Air Component C-ommander (ACC) would task air
resources to rrcet specific requirements detailed in the JFCs plan.

Both land and air component commanders must keep one
another apprised of their plans, so that necessary tactical changes can
be coordinated effectively and immediately. Co-ordination of
commanders'plans is not the end of it. The restricted area in which
diverse and intense operations will occur, likely under enemy fire,
demands a precision in timing and, consequently, dose co-ordination
of all tactical elements.

The ACC would exercise conEol, through a Tactical Air
Control Centre (TACC), such that his forces could provide the
necessary offensive air, tactical air transport, air defence and airspace
conbol required in meeting the RAAFs co-operation commihnents.
The importance of each of these elements of air cooperation is
recognised through the formation of specific Operations C-entres
within the TACC. For example, an Air Support Operations C-entre
(ASOO is designed to control and co-ordinate all CAIRS, BAI, OCA
and tactical air reconnaissance missions within the AO. An Air
Transport Operations Centre (ATOC) is provided to control and co-
ordinate all air transport requirenrents within the AO.

As part of the NADACS concept outlined in Chapter 2, Sector
Air Defence Operations Centres (SADOCs) have been incorporated.
Normalln an existing SADOC would provide the necessary air
defence and airspace control for a particular AO. However, a specific
Air Defence Operations Centre may have to be established within a
TACC where an AO is located outside Australia.

The need for the Air C-omponent Commander to have control
over all aircraft within the AO was emphasised during the Vietnam
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w€u. With the likely presence of SAMs, increased possibility for
collision and the probability of mutual interference of aircraft, control
must be co-ordinated and therefore centralised.49

Since Vietnam, the need for ASOCs has become apparent.
Although Brigadier General Gordon Saville, Commander XII Air
Support Command, o<perimented with such an organisation during
the Italian campaign in World War II, it was not until the 1960s that
doctrine embraced it.So

The importance of an ASOC should not be lost - with fighter,
reconnaissance, airlift, strike and intelligence specialists, it has an

operational responsibility for the use of air power in a specific AO, not
simply an advisory capacity such as that afforded by an Air Liaison
Officer. An ASOC provides the land commander with a greater
flexibility in determining and changing the importance of targets or
the priorities for air support of particular elements of his force.

The ADF must guard against any ProPensity to divide its
tactical air power. That is, all elements of tactical air power should be
placed under operational control of the ACQ who would exercise

control through the TACC. The TACC is not a standing one - that is, it
would have to be set up prior to conflict and personnel posted in. This

is perhaps one aspect of active defence preparation time which would
not have to wait for a govemment decision.Sl

Close Air Support

CAIRS has two specific uses. First, it allows firepower to be

concentrated on an enemy's shong defensive positiory which cannot
easily be overmn by friendly ground forces. Second, it allows
firepower to be directed against an overwhelmingly superior enemy
whose ground forces are threatening to ovelrun friendly forces. In
other words, it provides the co-operative support needed for friendly

This is expanded upon in Momyer, Air Pwq in Thtee Wars,
pp.264-265.
ibid.,p.260.
The notion of active defence preparation time and performance of
certain military activities in advance was discussed towards the
end of Chapter 2.

50

51
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liand forces to prosecute their offensive, or to regroup before launddng
a counter-attack.

CAIRS is best used where a ground commander would want
to employ his own forces but cannot, or where firepower is needed in
concentrated bursb.52

Because of the dose proximity to friendly forces, CAIRS
operations must be integrated with the fire and manoeuvre of land
forces. CAIRS provides the rnost visible and immediate contribution
of air power to the land battle and therefore has a positive effect on
morale. Conversely, it has a negative effect on the morale of an enemy,
especially if that enemy is without his own air cover.

Histoqy has shown that CAIRS not only opens the way for
land force breakthroughs or the repelling of overwhelming numbers of
enemy forces, but may also be used to protect flanla. By 1944, the
Allies had realised the value of using air power in such a way. Patton
enjoyed success in France because air power protected his flanks and,
in the Pacific theatre, MacArthur used Kenne/s forces to similar effect.

ln credible contingencies, offensive firepower would best be
used to isolate enemy forces by cutting oft their lines of
communication. CAIRS may be nec€ssary but, against small and
fleeting targets, armed helicopters would be the most appropriate form
of air power to be used. That being said, if enemy aircraft are not in
the area and the enemy is equipped with sophisticated man-portable
SAMs, then the validity of using any form of air power for CAIRS is
questionable, especially if friendly land forces are not heavily
oubrumbered.

In higher levels of conflict, CAIRS would be used in the critical
phases of friendly land operations, such as landing or breakout phases.
It would also be used to counter enemy surprise attacks or enemy
assaults with overwhelming numbers. There is compelling argument
for using only artillery and organic baftlefield helicopters for CAIRS.
However, there may well be situations where RAAF fixed wing
aircraft are neeeded to conduct CAIRS. As stated earlier, the type of
roles to be conducted must ultimately depend on government
intentiorrs and the prevailing military strategy.

52 Warden, TluAir Campaign, p.105.
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Because there may be times when CAIRS would be better
conducted by fixed wing aircraft, the RAAFmust be prepared. Hence,
training should include air-toAround tactics within a battlefield, such
that air operations can be closely co-ordinated with those of friendly
land forces. The weight of effort which fixed wing aircraft can bring to
bear on a clearly identifiable enemy may well be the factor that would
lead to insistance on the RAAF providing CAIRS.

CAIRS missions have proven to be most effective when
employed in pre'planned attacks against enemy defences or in halting
enemy breakthroughs. The concenhation of force from the air, co-

ordinated with follow-up land force action to exploit the enemy's

confusion, has been proved time and time again. This was well
exemplified in October 1942, when Montgomery's 8th Army and the
Western Desert Air Force halted Rommel's Panzer forces at El
Alamein. Coordination of massed air attacks was witnessed again in
May 7943, when von Arnim was defeated outside Tunis, and again

when Patton's 3rd Army staged a breakout from the Briftany
peninsula.

In the Korean war, CAIRS was used to great effect during the
battle for Pusan in 1952. In rugged terrain such as that encountered in
Korea, airdelivered firepower may have to substihrte for land Power.

Pre'planning of CAIRS is important for it allows befter

integration within a specific plan of action. Pre-briefed crews would
know the target area and would better understand the army's scheme
of manoeuvre. Weapon-to-target matching, timing of attacks, and the
least vulnerable approach and withdrawal routes, must be used to best
effect.s3

The enemy threat will determine how CAIRS is to be

conducted. For example, USAF action in South Vietnam was
reasonably straighfforward because of the absence of SAM and MiG
threats. However, in North Vietnarry both ECM and fighter support
for bombers had to be provided. Additionally, Wild Weasel F-4G

defence suppression aircraft had to be used.

There should be no doubt that at lower levels of conllict the
destruction of RAAF fighter or strike aircraft could provide a

53 Momyer, Air Power inThraWars,p.277.
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tremendous psychological boost to an enemy's propaganda effort.
Australia must be careful to avoid using air power in circumstances
which hold advantage only for an enemy.

B attlefield Air Interd iction

BAI involves action against enemy forces and supplies that can
directly inlluence the land battle. BAI is always difficult; therefore,
enemy re'inforcemenb and re'supplies should be attacked whenever
possible at point of embarkation or in transit to the AO. To be
effective, BAI may have to be conducted on a 24-hour basis, and must
always be coordinated with a land offensive designed to exhaust the
enemy's in-area supplies.

The proximity of enemy forces to friendly land forces marks
the essential difference between CAIRS and BAI. Because CAIRS
would be conducted against forces which were directly threatening
friendly land operations, the dose integration of CAIRS missions with
those of the army would necessitate a rcsponsiveness to direction by
land commanders. That same level of responsiveness to direction may
notbe necessary for BAI missions. Interestingly, it has been estimated
that interdiction has been more effective than CAIRS bv a factor of
three.54

Success in BAI tends to be more difficult to attain than success
in deeper interdiction. The important aspect of BAI, however, is that
continuous pressure on enemy ground forces must be maintained by
friendly ground forces to compel the enemy to consume his available
logistics. This higher consumption level, when coupled with his
interdicted lines of supply to the battlefield, would place the enemy in
a disadvantageous position. However, there is little point in
prosecuting BAI operations unless all supply routes are attacked. The

54 T. N. Dupuy, Numbas, heilictiotts anil War: IJsing History to
Eoaluate Comfut Factors anil Preilict the Outcome of Battla,
(MacDonald and fane's, Londory 7979), p.93. In this instance
Drpry was referring to an interdiction operation conducted in
Italy during World War II, known as Operation STRANGLE.
However, he does infer that this effectiveness ratio has wider
applicability.
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enemy must not be allowed to tailor his rate of consumption to that re'
supply which evades interdiction. BAI is most appropriate

when the pressure is on the enemy and he needs to
move maior forces and equipment quickly, such as

during a retreat, a pursuit, or a defense against a
determined offense.sS

There is little chance of BAI being conducted successfully if the
enemy has the initiative on the ground. Moreover, if friendly forces

are hing overrun, then the weight of effort would have to be devoted

to CAIRS. In low-level conflict, small raiding parties may not have any

discemible lines of supply to interdict. It is a truism of BAI and deeper
interdiction that the less sophisticated the methods of transportation,
the less vulnerable they are to air interdiction. So too, the more
mountainous the terrain, or the more dense the jungle foliage, the less

vulnerable are the supply routes.

As with CAIRS, exbenre Precision is important in BAI, because

usually the risk of collateral civilian damage has to be minimised.
Therefore, attacks in poor weather, which may improve aircraft
survivability, become untikely unless sophisticated and thus expensive
weapons are used. Furthermore, targets would be of a transitory
nature and visual aftacks would probably be necessary to guarantee

destruction.

The complexities of BAI demand that effort be devoted to
planning before the outbreak of conflict, with such planning allowing
ior circumstances where communications may be degraded or non-
existent. This would mean that not only should Prirnary targets be

pre-planned, but so should alternative targets. The ultimate aim of
bet is to destroy the enemy before he can engage friendly forces. A
more achievable aim rnay be to restrict the enemy's combat capability
by attacking his lines of communication, supplies, troops and weapons
bifore contact is made. The limited number of aircraft and weapons of
the RAAF means that every weaPon must be used and every mission

must be flown as effectively as possible.

Ceordination is necessary to ensure that bridges, roads,

railways and so on, which rnay be of use to friendly land forces, are

5s Warden, The Air C-ampaign,p.94.
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not destroyed in the misguided belief that the enemy is being
hampered.

If targets cannot be identified and BAI pre'planned and
conducted with reliable intelligence, then prudence would dictate
aircraft being used only against high-value targets. The risk of
attrition would naturally be much higher in such circumstances.
Accordingly, the notion of aircraft searching for targets of opportunity
within a battlefield is fraught with danger. The use of standoff
wealrcns, especially against pre'planned targets, would minimise
attrition.

In escalated conflict, attacks on reserve forces and enemy
choke-poinb will always be an important offensive role for air power
in air/land warfare. Only through this role could the momentum of a
land offensive be impeded without friendly land forces sustaining
heavy losses.

An interesting view postulated by Littauer and Uphoffs6 is
that CAIRS and BAI are most effective when waged against enemy
forces massed for aftack. However, the very threat of CAIRS and BAI
operations tends to force an enemy to adopt guerilla tactics - tactics
which reduce the effectiveness of CAII{S and BAI, as witnessed during
the early stages of the US bombing in Indo-China.s7

Tactical Air Reconnaissance

The composition, disposition and activities of enemy tactical
forces and inforrnation of friendly land force operations must be
relayed in an accurate and timely nurnner - this is best achieved
through tactical air reconnaissance and an efficient communications
network. Because Australia's reconnaissance assets (the RF-111 force)
are dedicated to a strategic intelligence gathering role, there is little
capacity for tactical air reconnaissance by the RAAF. Perhaps the time
is indeed right for the RAAF to address the use of RPVs, as mentioned
in Chapter 4. Another option open to Ure RrqAIr would be to develop a

s6 Uttauer and Uphoff (eds), The Air War in Indochina.
57 The name lndo-China encompasses the three states of Laos,

Cambodia and Viebrarn
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reconnaissance version of one of its existing aircraft tyPes, such as the
F/A-18 Hornet.

Importantly, tactical air rcconnaissance is not restricted to the
needs of land forces but also provides vital information to air forces

operating within the AO.

Tactical Air Transport

Despite the recognised value of tactical air transport in World

War II, the US Tactical Air Command was disestablished in 1948.

Once conllict broke out in Korea, the Americans realised that the
importance of tactical air transport had been denigrated, and the
command was reconstituted by 1 December 1950. Yet, after Korea, the
importance of all tactical air operations seemed to be lost in the rush to
build up the Strategic Air Command.

The need for land forces to move around an AO is quite
obvious. Redeployment, speedy withdrawal or rapid insertion
demand a great deal of tactical air transport services. Oftery logistics
re.supply and troop reinforcements may only be possible by air. Close
integration therefore is absolutely vital.

Tactical air bansport is used for airbome operations in
airlanding or airdropping combat forces,S8 in logistic suPPort
operations, for special missions of a clandestine nature, or in the
evacuation of casualties. Within an AO, the ADF would likely
consume its available helicopter and short-range fixed wing capacity
very quickly. Therefore, the airdroPPing of supplies and equipment

becomes a necessary part of ADF operations. Accuracies in delivery
and robust equipment are essential. Of a less essential, but highly
desirable nature, would be the provision of Vertical TakeOff and
Landing (WOL) aircraft with appropriate range and payload
capabilities. The provision of VTOL aircraft for air-to-groundcombat
operations would also offer a tremendous advantage. Tilt rotor

58 The use of air transport to airland trooPs or to airdrop airborne
forces represents an offensive use of aircraft in that ground forces

which are capable of delivering firepower are proiected into an

AO.
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technology, sudr as that demonstrated in the Y22 Osprey, rnay prove
to be a suitable alternative.

Airmobile forces, which operate away from established
logistics bases and fire support units, rely exdusively on tactical air
transport to maintain combat effectivenes. Importantly, they also rely
on air transport for casualty evacuation. In low-level conllict in the
past, the use of aircraft has offered the following for land forces:

that wherever they [the land forces] went, they would
always be resupplied, and also that if any casualties
were incurred, they would be evacuated somehow
and very raPidlY.se

The ruggedness of Australia's terrain in possible AOs virtually
dictates the use of airmobile forces where land force action is
considercd appropriate. Therefore, all fixed and rotary wing aircraft
which can be used for tactical air transport to provide essential tactical
mobility for land forces should be considered. Moreover, aircraft and
aircrews must be optimised for such operations; for example, through
the provision of selfdefence weapons and appropriate tactics.

Airmobile operations would normally involve the delivery of
land forces to a Point of Entry airfield by RAAF C-130 and Caribou
aircraft. Those land forces would then be transported by helicopters to
I-anding Zones (IZs) within the AO. The possibility of transporting
troops to their destination I zs within the AO by C-130 and C-aribou,
where appropriate, should notbe ignored.

In a benign air environment and where enemy land forces are
not present in overwhelming numbers, such use of fixed wing aircraft
would seem feasible. Because the ADF could expect, in low-level
conflict, to have superior ground force numbers concenbated in an
area where enemy forces were present, the need for rapid extraction
and redeployment may not be so great, and helicopters could be used
for other purposes.

Under these circumstances, a land force would be expected to
secure victory using ground mobility and firepower. Obviously, if air

5e Paget, Last Post, pp.105-106. Whilst ]ulian Paget discusses this in
relation to Aden, it has occurred often enough elsewhere to
warrant rnention.
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assets (fixed and rotary wing) were available and their use would lead

to a speedier victory, then they should be used, but not at the cost of
higher priority tasks. The ADF should not expect air power to secure
land victories as part of standard operating procedures. In remote
areas, the need for fuel and spares for short-range aircraft represenb a

significant limitation, and would place heavy demands on a JFC's
logistics system.

As the intensity of operations increases, most requirements for
transport within an AO rrny best be met by ground means, except in
circumstances where terrain prohibib movement or where timing is of
the essence. While helicopters would provide the essential mobility in
times of crisis, the contribution of fixed wing aircraft should not be
ignored. However, overseas developments are moving towards
helicopters with greater range and payload for tactical mobility, with
fixed wing aircraft being devoted more to strategic air transport.

The most likely contingenry for Australia, in terms of
mainland defence, would probably involve air power being used

against small raiding parties which were intent on harassment, using
hit-and-run tactics and operating from widely dispersed locations.
Most assuredly, tactical mobility of land forces would be paramount
for land operations to be effective, especially in the north. Australia
must guard against a propensity to use the new Black Hawk helicopter
for tasks which may be performed better by Caribou or C-130 aircraft.

An important note of caution must be sounded on dependence
of land forces on air mobility. During Indonesian confrontation in
1964, the British found that morning mist and low afternoon cloud
limited the extent of tactical air transport operations, especially those
using helicopters. Too grcat a reliance on air mobility can restrict a
land commandey's traditional range of options, especially the timing of
offensives, such as dawn and dusk raids. The consequence can be a
restriction on the commandey's ability to maximise the principle of
surprise.

Airspace Control

Friendly air forces should be able to operate in airspace over
which they have achieved control or are fighting for control, without
the threat of being destroyed by friendly ground forces. Reliable
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identification procedures are therefore most necessary as part of
effective airspace control.

Airspace control rnay be achieved through the use of radar
control and procedural control. Radar control (which is also known as
positive control) involves the use of radar and communications
equiprnent to identify, track and direct aircraft within specified
airspace. Procedural control involves promulgation of set procedures
in which safe transit corridors and clear fire zones are predetermined,
once again within specified airspace. Whilst the first method offers the
most flexibility, it does rely on equipment functioning and being free
from attack. Procedural control offers an important secondary system
should radar control be ineffective, impeded or inappropriate.

Aircraft Capability

Fixed wing air transport requires logistic and infrastructure
support from both its embarking airfield and destination airfield.
Therefore, pre'planned transport operations such as deployments and
regular re-supply provide the best opportunity for fixed wing
transport aircraft to contribute. Helicopters provide the best means for
rapid reaction over short distances to volatile situations in which pre.
planning has been rendered impossible.

Use of helicopters to provide necessary tactical airlift, tactical
reconnaissance and fire support, while appropriate in some forms of
low-level conflict, becomes fairly limited in a high threat environment.
The vulnerability of helicopters to enemy fighters, AAA and SAMs
tends to limit their applicability to specific conflict scenarios. Only
through the use of fixed wing aircraft can a broad spectrum of
contingencies be catered for.60 Moreover, the helicopter assault of Ap
Bac in )anuary 1963 proved that 'helicopter gunships were not a
substitute for fixed wing aircraft'.61

This is expanded on in Momyer, Air Pwer inThree Wars,p.255,in
relation to a series of Inquiry Boards that Secretary of Defense
Mctrlamara convened in the 19ti0s.
ibiil.,p.256.6l
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The vulnerability problem of helicopters was recognised by
the Arrericans during the Vietnam war and the Harkins' directive62
was produced. It called for concentrated air attacks by fixed wing
aircraft to suppress enemy ground fire in order to prepare the area for
heliborne assaults, and for such assaults to be escorted by fixed wing
fighter aircraft.

A relatively cheap and capable aircraft designed for the
CAIRS, BAI and Tactical Reconnaissance roles is needed, but priority
for acquisition will always be low unless Australia is confronted with
the situation that demands just such a capability. Better use of C-130s

for tactical air hansport may be the way ahead, as the Caribou
becomes too difficult to maintain and an affordable replacement
becomes more and more difficult to find. Additional C-130s would
probably be cheaper to acquire than other'tactical' transport aircraft.
Of course, use of C-130s would limit tactical flexibility. In terms of
tactical flexibility, the ADF must guard against placing too mudr
reliance on the Black Flawk - there will never be enough to allow the
total flexibility that seerns to have been anticipated in some circles.

The Short TakeOff and Ianding (STOL) capability possessed
by the CC08 Caribou does need to be retained - replacing the CC08
with more C-130s and more Black Hawks is not the answer. Since the

de.commissioning of the Chinook fleet, there has been a gap in tactical
operations for medium-lift air hansport. C-l30-airdropped fuel has

even become necessary to re+upply deployed Black Hawks. This is
not a very satisfactory arrangement, and the ADF desperately needs its
medium- lift air transport capability restored.

Aircraft cannot loiter within the AO, therefore they must be

capable of acquiring their targets immediately and, because of the
proximity of friendly forces, must attack enemy targets with precision.
Terrain, enemy SAMs, and the high speed of CAIRS aircraft all
compound the problem of rapid and accurate air attacks.

Visual, photographic, electronic or thermal sensors are used to
provide intelligence information. Timely and accurate intelligence on
terrain, weather, enemy force composition, disposition and movement,
supporting infrastructure, likely axes of attack, and lines of

62 The Harkins' directive is described in Momyer, Air Pouta inThree
Wars,p.265.
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communication would prove vital to the successful conduct of
air/land warfare. Therefore, RAAF aircraft used for tactical
intelligence gathering must be equipped with suitable sensors and
adequate communications equipment. Additional formation provided
from such sourc€s as GB& OTHR, shipborne radars and visual
observation posts needs to be integrated inio the one system.

Air-to-Air-Refuelling

While the RAAF cannot afford to ignore developments
overseas, it must remember that Australia's circumstances are unique
and the multi-role capability of air assets should be used as much as
possible. Therefore, it would be sensible for even'tactical'air assets to
be provided with strategic reaclv either through organic means or
AAR.

Weapone

The need for arming aircraft operating in the battlefield for
selfdefence as well as for offensive operations has been argued since
1965, when US Secretary of Defense Mdrlamara announced the US's
intention of doing iust that. Australia has yet to afford a compelling
priority to selfdefence of its aircraft over the battlefield.

The RAAF should be able to conduct CAIITS and BAI with
stand-off weaporu to enhance aircraft survivability and to achieve
greater precision. Stand-off Precision€uided Munitions (PGMs) are
the way of the future. Whatever tactics can be employed by aircraft to
rcduce exposur€ time to enemy SAMs must be explored, such as high-
speed low-altitude operations over the battlefield, as well as use of
standoff PGMs and LGBs.

Elechonic Warfare

Trends in modern warfare have highlighted the likelihood of
Electronic Warfare (EW) in the air/land battle, and Ausfialia has a
long way to go in developing its EW capabilities. ESM and offensive
ECM procedures do need to be exercised regularly. This would be
especially important during AAR operations, for example. The active
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iamming of enemy transmissions can achieve a considerable return for
iittle effort. For example, a simple delaying tactic may be sufficient to
negate an enemy's operation, especially one that relies on air power
being co-ordinated with land forces.

Tactics

Use of four-ship attacks rnay be one tactic which could reduce
the attrition that singletons or pairs would suffer. Such tactics would,
for instance, enable one pair to concenbate on prosecuting a specific
aftack, while another pair could concentrate on the broad intelligence
picture and also ensure that the first pair was not subiected to surprise
attacks. Hot turnarounds of four-ship grouPs would also provide a

significant increase in responsiveness, sustainability and concentration
of force.

Another tactic would be provision of CAP; although it
becomes highly expensive to maintain aircraft overhead for lengthy
periods. As a broad rule of thumb:

... the idea of keeping standing patrols of aircraft over
moving columns should be abandoned. It is unsound
to distribute aircraft in this way...63

However at critical times, such as when establishing a beach-head or
during an amphibious crossing, it may be operationally necessary to

provide CAP.

Support Operations

Life of type extensions for RAAF aircraft are becoming more

commonplaca. This mearu that spare parts have to be found for old
aircraft which may have been out of production for some time, and the
maintenance effort often has to be increased to maintain serviceability
levels and on-line requirements.

53 This quotation is from Churchill, and is cited in Terraine, Tfte

Rightof tlrcUne,p.A7.
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Another trend which will place heavy dernands on the
operational and logistics infrastructure support capabilities of the
RAAF is the idea of using more than one airfield at a time. This will
also have implications for the ILqu{IIs air defence capability and will
extend the rcquirements for ground defence. However, the use of
infra-red equipment, acoustic sensors and ground surveillance radars
could alleviate the increased requirement for manpower.

Dispersed air operations, if conducted from forward operating
bases dose to or within an AO, will require extensive logistics support
to sustain thern Furthermore, the lines of supply will themselves
become attractive targeb.

In terms of training, it is vital for the ADFs tactical air assets to
undergo training in specific areas such as North-West and North-East
Australia, PNG and so on. This appears to have been acknowledged
recently and training areas have been broadened.

CONCLUSION

Manoeuwe and firepower are two vital elements of an army's
ability to wield combat power - aircraft provide a force multiplier
effect for both elements.

Experience from past low-level conflicts has shown a need for
flexibility and resourcefulness in handling a great variety of tactical,
logistic and administrative problems. Success has invariably been
underwritten by the use of the air; but always control of the air has
pertained, generally by default. Logistics support of forces operating
deep in enemy territory has always been critical, as has the integration
of air and ground forces such that targets could be identified and
offensive air strikes carried out. In conflicts where terain has been
ruggd and roads virtually non-existent, troop movement, logistics re-
supply, and casualty evacuation have depended on aircraft. Once in
the Aq hnd forces have depended on helicopters for tactical mobility.

Airdelivered firepower can stop enemy advanc€s, destroy an
enemy's firepower, regain lost territory, compensate for surprise
enemy attacks, and reverse enemy successes. Aircraft must be able to
respond rapidly, acquirc targets, achieve great accuracy in weapons
delivery, and deliver the most appropriate firepower at minimum cost.
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There rnay be times when these factors can best be achieved by land

force firepower. Aircraft will not always represent the best option, and
their use must be weighed up carefully.

Dug-in enemy hooPs, trooP concentrations, and routes of
approach and withdrawal are the most appropriate targets for CAIRS

and BAI - all rely on accurate and timely intelligence. However,
CAIRS and BAI should only be employed when artillery and organic
land force weapons prove to be insufficient.

Aircraft characterised by high speed, an ability to operate at

low level, and possession of defence suppression systems and

elecbonic countermeasures, represent the most effective contribution
to the CAIRS and BAI roles. However, aircraft capability counts for
little if the appropriate weapons for particular targets are not carried.
This matching of weapons to targets means the inventory of weapons
must be significant enough, both in number and variety, to cover
rnany target arrays.

In 1943 Montgomery (in ltaly) stated:

I believe that the first and great principle of war is that
you must first win your air battle before you fight
your land and sea battle. If you examine the conduct
of the campaign from Alamein through Tunisia, Sicily
and Italy ... you will find I have never fought a land
baftle until the air battle has been won. We never had
to bother about the enemy air, because we won the air
battle first.

The second great principle is that At^y plus Air ... has
to be so knitted that the two together form one enti$r.
If you do that, the resultant military effort will be so

great that nothing will be able to stand against it.

The third principle is that the Air Force side of this
fighting machine must be centralised and kept under
Air Force command. I hold that it is quite wrong for
the soldier to want to exercise command over the air
sbiking forces. The handling of an Air Force is a life
study, and therefore the air part must be kept under
Air Force command.
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The next principle is that the Army Commander
directs the military effort of A*y plus Air, and the
AirForce Commanderwho is with him applies the air
effort in accordance with the combined plan. There
are not two plans, Army and Air, but one plan, Army-
Air, whidr is made by me and the Air Vice'Marshal
together.

Next, the Army and Air Staff must sit together at the
same headquarters. There must be between them
complete mutual confidence and trust. Each has to
understand the problems and difficulties of the other.
My headquarters and the headquarters of the Air
Support Force must be together. When I go forward
with a small headquarters, there must be good
telephonic communication back to our combined
headquarters.

The confidence, trust, and integration of the two stafh
is quite rernarkable. The SASO and the Chief of Staff
have to be great friends. If there is any friction there,
you will be done. You have to be great friends, not
merely work together. And so it must go downwards.
The machine is so delicate that it can be thrown out of
gear very quickly. That mutual confidence and trust,
starting with the Air ViceMarshal and myself, must
go right down ...

Fighting against a good enemy - and the German is
extremely good, a first-class soldier - you cannot
operate successfully unless you have the full support
of the air. If you do not win the air battle first, you
will probably lose the land battle.64

4 The quote is cited in Terraine, The Right of the Line, p.380 as
coming from P. Guedalla, Miildle East 794042: A Study in Air
Pouq, (Hodder and Stoughtory London, 1944),pp.207-209. At the
tinc, Montgorery was on the Italian peninsula and the AVM
referred to was Sir Harry Broadhurst, who took over command of
the Western Desert Air Force from Coningham on 1 Feb 1943.
The abbreviation SASO stands for Senior Air Staff Officer.
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Air power is the key to Australia's defence; if the will
is lacking, defence will be weak.l

The campaigns of Air Bombardment and Air Co€peration,
conducted in conjunction with a campaign of Control of the Air,
should not be viewed as conflicting campaigns - they are

complementary, and in fact all three may have to be done
concurrently. It was Tedder who said '... The various operations [of all
air campaignsl should fit into one comprehensive paftern'.2 Australia
must be capable of conducting all three air campaigns concurrently.
While the most likely air campaign to be waged in low-level conflict
would be Air Co-operation (presupposing that Control of the Air
would not be contested), any escalation could well see the RAAF
having to fight for Control of the Air. Moreover, as conllict escalated,
the need to conduct Air Bombardment would increase significantly.
Readers of the Dbb Report should not be beguiled into thinking that
the RAAF's force structure should reflect only that which is necessary

to cope with low level conflict. In fact, the 1987 White Paper is quite
specific in arguing for a strong air defence force and for retaining the
capability for strategic strike.3

This monograph has aimed to ensure that any theories

postulated are in accordance with practical experience, in order not to
ldd confusion to what has, over the years, become a most confusing
debate. It has been based primarily on an analysis of history, with
extrapolations into contemporary times to provide a synthesis of what
is appropriate for Australia today. Despite the views expressed about
the efficary of air power and its priority roles for Australia, it does not
follow that air power should be developed independently of land and
sea power - all must be developed together. However, the possibility
of substihrting air power for land or sea Power as appropriate should

t Criss and Schubert,TheleadingEdge,p.TST.
2 Webster and Frankland, The Strategic Air Offensioe Agairct

Gumany 793945,p.290.
3 Departrnent of Defence, The Defnce of Australia 1'987 , p.41.
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not be dismissed out of hand by Australia, as it has been by other
countries which have embarked on political missions of protecting
vestd interesb.

Air doctrine should allow air strategies to be formulated for
pa.rticular circumstances. Such strategies must explain how air power
can make the greatest contribution in the most effective and cost-
efficient rnanner to Ausbalia's national strategic aims. Air campaigns
provide the mechanismby which an air strategy rnay be implemented
to ensure that the enemy operates at a disadvantage, whether at sea,
on land or in the air. Air doctrine is all about the best way to use air
power. If Australia's air force is not capable of using air power in the
best way - that is, in accordance with its air strategy - then the nation
will probably lose the conflict, especially if the enemy's air force is
capable of following its own air stratqgy for success. Once control of
the air has been gained, the superior air power of Ausbalia should be
used to slow down an enem5/s surface momentum and compel that
enemy, as he becomes frustrated with lack of momentum, to
overextend his land and naval forces. In other words, air power can,
in military sbategic terms, limit the operational and tactical choices
open to an enemy. In certain circumstances, it can also limit the
strategic options.

Air strategies within Australia's region should be concerned
with isolating enemy territory or enemy-held territory, and with
connecting Australia's military power to that of its regional allies
should those allies be threatened, whether by external aggressors or
intemal insurection. That is, air shategies should be mncemed with
power propction.

Air power, for all its attributes and capabilities, does have
limitations. However, in future conllict involving Australia, especially
crcdible contingencies, it will not be the capabilities of air power that
let it down, but the lack of political will to use those capabilities to best
effect.

Before the US became involved in the Vietnam war, many US
defence planners were arguing that air power would only be used in
lowlevel conllict for airlift of supplies, equipment and personnel, and
perhaps to support civil police action and that actions inherent in such
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conflict did not demand the sophistication of airdelivered firepower.4
Similar arguments have been expounded in Australia today; yet one

lesson of history is that low-level conllict can rarely be contained and

one or the other of the protagonists is likely to escalate. In this case the

offensive use of air Power homes much clearer and could well be the

decisive factor. It would be prudent for Australia to ensure that it had
the wherewithal to exploit that decisive factor should the necessity
arise.

By the early 1960s, American strategy was developed around

nuclear global war or around counter-insurgency. _Little-attention was

paid to Ihe conuentional strategic and tactical ability of air forces. It
iook the war in Vietnam, and subsequent skirmishes, to alert the
Americans to the error in ignoring the applicability of air power in
conventional strategic and tactical operations.

Australia is in danger of making a similar mistake with what is

rapidly becoming a fascination with low-level conflict and a seeming

ptup"iudnuss to forgo military capability needed fol higher-levels of
ior.flict. The failure seers to be in recognising that lowlevel conflict,
once continued for any length of time, has the capacity and indeed
likelihood of escalating. The ADF must be able to react to changes at

the national strategic level, at the military strategic level, and at the

operational and ta&ical levels. The RAAF provides-the AD-Frpith the

nexiUitity and resPollsiveness to react aPProPriately at all levels of
war. In ihe event of conllict, with limited time available this flexibility
and responsiveness has the potential to save the nation- As Lord
Kitchener observed in 1915: 'We cannot make war as we ought, we can

only make it as we can'.S

Employment of RAAF asseb could iust as readily occur in
response to regional security emergencies as in defence of Australia
contingencies, at any level of conflict. For this reason, some form of
powerprojection is necessary. Any use of militaryforcn by Australia
in the iegion would probably occur in quite complex an{ confusing

diplomatic and political situations, however, so Ausbalia must be

quite sophisticated in the way it interprets events and offers and
provideJ assistance. Conflict throughout the Pacific theatre in World

4 Momyer , Air Power inThree Wars, p,6,
5 Terraine,TheRight of theLinc, P.683.
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War II, and in South Asia since, has tended to involve an enemy who
was trained and ready to use sophisticated weapons and could fight in
large, well-organised units. As it is unlikely that Australia could assist
in future regional conflict without actively participating militarily, it is
incumbent on the nation to maintain adequate offensive forces within
its declared defence poshrre.

The planning for air campaigns must be flexible enough to
allow commanders to make timely variations as they see fit. No
campalgn will ever be static, and commanders must respond to
changes in the enemy threat, the changing friendly surface force
situation and the capability of friendly air elernents. After all, as
General Helmuth von Moltke said:'No plan survives contact with the
enem)/.5 Accordingly, accurate and timely intelligence of enemy
intentions is vital - any enemy air response is also likely to be quick
and effective.

The RAAF must be able to deliver concentration of firepower
as needed, must be survivable (and therefore able to actively nunage
attrition), and must possess aircraft characterised by range and
endurance.

Australia's ability to achieve the three air campaigns will be
dependent on:

aircraft range, selfdefence capability and accurate
weapons delivery from outside the enemy's defensive

Perinreter.T
These aims can be achieved with the aid of AAR capabilities,

adequate ESM and ECN,[ suites and use of PGMs. Moreover, the
ability to prosecute all three air campaigns concurrently and to
concentrate air power such that its effect rnay be decisive is a strong
argurnent for unity of air power, under the command of an airman
who can provide the specialist professional expertise needed.E The

Robert Debs Heinl Jr, Acfionary of Military anil Naoal Quotations,
(United States Naval Institute, Annapolis, 196),p.239.
Criss and Schubert, The lading Eilge, p.86.
This is discussed in Kavanagh, 'One-A-Penny, Two-A-Penny',
pp.1*24.

7

8
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size of Australia's defence forces (termed critical mass)9 is such that
the nation cannot afford to have three large supporting infrastructures
for its air power assets. For cpst-efficiency neasotls, for organisational
and operational unity and to meet the critical rnass criteria, it would
make sense to have all assets within the one organisation. However,
Australia has chosen not to do this. Therefore it is of great importance
that unity be achieved through the command and control structure,
such that air assets are placed under the command of ACAUST for
wider conflict or under an air component commander in a specific AO
for more localised conflict.

This monogpph has been devoted to discussion of air
operations; however, it in no way intends to belittle the importance of
the diverse and comprehensive pattern of other elements that
contribute to the strength of air power. There should be no doubt that,
once conflict has escalated, the problerrs of supply of aircraft, parts,
weapons, fuel and perconnel, and the maintenance and repair of
aircraft and associated sysbms will loom large. These'Sustainmenf
operations have been well articulated in the RAAF's AAP 1000.10

Based on the initiative taken by the RAAF, other papers, monographs
and books should appear which will cover these operations in a
detailed rvlnner.

The RAAF has been slow to embrace extensive use of
Reserves, although Force Structure Review deliberations of 1990 and
1991 were addressing the issue. The USAB for example, relies on the
Reserves to provide 50 per cent of its C-141 and C-5 aircrews and ,t0

per cent of the maintenanc€ effort for those aircraft.lr In looking to the
use of Reerves, Australia must be aware of overseas developments.
For examplg a Rand Corporation study in 1985 found that operating
and support costs for a Reserve-manned C-130E Hercules squadron
werc72 per cent of those for a permanent force'manned squadron.l2

1t

72

ibid.,p.2l.
Readers are referred to AAP 70[[., Royal Australian Air Force Air
Powq Manual, Chapter 10.

This is expanded on in Babbag e, A Cust Too Long, pp.27G217 .

ibiil., p.218. Readers are also encouraged to pursue this line of
reasoning in Evans, A Fatal Rioalry, and Alan K. Wngley, Tlu
Defnce Force anil the Cottmunity: A Partnrship in Aushalia's
Defata, (Australian Governnrent Publishing Service, Canberra,

9

10
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This monograph has, quite independently, aligned itself with
the issues which Dt Ouery saw as the important starting point for his
fuk, Tlrc Air Wu 1939-1.945.rs In particular, Dr Overy discussed
Aerial Defence, Strategic Bombing, Aircraft and Sea Power, Armies
and Air Power, and Air Power and Strategy. This monograph has
discussed Dr Over5/s 'areas of strategic thinking'ta as Control of the
Air, Air Bombardrnent and Air C-o€peration (with air, sea and land
forces). Moreover, throughout each chapter, the links between air
power and Australia's strategic situation have been discussed.
Additionally, the implications for the RAAF have been assessed.
Perhaps a most fitting condusion is Churchill's sobering observation
of the DDay landing, made to the House of Commons on 6 june 1944:

It [victoryl involves tide, winds, waves, visibility, both
from the airand the sea standpoint, and the combined
employment of land, air and sea forces in the highest
degree of intimacY.ls

And so it should be for Australia. Whether in defence or offence. the
nation expects a irint ADF operation involving the 'highest degree of
intimag/ of the three Services, specialising in their own particular
brands of warfare but, nevertheless, well-versed in the intricacies of
pint warfare. To that end, Australia must emphasise the
complementarity and interdependence of air power with sea and land
Power.

13

14

15

1990).
Overy, Thc Ait War 7939-7945,pp.G8.
ibiil.,p.6.
Winston S. Churchill,Tlu Saond World War, Yol.6, Tiumph anil
Trageily, (Cassell, Londory 1954), p.5.
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82,9,199;
selfdefence weapons, 98, 727,
t4&749;
$nart weapon s, 57, 89, 743;
stockholding 53;
surface-teair missiles, 33,,13, 51,
746,173,179.

Wever - long-range bomber, 68.
Wietershdm - dose air support, 156.
WildWeasds, \n,l8/J^
Wilmot - air srpreuracy,l52"l4.
Yom Kippur war,3l.
?appellnnrds,37,65.







This monograp'h argues that the contribution of air power to
the defcnce of Australia can bcst be made through three air campaigus,

and that there is a thmretical basis, experiential evidence, and

doctrinal prccedcnt for accepting such a premise' The air campaigns

are: Conhol of the Air as thc prime campaign; Air Bombardment as the

separate campaign; and Air Co-operation as the force multiplicr
nrmnrion

Discussion of each air campaign starts with an explanation of
rts subsidiary roles, bcfore examining specific examplcs fron'r history
which havc rclevance to Australia today. In an effort to focus highcr
level concep''tual thinking, broad stratcgic issucs are prcsentcd on cach

campaign. Finally, to oricnt that shatcgic thought to morc practical
issucs, the opcrational implications for the RAAF are articulatcd.


